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PREFACE
This is the first issue of the planned quarterly
publications concerning noise pollution. The
quarterly issues will be combined at the end of
each year into a single volume. This method of
publication makes it possible for subscribers to
remain currently aware of noise pollution infor-
mation and at the same time, satisfy the needs of
those requiring less urgently timed information
through use of the yearly publication.
The eight sections of the basic Noise Pollution
Resource Compendium have been merged and/or re-
duced to five sections in this issue in order
to more efficiently categorize the current ref-
erences.
This quarterly issue features complete abstracts
instead of data processed bibliographic citations.
The changed format is considered more desirable
from a user's point of view. The new format and
subject organization will be maintained in the
upcoming quarterlies and the annual supplement.
The contents of this quarterly publication are
arranged under subject headings which are judged
major areas of noise pollution activity. An
index at the end of each subject group simplifies
cross reference of interrelated articles. This
publication is paginated by the accession number
of the first abstract contained on the appearing
page. The legend of the accession number follows
the organization of the basic Noise Pollution
Resources Compendium.
NP 73 - lA - 001
Accession number within
category number listings
consecutively
Subsection designation
Section designation
Year of search and publication
Noise Pollution
1 NOISE SOURCES
1.A GENERAL
IA-001
NP73-1A-001 NP73-1A-005
72-5TG-0579 kfoico anai ho environvcra. them m .
Dooms. Ir. L. (Ed.) National Center for Scientific and Technicel PGree M Goe Ded G5:Se0.9, Apr n
Documentation. Dept. of Envirmomental
Research. Brussels, BeIlg.
Bolgin environmental research index.
Belgian Environmental Research Index. Vols. I and II. 1969-1970. NP73-lA-006
National Center for Scientific and Technical Documentation. Brussel environent.
Belg. 81 pages Dec. 17. 1971. and D. e. ge i Entir Set d chn
Research index only. SS. 12d4-9. '72
AIR POLLUTION . WATER QUALITY : NOISE CONTROL : SOLID
WASTES PESTICIDES : BELGIUM research indon.
Research by Belgian investigators on water, air and noise pollution.
solid waste and pesticides is documented. Legislation and treatment are
also included.
NP73-IA-002
? 69253. CARLESTAM, GOSTA. (Linnegatan 81, Stocklholm 0, Swed.)
Noise: The scourge of modern society. AMIBIO 1(3): 102-109. Illuo.
1972.--The increased consumption of energy for productil and tr03o
portation generates a waste problem in.the form c9 unwattd cust
The radiation of sound from a single sourco, a nirplfane or eenim0ao,
will disturb more and more people in conocqueate oe urbaniatit a.
Urban man is more or less constantly neposed to ooundo from a
technology-created environment and because of the bolc31cal caoom.
tion of human bodies this leads to so-called otreo renctiono. T to
mental process determines exposure to disturbing nooo (algnificaco)
or more noise (sound level). In the article these problemo are dfto
cussed in connection with how urban and regional phyolcl plannaRi3
can eliminate the negative effects of aircraft noise for the g15,0 
residents around Arlanda airport in the Greater Stat&~olm £rea.o
NP73-1A-003
AD-79s90 PCS3.CoM0FS@.05
Environmentol Health Lob Mcc ilan AFS Calif
TOCHNOCAL EtPOrY 8a1anaOGaADPtT.
Final rept.,
Gole F. Hoffoose. Aug 72. 137p Repe ao. 3HL-M.-
72D-81
Deocriptor: (0Air pollution. Air Force rcsaorch).
(OWrter pollution. Air Force rexecrch). (O1nduotri-
al medicine. Air Force recemrch). (VRodioion
hosardo. Air Force resenrch). Chemical analysio.Muiovoo, Looern. Esntomoloy. Caligoraoo.
Ideatifier: Elecromogne ic radiation hazago,.
*Noiae polutoo. scClellan Air Force Saca.
A ibliography of oU unclasifigied tchnicol MRees
prepared bp USAF BEviroaeoo ntal Healt3 Loboro-
tory McClellano A prenested. It coarzino a lintise by
oabjeca aotter nd a listino of all repora by year
writhb report aeEabr anod abosract. The reprto
cover oo8 oareao of enviroeaieetal topiso no 00o
air. anter .agse and Trdiation oWhitiea.
NP7 3-1A-004
380. ALLEN, W. Problems and deficiencies in aircraft noise research. Sound, 6(2), 1972,
39-44.
Presents a brief systems look at what seems to be very unsystematic research coverage
of the field in the past decade. There has been extensive discussion of domestic noise during
this period, though with notable omissions. There has been research on interference with
education, and some on hospitals. Quite a number of activities of importance have hardly
had comment, let alone research. Discusses some of the problems for the designer in dealing
with the present situatior and puts forward ideas which seem to him likely to put design
on a better basis.-J. Abst., ed.
1A GENERAL
(See Also)
lE018 3D001 3D003 3D005 3D026 3D050 5A002
2A003 3D002 3D004 3D006 3D027 3D053 5A008
1.B INDUSTRIAL
IB-001
NP73-1B-001
72-302 Mf Go2dfrcond IL S Aoiotaaoo. Ccdc7 MRtSao. WJ.
W0f MUM d ODUSTfaAL CPW.AT2
31 c. 1971 333 p rofo
(EPA-6G_884-=404
(N'1OS00.2 Avail: NTIS HC 18.75
TVpica1 adasstrial plei*s located is urban. autobon. cnd
rural comintmities were surveyod and their nosso acoscoo =oro
tdoati Gd The plants were gloss manufacturing. od rofince.
pwar gonoroaing, automobile assemble. and con manufactueIst.
The noae a communities adjacent to theso plants woo rcvc~ade
for fivo me~nto sampling periods during Wto doay and nijht of
normal o qrtQn and during weehends Only the outo mobio
oaernmbly and glass manufacturing plants are principal aourc of
communitV noao;. elsewhere noise from surfaco transportotEIo
on sup orthways and traffic near the plants oithr prGdominatao
or centribsfnt equally. with industrial plonts. Tho impact of
industriol plant nosio on tho workI and th co3sm nitV
environmaneta. end attitudO towardo noro Cooblation orO
discusead. Mao control programe for crsdt&d aca= aro
docribod, and the nooo abotomont technrj bl cococcf0.
NP73-1B-002
A73-1295 #I Inlet sound power of aiol a=pcacs. S. N.
Kuznetsov (Moskovskii Gosudarstvennyi Uniersitat. Moscow,
USSR). In: International Congress on Acou3tics. 7th. 2udapost.
Hungary, August 18-26, 1971, Proceedings. Volume 2. (A73-
12951 03-12) Budapest, Akademiai Kiado, 1971, p. 289-292. 5 rofs.
Design and experimental data on the sound pvr of the inlot
noise were compared for the compressors of seatral stotion~r e
turbine plants. It appears that in spite of the diffornt rocations of
the first stages of several full-scale compressors. the poromter X (the
dimensionless similarity criterion) changes insignificantly. F.R.L.
NP73-1B-003
A73-I4 I Effot of wako-wakto Intoractions on tfw pooar-
aBon of noiso On o lal-flow turbomachinery. 6. J. Walkor (Tasmsnia,
~nivorsity, HI brt. Tasmania, Australia). Inatitue do e r4,aqo dox
Fluides, IngcOmional Symposium on Air Broaghing En5'M, pat,
Maseille, Fro~o, Juno 19.23, 1972, Paper. 45 p. 13 rofs. WRocoach
supported by the Department of Supply of Australia and Austraolin
Rosearch Grants Committee.
This paper describes the interaction betwoen the visous wakoo
of sucssivae blaode rows in an eaial-flow turbom-acrhin. It is shown
that woke-wake interactions produce regular spatial variations in the
utsteady velocity field, and therefore have a significant influornc on
tse Sanratin and propagation of internal noise. The discussion Is
spported by noise measurements and flow observations at low cpood
in a sineo-sta~e oniol-flow compressor. CAuthor)
NP73-1B-004
A72-44917 Tone noise from roor/stator Interactions in
Gait% sp-d fons. N. A. Cumpsty (Rolls-Royce, Ltd.. Darby. England).
Jornal of Sosmd and Vibration, vol. 24. Oct. 8. 1972. p. 393-409. 5
rafo.
The behaviour of some important aspects of Van noise is b6th
highly comp et and paradoxical. By using a qualitotiv e hory b od
on sh wor of Kaji and Okazoki, however. it is possibl to pro5c
t 0 Bhaviosr in the forward arc of the torn nom6ea rom the
*aroldyoamic interaction of the fan rotor and sttorw. Os this popoe the
thery is d~eloped and enitensiv2 results from qa fn s oo0at at
subsonic tip spods (althuous dasiged fo7 ssaPrsstic wOeratian) oro
umd to justify and illustrate tho thory. O
1B-005
NP73-1B-005
OM. MAR6 ION, R. (Imp. Chem. In&. ~g., @octz~ (Mou. I o00
by, Zech., EnM., UK.) and H. J. STCXZH . A Wrocla nco = 00
motco ar-fead hocds. ANN CCCUP HYG ,4(64): M4W li.Ma.
i ool . 97 -- g und pressure levelo in a gy1caAc nta C = ta l ad
gn C-acgramo of 2 human volunteers baforo nad n2or cat2rg the ai
la toro saas'ured. A simple method of reducaIag zo acico o am a-o
pa02meo lovel can ought and tested.--J. I. F.
NP73-1B-006
51672. GONCHARENKO, V. P. Anallsa oumna hemprsocoroe pri-
menyaemykh v stekol'noi promyshlennosti, puti oo onla liya. [An.lyz-
sis of the noise produced by compressors used in glaso lnduitry and
means of its reduction.) GIG TR PROF ZABOL 15(0): 47-49. 71.
-- The noise of air suction into the compressor vsn moancx d at 3
points-inside the filter chamber and at 250 and 2000 mm distance from
it. The noise created by 4 different types of comprecooro in the plant
w*a measured primarily to compare the xristingf leav of he oedn preo-
sure and noise spectrum with requirements of the sanitary ohandardo.
Rooultz showed that the noise in the air suction chambr ronchd the
maimum at 1000, 2000 and 4000 Hz frequencies, conotituting 203-103
db at summary level of Lsum = 112.5 db. At 250 mm dictanco 2rom thB
chamber the noise reached its maximum at the oamo froqucaloo ith
a level of 100-104 db at ILum 107.3 db, tat at 2000 mm dictae n from
chuttero of the air suction chamber the level vao m -87 db gat L
101.6 db. Spectral compononts of compreosor aeoo wonre t a cQlo
diapaso of high and low frequency, and aondEod CC adunic8boo valno0
in rlB 4 types of compressors. Reduction o aico= ancccz iMhkc by
applying a plastic muffler, a combined dantTor od cWco 3alEation , and
aooeally by reconstruction of valveo.--~. D. 2.
NP73-1B-007
[Clearcteristie of noise In mechanical wo~
procssing shops at cnllulose-paper pohato
li1arinenko N . Gig Sanit 3:116-7, Oct 71 ~acU
IB-008
NP73 -1B-008 NOOSE LEVELS: MINING INDUSTRY: cleaning plant noise.
t anticipation of noise regulations for coal mine surface facilit5es73-27TE4 the U.S. Buroau of Mines cnducted a noise survey at 3 cleaning plants
Van Staenbruie, 8. bCi. d Ap sd Phy' :ss TNO. in an attempt to identify possible problem areas. Those occupatiion
DM. Neth. where the individual's exposure exceeded the limits of the proposW
ComressotsttleEn 'mnen', oilorcinsg mno~a. noise sources were identified. The manner in which sound energy i3
See Citation No. 73.2TE-00049 pp. 158.166. 1971. distributed over the audible range of frequencies was described.
In English; Eng., Fr.. Ger. sums.. illus.. refs. (Some in Ou.) from AS &
Text.
INDUSTRIAL NOISES : NOISE REDUCTION : MACHINERY : INTERNAL-
COMBUSTION ENGINES: RURAL AREAS: NETHERLANDS: NP73-1B-012
conpm'ssor : gas turbines : Ommen.
The Netherland's gas compressor station. Ommen, has operated 72-6TH-0397for % yr with 4 compressor units of 15.000 hp each. driven by gas
turbines. The station is situated in a rural environment which made it
necessary to fix the permissible noise levels ot the ratier low noise R080orc o titled theoretical studies of fan-noise generation by a
rating value of 30 outside the nearby houses. Noise prcduction of the Commroe rusiness Daily 15 Aug. row .1972
main gas turbines is studied and the silencing measures are made Comme ir Force Office of Scientific Research F15. Aug. . 2069-C-031972
from the necessary excess attenuation. Particulars about the Contract: Air Force Office of Scientific Research F44620.69-C-Ol30.r ces  rt July 24. 1972. Etimated Amount: S39.680.. Awaree: Cornell
composition and dimensions of the silencing equipment ore given. Jron3tP l Lab.. Inc.. Buffalo. N.Y.
Graphs with measuring results from some noise sourcos a~ shown. CONTRACTS : NOISE GENERATION : FAN NOISE : transonic
cmprooso blade row : Air Force Office of Scientific Research : ComrllAeron.tical Lab.. Inc.
NP73-1B-009
72-6TE-0161
Kraatz. Gert Wupportal. Ger.
Druchluft. Lserm und Umweltschut2.
Wasser. Luft und Betrieb. 16(3): 86-91. March 1972.
In German; Eng.. Fr.. Ger. sums., 21 figs.. no refs., from Sum.
NOISE SOURCES : NOISE REDUCTION : COMPRESSED AIR :
environmental protection.
The problems of defining noise sources besidos those caused by
compressors and pneumatic hammers are discussed, as well as
measures for noise reduction. The use of- compressed air for
environmental protection e.g. with the air-bubble method or in deep sea
drilling is also considered.
NP73-1B-010
72-6TE-016
Arvidsson. Ole (both) Statens Institut foer Folkhaelsan.
Berglund. Kenneth Stockholm. Sweden
Berlin. Maths Lunds Universitet, Institutionen foear
Hygien. Sweden
Wahlstroem. Sten (both) Kungliga Tekniska Hoegskolan.
Aaberg. Sven Iristitutionen foer Byggnadsakustik.
Stockholm. Sweden
Byggbuller som samhaellsproblem. Del 2.
Stockholm. Statens Institut foer Byggnadsforskning. Byggforskningens
Rapport No. R21. 231 pages. 1971.
In Swedish: no abs.. numerous figs.. data tables, no refs.. SS.
NOISE SOURCES : NOISE MEASUREMENTS : MOTOR VEHICLES :
MACHINERY : SWEDEN : construction noise.
Tables are presented of building site noise measurements.
generated by earth moving and construction equipment. Data for each
machine is presented with a photograph. description and measurement
results.
NP73-1B-011
72-6TE-0168
Lamonica. Joseph A. USBM. Pittsburgh Technical Support Center. PA
Noise levels in cleaning plants.
American Mining Congress. 1972 Coal Show. Papers. (Held in Cleveland.
Ohio, May 8-11. 1972). American Mining Congress. Coal Division.
Washington. D.C. 13 pages. [19727 ].
No abs . 5 figs.. 5 tables, no refs.. from Introd. & Tent.
IB INDUSTRIAL
(See Also)
34009 3A024 3B037 3B053 3D034 5C030 5C064
3A011 3A025 3B038 3B054 3DO36 5C033 5C070
3A012 3AO29 3B039 3D002 3D052 5C034 5C071
3A013 3A030 3B040 3D014 5AO01 5C037 5C072
3A021 3B003 3B047 3D017 5A013 5C040
3A022 3B008 3B048 3D020 5B009 5C049
3A023 3B036 3B049 3D028 5C025 5C062
1,C HOME, OFFICE AND
NON- INDUS TRIAL
/3
IC-001
NP73-lC-001
73-2TE-.0000
Trbuhovic. Ljubomir Zu6ich, S it.
hailiChomfort als Problem der UmnweliBestgtat.
Se Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 280-288. 1971.
In German; Eng., Fr., Ger. sums.. illus.. no refs.. from AS.
NOISE LEVELS: ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS: BUILDINGS:
nvironmental planning : man's perception and sensitivity.
The new attitude toward sound and acoustics in the architectural
environment is considered. Acoustic properties as such, man as
producer and consumer of sounds, as well as the perception of and
sensitivity to acoustics were examined in detail, and the new
hypotheses and proposals were clarified by examples and discussions
of position. Observations relating to the architectural interior as a form
of the environment inhabited by man are considered. In order to ensure
him sonic comfort, man is initially considered as the object
(construction of a new system of location and orientation of the spatial
coordinates at eye and ear level): then as the subject (in terms of his
faculties of spatial perception and the responses elicited by sound
signals); finally, man-to-man relations. Measures of planning, technical
production, and sound insulationr in the created environment are
described. These considerations show sound to be a component of the
environment, and some aspects and criteria of a technical sonic nature
that promote comfort and achievement are therefore taken into
Occount
NP73-1C-002
Houcehold noce problems: P.K.BAADE (CarrierCorpgoSyrouoeo
NY); J Acouot Soc A v 50 n pt 1 Nov 1971 p 12294 Communic -
tion to the Editor makes a plea for uniform cound ratij3D on hoaui-
hold equipment, for information on proper application and laotala-
tion and for realtlao criteria on acceptable ocund lovelo. )ERont
atandards are cited for the Air-Conditicain ag d 1arIr atioa
Ialottute. Data are t3ven for noloo of a refrigoratrw air eenditoner
and dichwaeher in a typical hitche 9281
NP73-1C-003
[Determination of the noise level in pharmacies]Li'tnek IZ.7ar matslla 20:66-8, Sep-Oct 71 (En,. Abstr.) (Miao)
/1
IC HOME. OFFICE AND NONINDUSTRIAL
(See Also)
1A004 3B034 3B055 3D017 3D032 4B006 5C013
3A007 3B052
1. D URI
1D-001
NP73-1D-001
a78.2C@99 Dec. Dece cutc M . i.. ~  ~.ojid
A3000393: 8009-2o0 Avoa: NTIS COCL 20/1
t@ 0o m Olitar zcrt oCrttm in th vo vcit agC a Oiv
ouol Air Sttt o o oir. Orm ont 0 dcaoq d V q1o
ouq otd im cn I uoo. Tho voj p o W Snto Rro )
(A7093: 80C-2098 Avoa: NtI~, 5CC 200
heW opoo o f bu reort s h to dofin the tabo onvioerc
tO to mRO Itr~I aOrcrf operation o c in theviDtr r co Mio
b M provido intc-proeotoen of tho oircrot o=co 00 ca cc I n Oso
cooPtibMo dovotaczPen o loCd Ow rout O o 7uot P0&ido dA
NP73-1D-002
;72-29210# Acocoeton of GoyV Aroo t mocmc. 9orpDtof .Coli.
AMwPORT NOISE A&OD LAWD USE ANALVOO3
Paoul K Dgert. Judy A Ungeror. ond Frod L. Collino ar. 1972
O p rofs Sponsorod by HUD
Avoil: NTIS HC G4 50
Two seperote but related activitios twhich woro undoROon
to provido a tool for the evaluauon of changes in olrcrft nctioG
oround airports are presented. The two octavitin irnvolved. firt.
tho development of eatensive and detailed deto on loo0d uMC
Cround the three major air carrior airports in tho orea oncotpeCod
by the Regeonl Airport Syotems Study;: ond, occondly. the
erootcon of a computer-based systom for monipulating the dota
co that it can be conveniently used for the study of altornativoe
corport development plans. Aso inputs. the onetlyis usoo the noioe
contours computed for the Regional Airport Syatomo Study and
detailed land use da0 ta preparod by the Regionol Airport Systems
Study. The computer program for merging the l nd-use dote and
the noise contours as describad Author
1D-003
NP73-1D-003 ss &7 3E
A7lB297 osoe extseaero ccusnd 0e c est. J. laItrhI Vt- t e-Jvi 2 M-3 s y te ca js o
and G. Nishinomiya (Tokyo. University, Tovo. c. 23nl. On: Inter. to mo wuru J:gv ;3
national Congress on Acoustics. 7th. Budapes3t. C4uary. Au ust nt cO O --M Oacn om f i cE Ci4 wc Casai te EIM
18-26. 1971. Proceedings. Volurme 2. (A73.12961 03-12) Svudapst,. V M Itc, = fl C?=. Adc Ct SiWanW  dtEc
AfrcnEomiai Kiado. 1971, p. 513.516. c 0 i n Qb acos~a uit a omd U W .z-
aoise level measurements at 150 locations 7oun J the C oa n qtwe Po 3 1p@- we-t ecof7e of rzt4s. - des~n,. A
airpot areo discussed. Effective Continuous Perceived No~ie Lovels @~Qatt oG c-Jo-E 9  js = @UMcsV o M JS paesd tohM(ECPNL) are eiven for eight airci aft types. A C~o cont = o 0 ur Cc== 9W On' l D G d13tGr2At =t8 t e nsad]v
map and a diagram of noise duration allowance vs aircraft dptacnaee W C 6 MeC3 ced tM oD zcaC t sc3 oves of the conulmRnitV. Tko
are given for the airport. V.Z. VeOMM oMdOjo ia c E3 doE tS o a PV setfeIl V7TOL p~mi
O= In oniaida when aoumntsmtat cmucten- peocett and JD
eomb of (Atth)
NBI73-1D-004
A7312979 # The influence of backq und no on dfiwtr. NP73-1D-008
banco due aircraft. D. M. Waters and C. G. Bottom (Loughbourgh
University of Technology, Loughborough, Loics., England). In:
International Congress on Acoustics, 7th. BudApest, Hungary. Augst a !s Cm , ,-,- C. d t Co I. eisa.
18-26, 1971, Proceedings. Volume 2. (A73-12951 03-12) Budapest., & V-c . Shpiro (akh"gCoifornio Co.. urbot Calif.).
Akademiai Kiado, 1971, p. 521.524. 6 refs. = 0l -T=bV of A,-4:o, d t0VS, 0 , Ouffoo, .Y.,
The procedures and results of a recent social survoy oncxining AP. &2.*, .972, Pbpo . 11 p.
the problem of combined aircraft and traffic noise are revioewed. C~i3 Tanet po the vroont noise i~i n of the L-1011
Correlations with various noise exposuro units are onofMincd. Thoe fit DP 3O OagOn (PO t ntld r the G F1 OaOoos of t o FES EIr
results indicate some influence of traffic background noise on both A I iGt 3 o :, d ion (FAR) Port 3 o.Io t artlr tnolev elow wFAR
annoyance due to aircraft and the overall dissatisfaction duso to C llo W
aircraft and traffic. The use of a unit in the form of noic3 pollution cIt---tc C O bede ctjelvos ocVi f. the-~esl of this ltdA.odied
level ze' to offer the tossibilitV of a promising moth d f or lt twonspo. TMhe sCen t flyves noise demnonstrations
predicting dissatisfaction duo to combin-d noise ourcos. h.V.E. k a a t Vn = o0 Csznt 3 N t = G,,it n ing jrn et
cmas 0a5rIns. M.V.E.
NP73-1D-005
A73-2980 P The cMomCu neco cn sca s3 oUtvev owd
Moofthow, London airport. A. E. Knowleo (Deprtimcnt of Trcti and
Industry. London. Enrtg cd). In: Internationd Congeas on
Acoustics, 7th, Budapest. Hungary,. August 18-26, 1971, Proceed-
ings. Volume 2. (A73-12951 03-12) Budapest, Akademiai Kiado,
1971, p. 525-528.
Summary of the main features and results of the second no~
and social survey conducted; around Heathrow airport in 1967 for
the purpose of verifying the validity of the results obtained from the
first 1961 survey. A brief statement is presented of the 15 main
conclusions reached. M.V.E.
NP73-1D-006
A7-13838 An c=eptablo posuo level for circroft noIe
in residential communitics. N. S. Yeowart (Salford, University,
Salford. Lancs.. England). Journal of Sound end Vibration, vol. 26.
Nov. 22, 1972. p. 245-254. 30 refs.
A review of existing guidelines and noise laws relating to aircraft
indicated that they were governed, not by the acceptability of the
aircraft noise to an exposed community, but by economic considero-
tions. To examine the impact on aircraft noise requirema nts of a
change in emphasis, from vehicle economy to noise acceptability.
existing literature was used to estimate the maximum noise exposure
from aircraft that a community would probably find acceptable. The
suggested limit is 90 (plus ao minus 5) PNdB gor twenty noise events
per day. Ideally, this nois2 ievel should fall within the aIrport
boundary or on nonresidentioa land. (Author)
NP73-1D-007
A7?M41159 # Poesi'lXies and phios of chdievkle cen
m unoiny noise  eptao nce o VTOL. W. Z. Stepnieweki (Boeing Co.,
Verol Div., Philadalphi ai . and F. H. Schrmitz (U.S. Army, Air
CNobility Laboratory, Moffa:, .;ald, Calif.). Inriwni Cou-nci o
1D-009
NP7 3- iD-QO 9 c±3Ls
AIN Z a-,~ tL od fn L b c thz o p evlc jby rh M = QM m d S fls aw waIsd vit-
__WGE3tA vca=z A 30C~j S] TM5 fexdrsnlvlswen
3a~~~ees~~ MZid C~ot 9j~~anamod aes z~ as& then n nonem levels of dhejWWM w-id un.097. iy nt abh. &=Amic and extenr naise lid dta
g wtc im o stationary low idle. ate
9MZ- Stft5tLn1 Ttw g~ xlmm a SAE MNa eaie brake
P21ejUdi= &Za~erattae Sample m~aresnts of typical
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NP73-1D-015
B1i5hay uoloo. A 6aten GUnLo for hiGhwy cChrora: C.O.GOa-
CON (Bolt Boranaot and Nowmnn, Loo AbrGoIc-, Calf, W.J.GALLO-
WAY, B.A.tKUGLER. D.L.NELSON; Dlhi Ro E, iat Co0 Hli&
Roo Program Rep 117, 1971, 79 p; Tho report diocu 3co an com-
p oo different analytlcnl and onportmentnlly derived mdalo of
traffic noloo. and doacrlao tho model ued in the Dzaol Guide. It
also doocrib tho eourceo of Information and t thnidalapproacheo
uoed in determining the ftoleo level adjultmoent for finite element
length. acouatical barrie s, elevating or deprooing tho r o d~ay,
gradiontS and diffOren read ourfaco conditicao, and the resomo of
intervening building or foliago bztcaon the ob0orver and the noqIO
source. Several approacheo to tho oooPction of criteria for traffic
noico. 33 refe. 5G121
NP73-1D-016
Theory of steady-state urban molse for an Ideal
homogeneous city. Shaw EA, ct al.
0 Acoust Soc Am 51:1781-93, Jun 72
1D-017
NP73-1D-017 NP73-1D-020
73-1TE-000C0 73-1TE-@@29
Priede, T. Southampton Univ., Dept of Automobile Hinton. Loyd Metropolitan Aircraft Sound Abatement CouncilEngineering, En Aircraft noise as a continuing national problem.Diesel engine noise control in the 1970'O, Society of Automotive Engineers New York. Journal of Automotive
Noise, Dirt and the Diesel; a Guide to Currenft'nd Proposed Legislative Engineering 80(7): 76, July 1972.Requirements on Diesel Engine Testing,. Exhaust Emission Control and Abs. only, from AA.Noise Testing. Conference. Papers. (Held in London, Eng., March 23. Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No.
1972). Organized by Business and Industrial Training Ltd., London. 720622.England. pp. 8-32. [1972?]. AIRCRAFT : NOISE REDUCTION : URBAN PLANNING : abstract only.
No abs., illus., refs., from Text & SS. The history of the aircraft noise problem is presented using many
INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES: NOISE REDUCTION : ENGINE references to particularly important studies. Emphasis is placed upon
'DESIGN : GREAT BRITAIN : diesels. references the similarity of expert opinions during 20 yr of research for measures
Diesel engines are noisier than gasoline engines, but because of the similarity of epert opinions during 20 yr of research for measures
their greater fuel economy, they remain in widespread use. Sources of needed to resolve the problem. The views of noise-impacted airport-
diesel engine noise, the relation between combustion induced and community residents who cannot comprehend the lack of progress in
piston slap noise, characteristics of combustion controlled noise, effect aircraft noise abatement are represented. This lack of progress has
of timing gears and accessories, noise and engine design parameters, persisted in spite of general agreement on measures needed, and is
and consideration of the principles of noise control are discussed. the basis of a call for the reallocation of authority among federal
Diesel engine noise can be reduced even taking into account future agencies having responsibility both for the regulation of aviation and
trends for higher power outputs. However, research efforts must for the planning and development of urban areas, including airports,
investigate high pressure charging techniques for automotive use in with environmental protection as basic criterion.
conjunction with studies of exhaust emissions; quiet structure design is
"just as important since only by both techniques can the required
demands be met NP73-1D-021
73-.1TE-00033
NP73-1D-018 Waters, P.E. (both) Univ. of Southampton, Highfield, Eng.Priede, T.
73-1TE-00007 Origins of diesel truck noise and its control.
Tyler, D.A. Gulf Oil Corp., Houston, TX Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotive
Noise and the truck driver. Engineering, 80(7): 77, July 1972.
See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 127. (1972?]. Abs. only, from AA.
Abs..only, from AA. Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No.
TRANSPORTATION NOISES : OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : MOTOR 720636.
VEHICLES : NOISE REDUCTION : abstract only : trucks. INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGINES : NOISE REDUCTION : MOTOR
Truck drivers may be exposed to high noise levels while driving. VEHICLES-: abstract only : trucks : diesels.
The source and character of the noise, the noise reduction achieved, The fundamental origins of truck noise are discussed and the rate
and the noise reduction techniques utilized by one Industrial Hygiene at which the noise of each individual source increases with speed is
Department are reviewed. The most effective combination of noise shown. Various means of controlling noise from.each component are
reduction techniques achieved a level of 84 dbA under all driving considered. A method of predicting engine noise, and hence vehicle
conditions (with closed windows and air vents). noise, from basic engine speed and piston diameter data is given ..:ldthe significance of this information to the engine designer is
emphasized.
NP73-1D-019
73-1TE-00022 NP73-1D-022
Chang, H.C. (both) Northwestern Univ., Evanston, IL
Hermann, E.R. 73-2TE-00043
Accoustical (sic) study of a rapid transit system. Price, A.J. Univ. of British Columbia, School of
See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 172. [1972?]. Architecture, Vancouver, Can.
Abs. only, from AA. Community noise survey of greater Vancouver.
TRANSPORTATION NOISES : TRAINS : ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS: Acoustical Society of America. New York. Journal, 52(2): 488-492,
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : ILLINOIS : abstract only : speech Aug. 1972.
interference: rapid transit system : Chicago. Abs., illus., refs., from AA & SS.
Noises gen--'ated by trains of the Chicago Transportation Authority NOISE REDUCTION : NOISE STANDARDS: LEGISLATION : ACOUSTIC
were studied a. . analyzed relative to occupational health hazard and MEASUREMENTS : CANADA : Vancouver.
speech interferunce. Tape recordings of noise occurring inside of train A community noise survey was made of the Greater Vancouver
cars were obtained under various operating conditions. Frequency of Regional District. British Columbia, Canada, which covers 560 mi'.
occurrence and cumulative distributions of sound intensities were Approximately 100,000 individual noise measurements were recorded
developed through instrumental analysis of the tape recordings. over a 4-mo period. The statistical noise climate in residentially zoned
Analyses were measured in terms of over-all sound pressure level, dbA, areas was almost ioaentical in level distribution to that observed by
and sound intensity in each of the octave bands. In some.cases, daily Donley for the mid-Atlantic states some years earlier. In deciding what
noise exposures exc.ed the limits recommended by the American maximum noise levels should be allowed, the following factors should
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists and specified in the be taken into consideration: economic impacts, community benefits,
Wash-Healy Act. Years of daily exposure to these noises had adverse enforcement problems, and political motives.
effects on the hearing acuity of a portion of the train crew. Speech
interference is extensive on these trains. Some portion of the
passengers. probably develop a small amount of temporary hearing
shift in a single trip, yet it is unlikely that any will develop noise
induced permanent threshold shifts from this source.
ID-023
NP73-1D-023 NP73-1D-26
72-STE-01@7
Anon. Vornav. JocvooUeban traffic nosoo: Stratagy fgo an improvod onirtntionaq. Lo baoitio no*cvi=VDocna .
Urban Traffic Noise: Strategy for an Improved Envonment. Report. La Btaoille de rEnvironnament. Editins Robert Lof~ont. Paris. Ipranco.
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development. Consultative 307 paiees. 1971. (pbk).
Moup on Transportation Reoosach. Organisation for Economic Co- In French; no obs.. 23 tabos. doto tablGj. 4 refs.. from Introd. Q SS.@eration and Devolopment. Pari, France. 139 pages. Aug. 1970. WATER POLLUTANTS : AIR POLLUTANTS : NOISE CONTROL ,
On [nglish; no obs.. 17 fieo., 3 tables, data tables. appendia. 46 raef. (2 WASTE MANAGEMENT: URBANIZATION: ECONOMICS: g.
in Fr., 5 in Ger.. 5 in Scan.). from Yout @ SS. Wat r pollution. air pollution. waste management. noisa. mnini*
GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS : NOISE SOURCES : traffic noise urban crowding. and water usage are discussed. as are ways to deal with
Europe: Canada : urban noise. these problems. The environment of industrial civilization is defined andSources and characteristics of urban traffic noises are given and subdivided into 3 parts for analysis. The economic aspects of solutions to0
their effects on humans are listed. Control of urban traffic noise is these problems and actions to be taken are discussed. The technology *!'I
discussed with reference to modifications in vehicular design, traffic civilization which causes pollution must help overcome pollution.
operations and urban architecture. Current administrative and legislative
practices and directives in various member countries are reviewed. The
Consultative Group on Transporation Research of Organisation for
Economic Co-Operation and Development makes several NP73-1D-27
recommendations for the role of government relativo to vehicle noise,
traffic noise and urban environment. economics of noise abatement. 72-GTE-@iI
research and development, and international cooperation. Bhattachwerv, B. Indian Inst. of Technology. Kharagpur
An onalysi of the problem of noio in the urban aveao.
See Citation No. 72-6TE-0170 p. 25. [1972? ].
AbsNP7. only. from AA.NP7 3-1-024 NOISE SOURCES :. NOISE CONTROL INDIA : effects : urban areas :
abstract only.
72-5TE-0144 An analysis of the sources. effects and control methods of urban.Delany. M E. noise in India is presented.
Copeland. W.C.
Payne. R.C.
Propagation of traffic noise in typical urban situatioos.
Teddington. Eng. National Physical Laboratory. Acoustics Report No. 54. NP73-ID-02889 pages. Oct. 1971.
Sum.. 40 figs.. 26 tables, index, no refs.. from AS. ?2-6TE-0174NOISE MEASUREMENT: ENGLAND : traffic noise propagation. Nambi. V.
Field measurements were carried out to investigate the propagation Agarwal. A. L
of traffic noise for 10 different road and housing configurations. The Rananathan. N.L.
shielding produced by a substantial brickwall parallel to a main road, and Noise pollution in Ahmedabad.
the effect of an aperture in such a barrier, was measured and results See Citation No. 72-6TE-0170 p. 28. [1972? ).
compared with data for open grassland. Shielding by rows of houses Abs. only, from'AA.flanking a main road and noise propagation along side-roads branching NOISE SOURCES : NOISE CONTROL : INDIA : Ahmedabad trafficoff main roads was investigated in detail, and empirical curves are noise:abstract only.
presented for prediciting levels of Lio (the noise level in dB(A) exceeded Results of a survey of the noise environment in the city ofi
Ahmedabad, India, indicate that traffic noise is the major noise source
Several measures are recommended to alleviate the problem and a
"noise map" of the city is included.
NP73-1D-025
72-5GD-0606
Appleyard. Donald (both) Univ. of California. Dept. of City NP7 3-1D-0 29
Lintell, Mark and Regional Planning. Berkeley
Environmental quality of city streets: The residents' viewpoint. 72-6GD-0793
National Research Council. Highway Research Board. Highway Research Sturman. Gerald M. Parsons. Brinckerhoff, Quade & Douglas. Inc..Record No. 356: 69-84. 1971. New York. NY
Abs.. 6 figs.. 21 refs.. from AA. Effects of highways on urban environments.
Presented at Committee on Social. Economic and Environmental Factors Journal of Environmental Systems. 2(1): 61-69, March 1972.
of Transportation Annual Meeting. 50th. Abs.. 2 figs.. 3 refs.. from AA.
NOISE SOURCES : HIGHWAYS . AUTOMOTIVE POLLUTANTS : SAN HIGHWAYS: AUTOMOTIVE POLLUTANTS: NOISE GENERATION.
FRANCISCO : residences : traffic. Impacts on an urban highway on the communities through which itThe San Francisco Planning Department did a small study of the passes are studied. Air pollution. noise pollution. access disruption, lossquality of the environmental along some of the city's main traffic streets of job opportunities. and loss of housing are analyzed.to find out what effect traffic hab on the street as a living environment.
Viewpoints of those people who live on the city's streets are presented.
The criteria categories examined were traffic hazard; stress, noise, and
pollution: privacy and home territory, neighboring and visiting; and
identity and interest.
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1E-001
NP73-1E-001
*7@*1Z37f9 Lsthcad-Gcrao CO.. Merttso.
TNw2 GUMZQAVO@N AOD QAD0AToG@ @O 3UPEQ l30oC Ji
14I8.0 VOLUOE 3: PGQ@O 00 OJAQQ@ A U000VIO9
V " wOvY OF JET [(EGO E 001 $(:INl Tc c1d £oo=.
1 MayV 1079 - 0$ Mov U)72
Phtrp E. Doof Jul. 1972 152 p roto
(Cobtroat F33615-71-1C-S3; AF Proi.'3000)
(AD-740130; AFAPL-TO-72-53-Vol-3) Avoa: TOS CSCL
Eniatino thcorios of orodynamtic nooo gonrotion o critiedc
viovlwod with opocial omphasis on cortcoptuol odquacv nd
phaioal scopo with special roforonco to suporsonic jot ntaoo.
On ftio rioviw tho basic work of Stokos. Kirchoff and RoVytigh
n flG~ctuating motions in fluids is rocallod and dovoopod to
p~dao a fim bOasi for the critiquo. Tho odvontogoo and
dintages of acoustic onolo~y thoorio such as Lghtfill's
sar taorouhl V diecussod in Sction 11.3. A contribution is
modo towardo romoving tha criticism mode by L!hhill of
Fbor'a isotrop~ courco tonoor tUZyr. Now dovoIopm nto evch
o thoeo by Crow. Lilloy and DoCt ore ompahood. On tho
booia of tha evidonco providod b tho critical robtw. a now
UsRild tery for jot noiso hoc boon doticd. Auitort (GRA)
NP73-1E-002
W73-104O# Tronsportation Syotoms Contor. CombidAjo. Mom.
ThE NOISE EXPOSURE MODEL MOD-5. VOLUME I
J. Toub. T. Foreman. and B. Brownfiald Jun. 1072 93 p rofo
2 Vol.
IPB-211979; DOT-TSC-OST-72-5-Vol-1) Availo: NTIS HC
$3.00 CSCL 138
Tho roport contains threa oc tionz. The first two octien
aro contained in Volume 1. It conains an oirport wanyio which
describes the noise eaposuro model MOD-5 from tho porspoctivo
of onalysing an airport in order to develop the pregram input
modaol. end a user's manual which do2cribo tha precoo of
developing the input model for the noisoe npauro modol.
GRA
NP73-1E-003
W72-27030* National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Lewis Research Center. Cleveland. Ohio.
PRELIMINARY NOISE TESTS OF THE ENGINfE-OVER-THE-
WING CONCEPT. 2: 10 DEG - 20 DEG FLAP POSITION
Meyer Reshotko. William A. Olsen. and Robert G. Dorsch Jun.
1972 39 p refs
(NASA-TM-X-68104: E-7038) Avail: NTIS HC $4.00 CSCL
019
Proliminary acoustic tests of the engine-over-the-wing
concept as a method for reducing the aerodynamic noise created
by conventional and short takeoff aircraft are discussed. Tosts
were conducted with a small wing section model having two
flaps which can be set for either the landing or takeoff positions.
Data was acquired with the flaps set at 10 degrees and 20
degrees for takeoff and 30 and 60 degrees for landing. The
ongine e-haust was simulated by an air jet from a convergent
nozzle. For held noise data are presented for nominal pressure
ratios of 1.25. 1.4 and 1.7 for both the flyover and sideline
modes. Author
IE-004
NP73-lE-004 NP73-1E-009
7t0s0& # Cad o f rar c eoft m 2dF o 50 ZZ~tZ ECV A?7M0-23 O Sc3 ©n c o D. A. A.
o0 OS ocei. L. Pcaa (MDIT, C rid~e. Mc z3.. cus Maashogel (R60lo- Aso. . Ltd.. Drby, 4. d Adawe 4
of Amcric, Wfcting. 03rd. ufeoO. N. .. A9. 10-21, 992, PCJ7. Zda FltiPt, 8Ino zan'o S&Vx ~ a R Z h ? a,
ES p. 12 refs. U.S. Department of Transportation Contract No. At 0ailo. FracC, anm 1935 , i9fl, 1%;50r 2Z
TSC-93. A noise courco bxoakdcw in eea d catetvi & V i e occd
Enperimental studios of sound psopcantion from a source for Dowp=ae-eatio oirtos, such as 2tN Rd9s- WW e Say, aC7d c
situated above roof top level in an urban environment have indicoted high-bypae-rodo oErtgis. such as the R d s- yco W8.211. Ot con h
the amplification and shielding effects of buildings. Theso onp2ri- seen that the chaon from low to high bypsm rati o ha roesult uo a
mont have been supplemented by diagnostic tests with a sparh mthoed nois reduction by substitution of discreto tRoa and
sourco which indicate the paths of propagation and their contribu. broadband noise (cheractoristic of fan. crw sor, and turbite f8
tion to the received sound. A criterion for reverberation in a city the low frequenc roar of the jet. The enerative mechanisms of jt,.
street due to an aircraft is developed in terms of images formed. compressor, fan. and turbine noise ore oanEalyCd. A study of ~e
Charts indicating the amplification or shielding of noise from low mixing noise re o ls a now source, torrved tailpipo noise. wtSch is n
flying aircraft are presented. (Author) internal source om nobo to reduction both by Csibn ~ nd t4gh
ccoustic lininrg It is shown that intakE a OrfOw q~olity caS be a
significant factor for the singko-staor fant wfthut Eolt guIdevaes.t .
Turbine noise ir itioai~n alo rcqiros c oe aI orisnnteti 8t
NP73 - 1E-005 reveaol the scs. V.P.
A73-12952 # The problems of aeronautical acoustics (Los
pobWdms d'acoustiquo troncutiquo). P. A. Lidnard (ONERA, NP73-1E-010
Chi tillon-sous-Bagneun, Hauts-d -Seine, France). In: International
Congress on Acoustics, 7th, Budapest, Hungary, August 18-26. 1971, A73-1440 tho i oplano os a throoq t tih onviron=et.
Proceedings. Volume 1. (A73-12951 03-12) Budapest, Akedomiai P. Lloyd. Aoronoutic/l Journal vol. 76. Oct. 172, p. 599-3. 16
Kiado, 1971, p. 1-16. 7 refs. In French. refs.
Aeronautical acoustic problems involve noise in aircraft An attempt is made to assess the offcts of noise. smoke, and
interiors, stresses in the structures, external noise near aircraft, odors produced by aircraft on the environment. The engineering and
especially in inhabited areas around airports and, with the advent of administrative measures which are beoing taken to control thaos
the supersonic aircraft. the problem of the 'sonic boom'. The general effects are also considered. It is suggested that, in cddition to causing
characteristics of aerodynamic noise are discussed, as well as noise and odors, aircraft odd to pollution indirectly by eabline
modification of the equation of propagation in a turbulent fluid, and people to visit remote places of the eaotrh which t wld norltvffy
its solution. First applications of the equation to various aircraft are free from pollution. Atmospheric pollution, t -ine-..neRated noisem
studied. Attention is given to antinoise legislation and regulation, the sonic boom, and pollution of the stratsphereo are discussed in
recent studies, and futuro.prospezts. F.R.L. detail. It is considered that noise in the vicinity of airports is the core
of the problem. F.R.L.
NP73-1E-006 NP73- -011
A73-12972 # Performance and noise generation studies of
supersonic air ejectors. P. S. Barna (Old Dominion University, A73-16760 Disturbance o the onvimnnrsnt bV jet aircraft
Norfolk, Va.)). In: International Congress on Acoustics, 7th, noise (Linrmbelstigung der Umwelt durch den Strahlfluguerkehr). G.
Budapest, Hungary. August 18-26, 1971, Proceedings. Volume 2. Zimmermann (Max-Planck-Institut fir Str6mungsforschung,
(A73-12951 03-12) Budapest, Akademiai Kiado, 1971, p. 481-484. Gottingen, West Germany). (Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Luft- und
Experimental study of the effects of primary and secondary air Reurmfahrt, Jahrestagung, 4th, BcdennBeden, West Germany, Oct
discharge rates on the pumping performance and noise generation of 11-13, 1971.) In: Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt,
a supersonic air ejector. The noise spectra obtained from the tests 1971 Yearbook. (A73-16755 05-01) Cologne, Deutsche Gesellschaft
appear to be in fair agreement wvith the results found by other fiir Luft- und Raumfahrt, 1972, p. 176-187. 18 refs. In German.
investigators. M.V.E.
NP73-1E-012
NP73-lE-007 A73-17190 Olympus on Concordo (L'Olympus mu 0
Concorde). J. Devriese (SNECMA, Paris, France) and P. H. Young
A7-1384W As-emhiyl of Intoeolrny gioscted soun t i (Rolls-Royce. Ltd, Bristol Engine Div., Bristol, England). (Assorio-
continuous matorials. 0 - A aE~tial revio of the SceptuaOO rion Adronautique et Asrronautique de France and Royol Aera-
adequacy and physical scope of o istini theories of orodynonaI@ nautical Society, Journe Louis Blriotr, 25th, Paris, France, Apr. 21,
n aoo. with special reference to supersonic n .P. . Doa 1972.) L'Aronautiu r iq e et IAsronautiqu., no. 37, 1972, p. 5-22. 8(Southd ampton Univrsitv, Southampton. England). rrmO. 1 r.efs. In French.
ontr .F3361 1Cnd ibion, vol. 25. ov. 22. 1972. 283-si5. 68 ra It has been demonstrated during flight tests that the Olympus
engine cycle, eight years after it was designed, is perfectly suited to
supersonic operation. Engineering improvements such as: intako
casing assembly, annular combustion chamber, modern means of
soundness monitoring, etc., were introduced to maintain the engineNP73-1E-008 in the lead of advanced technology while satisfying pollution
requirements. Noise reduction is being subjected to extensive
A73-14040 Acoustic pcowes spectrum of a subsonic jet. A. research, with continuous improvements being introduced. The use
G. Munin and M. A. Shchepochsin. (Akusticheskii Zhurnal, vol. 18, of reheat -with a ratio increased to 18 per Pent -was extended to
Apr.-June 1972, p. 292-298.) Soviet Physics - Acoustics, vol. 18. transonic flight operation. Increased payload is ensured by the new
Oct.-Dec. 1972, p. 241-245. 5 r:fs. Translation. type of seconddry nozzle, which also contributes to noise abetment.
(For abstract see issue 17, p. 25 1. Accession no. A72-35544) Further engine developments are being considered. (Author)
IE-013NP73-1E-013
Av 0 caane PGo o Oe o OetC G c!2ov aso 8ar p @ a. jc 89.B sc.i % )Mfg
V2ma (Pozo:e sou2f ddb ex C=Mj cbi rreC S ExokWcentd dato of t poc and-Wocity decep in movis
cL~st ). .L. coSitSo  G. D'Elio (WEc lO, Univoritb. coetom co c pen - d Uct Oerd typos of neas. The noeal
Mdepsm, tIy). L'Aorosecnieo - icsli o Sprioa, ve. 51, Aut% 1972 p. . Edueo a tin-nube mnor nrote of a type consids ed for seducai of
2 75-207. 30 rat. In italicn. 1Et3ficU E cation Rs o oWa eNmarnVI-blownflap STOL aircraft
Vte ofnct oO cestyv 03o on 2ta case Ws velocity 8  of a
bype nonio is c:c d5csuaesd Tontative correlation equadons ae
mugseed for tim con frt= aduaed RicmmendatM forNP73-lE-014 
-nmizbu fkor d z orityv o7fct on ei tvly dcey and jet-fla
CnMacction s  o. -m b. (Au ri
A784 'E31 V Ej U ficy bzt cz s oe6 . T.
1. Putnam cnd P. L Lomcze (NASA. Fli2 Rm oadt Contr.
Ecrdsz, Calif.). Aercciir In3ssitte oV Ac msmer w cnd srv-
mss. Fluid end Phtcno arncmis Cdnfrc o. 50a, casvn, . NP73 - lE -018
oO 26-28, 1972, Ptpes 72-W.6 8 p. 8 rofg. Meomlbrs, 0. 0
nonssembers $2.00. 72V0 7 .d tA e mn Fo. W. Ktek
An investigation of enternally blown f"l impiepmaent no~ie (A; 4oac c3rtoo,. ~, vGo ,.V.D. & of
was conducted using a full-scale turbofan engine and aircraft wing. A- -ee* c,d 4A c.je o o o f4et &W
The noise produced with a daisy nozzle installed on the angine 8Cte ,a=. - 4. Los Ap9~; COi.. gL, vQp.97 #
onhoust system was greater than that produced by a conical nozzle at 72.p& . P.. Sp. M~e . ss V.; q $L ,
the same thrust. The daisy nozzle caused the jet velocity to decy A4 rc7 C asMM  =mt prcafm exists wfth ot mep wa m o
cbout 35 percent at the flap. The presence of the wirng net to the te ac w rs. Th sitasan e 0oes E=sQea fO a -
conical nozzle increased the noise, as did increasing the flcP £dSc atee~ in t ~ e e p asis of de Wm
dgfl ction. Compared with the conical nozzlo, to doiey noizln o c'tO R ca 0e! W ar-W tack of rcomaW tlesagl *s
oduc lightly loss noise at a flop d2flection o9 60 dog but pri do ld ed 'Ioc d hove Md  a e facts. The .9 fg
poduaed more noise at the loer flop deflections ted. (Author) itmdaneE is 8~a=1 a -dvaau the of a m  in
ae peat oe W 75, V So d a aod easoUsa t of W el gicalS
Posta~j is m Ct:? 0 p eZati of AMas Ne we a in o l w
NP73-1E-015 io ~ciEan =c tob at s e ed f 1 on good The pM r
weidu zcc ue oc atod xaset far a hes Usr senhas b 1taI
VrB=M% oUat ac ssed l acn ft? a DOM WdMofs jet.t
E. W. GrchoAm end B. B. Grtomn. Acoustical Stoedf e 4Sft9 Aeier,
Joumnol, vol. 52, July 1972, pt. 2, p. 221-P22. 0 roea.
Detailed study of the tronsision of Ccustic distW:ra sc from
the interior of on idealized jot through the mean voycit profile cat NP73 -1E-0 19
into the for field. The noise generator is taken to be a c2qu neo of
transient ccoustical point sources traveling with the local fluid In 8e A72-4~ 7 0 90 Np - s" Ewao .
idealized jet. The idealizd jet is two-dimensicnal, cnd on ndo to onNc onJ- eo. R. H. P$t and W . . Waters (NASA
infinity upstream and downstream with velocity profilo indap3ndant Advanced Ctcaepta sat Missions Div., Aeronautica Missions and
of strooamwis position. For the limited set of excmples conslderod it Tochnology Branch, Moffott Field. Calif.). Intamti~~o Council of
is shown that the velocity profile has a large effect on the mo~nitud3 Mo Aer ncuticol Sciences, Conga, &th, Amsterdwm, ANelrw ds,of the noise radiated to tho fo fieold: mucd of the for flild noise, Aug 28-Sept 2, 9972, Paper 72-32. 13 p. 27 refs.
especially at low Strouhot numbers. originates not as tVue waves but An economic analysis of hypersonic transports is presented to
in the form of custical distubnoces within the eot which cro not show projected operating costs (direct and indirect) and return onradiating energy; at subsonic velocities, the chvcct3stc lobes invostmnnt. Important assumptions are varied to determine the
appearing in a polar plot of far field mens-zquos, pIocOAO appoch proboble ronge of values for operating costs aid return on invest.
the downstream anis as frequ ncy decroc=e. (Aethor) runt. The environmental effects of hypersonic transports are
discussed and compared to current supersonic transports. Estimates
of sideline and flyover noise are made for a typicOl hypersonic
transport, and the sonic boom problem is analyzed and discussed.
NP73-1E-016 Since the exhaust products from liquid hydrogen-fueled engines
differ from those of kerosene-fueled aircraft, a qualitative assessment
72-3'04 S 81so P~stto rVco n me o Jot Vmtm. T. of air pollution effects is made. (Author)
D. Schorton and P. H. White (Bolt Bcretk and KnawamEn, Inc.,
Congo Park, Calif.). Acoustitcl Society of Am.Erico, Jxuacr, vol. 52,
uNly 1972, pt. 2, p. 399-412. 25 refs. USAF-supperted roe fach.
The simple pressuro source modal of the sound edioted v a NP73-1E-020
sonic jet is investigated analytically and e perimentally. From the
simple source model, the ratio of the frequency spectrO of the A724173 o # NASA airnCaf enon (D tso aes rch .j.,
radioted sound power and the jet pressuire is derived for on assumed Kramer (NASA, Washington, D.C.) and R. G. DoreRhl NASA, Lewis
form of the jet-pressure cross correlation. The spatial vcriation of the Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). Inter w iornl Council of de
overall jet pressures, the frequency spectra of the jet pressures, the Aeronautical Sciences, Congress, 8th. Amsterdam, fothertonds, Aug.
oniol and radial cross correlations of the et pressooures, nd th cross 28-Sept. 2, 1972, Paper 7248. 8 p.
coevelation between jet pressure and forfield sound pressure are NASA research and development work on the noise of aircraft
easured Ow" a cold jet. Som iticatins of Um camplo source engines suitable for use on conventional takeoff and landing
m l with regprd to noiso suppression ore lo diSd. (Author) subsonic cruise airplanes is reviewed. The work discussed was part of
the NASA Quiet Engine program. Salient rasblts in the areas of fan,jet and complete propulsion sVstem noise are presented and briefly
discustsed. (Ahor)
NP73-1E-017
A72-38109 # VForwrd flight offect on manor no f dsign NP7 3-1E -021
and noise considerations for STOL ontermlly blown flop osystms. U.
von Glchn, N. Sakes, 0. Groesbech, end R. Huff (NASA, Lewis A721852 # Some recent developments in the tonderstand
Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio). American Institute of Aero- ing of jot noise. J. D. Voce and J. Simson (Rolls-Royce. Ltd., Bristol
ncutics and Astronautics. Aircraft Design, Flight Test, and Opera- Engine Div., Bristol. England). International Council of the Aero-
tions Meeting, 4th, Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. 7-9. 1972, Pper noutical Sciences, Congress, 8th, Amsterdom, Netherlands, Aug
IE-022
9E. p 2, 72 , Ptcr 72-5. 42 p. 14 rafs. bzd of vacvoZ 0 O n Umim. D zv e
Vctal tos tond to confirm Ffowce-Williac=' (V8, 1933) CmviCc o0cmedC an bzOn d 3 cs I gon TZM RoOtGMov ma the Entonsity of sound radiated in tho diroction of fit Co 2h3 O3C3 ~t3 .
Nct waoe is d3epndbnt on the third Dower of the volocity. althoueh
cd~ficacn discrep ncies occur at both high and o spoes,
Inroaing with angle to the jet. The discrepancy at high spods is
cecciatod with the shoch structure of the supercritical jot. Puro jt NP73-1E-025
ctS shoc: call noise, and the two-dimensiond or 'fish tail' dcass of
dlinaro cro discussed. The object of these devicos is to induce a vary C 1
rc id soad of tho jet, in the quiet plane, with minimum thrust = D. 6. r tiction Eoia 3 -i
rodeion. Rapid spreading with the associated high eddy diffusivity ~on sa. . G. CiEtn (oP"d 3 Qi
inodms a noie reduction in the plane of the fish tail. "Internal' or S3,c 4. -1on. 333E. noe. 1 ~ot. S.a0 g s. ae., MI .
"toilpipo' noise sources, and the effect of forward speed om bre 3 S a , vol. 330 no. r1E, Oct. 3 .1 .oo .a oaf .
onsidorod. Tests have shown the effectiveness of casotic obsorbors PR= =wP td by he Mi~ist of TCVt*scTy.
cgd croons piced at the nozzle oeitd.F.. (L B-q W C q fO ~s~iP fd 0 =  CVO
v ic t5dMeid od. The offfctD ( Bulstantial orStAlImee @f tgo
W=at am dtcusod toelthc with tho 6 inoaitn o .(sssta Gesisfe.
cnd tsZ JC3=doismioS of SuNM=s-ard's dcsfcad hdQsaso f.
NP73-1E-022 s ~ enstOt en 0 Fo ecas3te  Rtas n sq a . .ESCieti a 's ae
72-4 2 The enronmental offects of tsAivne afnssnft c 0=96" It drg b Oe 1aesn eleo s
csolv .Die Us l@taw 'i>ungen von TurbfEf@triac c). N. 5Cotds( fat oo co-eacied eaMCeta nd pnea . all.Scaola (Motwor - und Turbinen-Union Munchan GmbVN, Munich
West Gormany). (Deieucho Gesellschaft fAr Lu - und Rcmfe t,
Jh~ncac u, Bd Wn-Scdan, ist Garm y, Oct 77-73. 197.)
Xoifc6rift fbi FIugwissnxhoften, vol. 20. Sept. 1972, p. 317-330.
Z o o. On German.
Thac offocts are moinly connected with the thr*mal radiation,
ho CMoustic omissions, and the exhaust gas production of the onint.
The offCCs of thermal rodiation havo no hormful charatoeistics.
NO ,ver, the coustic omissions produce highly disturbing and
corntimes oven harmful noise effcts. Certain compornnts of the
ozhauss goses also have diaturbing or deleterious effcts. The physical
ss =honisms involved in the origin of the phenomno which prodtu
tha3 nvironmental effects ore examin-d. Ouentitativo pxodictieP of
MCswol validity concerning the individual effects are discu-sed, oan
othe rlation of thee offects with the design poromotors of the
propulsion system is invastigatd. A numb n of ssUgotions for
reducing the harmful environmental effects are made on th3 basis of
the preceding onalysis. G.R.
NP73-1E-023
A 72443337 p Statietical calysis o the saa tend dietsize-
tion of aircrat noiso a 0 function of tia Amo sd aqn"e' sse
voafntsdu posaoes dawtocu hC'oc-J 0otniWsaVnc a, .rhde i acD. V.
RaJiper. Technika Lonirzo i Astronaufycar , at. 27, AuSc. 32.,o
1972, p. 21-24, 49. In Polish.
DOscription of a not method for evaluatiP io o nvi7=-nt3d
cannoyance of uime-voryinj Vviation noise on t2e basis of statistleaf
data for instantaneous chanas in the sound lovl of naco Os!ioea.
The a duu is iiiustrated with statistico doto a dat=ect
mauraomaonts near the approaches and on the runwcys of the
Waesaw-Oocie arpo. e .
NP73-1E-024
a72-4009@ ! 3Cilticn of protCe Gerton aeo
Edtis- the ffO0cts of Gt-ary laowar as 30. G. J. HOely
(Locthood-Caliornia Co., Environmental Sciencs Laboratory.
e'banh, Calif.). Acoustical Sociory of Am'srho. S:Pia fein,
97yd, Ouftlo.. Rf1. V., AP-. e-. 1972, Paper. 37 p. 0 rofs.
SAnesirento0 invostigation has bon cnduct= d on the torton
nise peoduced by a atwo-,Niaded, four-foot di.anso r mdel propeller
caabelo of bound ae loye removal. Theo proT hoda a spinner
m~oo isin 70i of the tal propOilol rdius. A poros A c tn on
both osr aces ofo the sn,.wrtric section airfoil CInt oed Omoval of the
bsndsv loyce. FSc.-fie-c1 meosurentents wro maeo in on casache
cNamner at hco iod poInts o0 thseo tip speeds (1M.5* 30,4.2 cad3.5 /o0sdc and four bes angles (0. 2.5. ..and 0 deg. otho
zithouW and with bound&r'i laver control. Agwreasna wiqh theory
was good (within 2 dBl ,owi a sixth power of lip veloay
ofationship and a classica; cipacle radiation pattern for the overof-
NP73-1E-026 1-2
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NP73a 1Ea 02 Pnab&re Ai~te dato. Jet embertnap
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NP73-1E-030
entort? eaaoo trIrdiated by on atrplaa Qac0bPl cbwced to
earhjlent handary layer excitation and ovaC1atia of ico MoCem
tics troatmento; W.V.BHAT (Boatnr Coo 230l, W Q1Obtne), J
iT7WLBY; J Sound Vibr v 18 n4Oct 22 1971 p 43P=; Tha aconoti
yter radiated by an airplane fuselage oBtatlre elPecad to a
Warnyden boundary layer pressure field has Pb1an mEaoured at to
flight Mach numbers. For a single fuselage panl te radtatzd
a--or to approximately 90 and 70 db relativo to 1O6-0 v at oa
0.G8 and 0.55 respectively. Damping tapa and rtbar ted tr vha
meanto applied to the structure, reduce th aceeotl radiatio hat
thy are more effective at Mach 0.05 tha at aob s 0.5. Tkhe
fl0Bt teptdataare in poor agreementwith vatble ukd hanel a3=
caramenteo indicating the need for impr' naab I ceal&a3 8avo.
tn tfo.
NP73-1E-031
Community noie lovelo of the DC-1@~o a rcra~ A. ,McPE g
Anlo-Am Aeronaut Conf, 12th, July 7_0 129?7. C4a AOwaiuat nd
Spaco In, 1B71, Pap n 72/5. 7 p; Nooio lovan dat for (o o-n@
oro prwGented and community noioo 10700o of the aflnrail aTO
dieoaooad. 4 roo. WON
NP73-1E-032
Turbofan trendo for abort haul; L.O.DAWd N (Mlaoleopo 'o (R ty)
Ltd. Derby, England), T.D.SLLSa ASIDE ePop 78OT0 for mzCo o
Ig DMar 26-30 872 11 p, After a general Ladioai a c the ani o
prcblem the relation between conventional and STOL oyoto~a are
broadly revievwed and their requiremwcto ao n3a the p aerplant are diocuoced. Some of the anocicatad tcabaihal chalcag3an
are ccanlderod including variable pitch fano rc tieago threat
reversal and the environment, (noloe and ollUMUa ). 006
NP73-1E-033
45943. LOVESEY, E. J. (Eng. Phys. Dep., R. Aircraft Establ.,P'arnborough, Engl., UK.) Hovercraft noise and vibration. J SOUND
VIB 20(2): 241-245. Illus. 19 7 2.--Hovercraft are a relatively new and
unique form of transport, capable of traversing terrains which previously
were almost impassable at speed by surface transport. This high-speed
capability was gained partially at the cost of ride comfort, but unlike
some vehicle developments, as power and speed have increased, the
noise and vibration within the hovercraft have steadily decreased with
ech new craft. The sources of noise and vibration are discussed,
together with their possible methods of reduction in order to improvo
cren and assenger comfort.
1E-034
NP73-1E-034
73-1TE-00025
Nekipelov, M.I. Irkutsp State Medical Inst, USSR
Flight noise of aircraft and the subjective judgment of its annoyance.
Soviet Physics Acoustics, 18(1): 58-63, July-Sept. 1972.
Abs., illus., refs. (Some in Ger.; Russ.), from AA.
Trans. of: Akusticheskii Zhurnal, 18(1): 74-81, Jan.-March 1972.
AIRCRAFT : ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS : TRANSPORTATION NOISES:
Tu-104 jet : subjective judement of annoyance.
Take-off noise characteristics of the Tu-104 jet airliner in the far
sound field was ihvestigated. The local flight noise spectrum varies in
accordance with the Doppler effect. A characteristic is given for the
influence of noise persistence, numt,, of flyovers. and population
density on the subjective judgment of the noise annoyance factor. A
method is described for calculating the persistence correction to thp
perceptible noise level.
NP73-1E-035
73-2TE-00047
Stevens. James Hay Environment This Month. Lancaster. Eng.
That sonic bang.
Environment This Month. The International Journal of Environmental
Science. Lancaster, Eng., 1(2): 34-39, Aug. 1972.
Sum., illus., no refs., from Text & SS.
aI.DA RT : TD^ACOOTAT!CNP. C, E : fSi b-cm,.
Physical properties, causes, and effects of the sonic boom are
discussed. Factors affecting the boom are analyzed, including aircraft
shape and weight, meteorological conditions, and height at which the
aircraft is flying. Maneuvering and acceleration can cause a 4-or 6-fold
increase in boom intensity due to focussing. The worst booms come
during initial acceleration to supersonic speed because all factors tend
toward the largest pressure pulses: the airplane is relatively low and at
maximum weight and high incidence.
1E AERONAUTIC
(See Also)-
1A004 2C004 3B002 3B017 .3B050 3D055 40051D001 2C008 3B004 3B018 3B051 3D056 5B005
1D002 2C010 3B005 3B019 3B056 3D058 5B009
1D003 2C016 3B006 3B020 3B057 4B001 5B012
1D004 3A002 3B007 3B021 3D015 4B002 5C001
1D005 3A004 3B009 3B022 3D017 4B003 5C006
1D006 3A005 3B010 3B023 3D038 4B004 5C017
1D007 3A006 3B011 3B024 3D041 4B005 5C076
ID008 3A009 3B012 3B025 3D042 4B007
1DO11 3A014 3B013 3B026 3D046 4001
2A001 3A020 3B014 3B027 3D047 4C002
2C002 3A021 3B015 3B028 3D048 4C003
2C003 3B001 3B016 3B030 3D054 4C004
2 . NOISE DETECTION AND
MEASUREMENT
2.A GENERAL
NP73-2A-001 2A-001
A73-16966 AU=UgzCic atnstation QI am ruS d ka
a rare of dim.eae =Ceditihs. C. M. Smitt. (Hsewe% SiddE y
Aviation, Ltd.. Hatfiald, HErts., England). Amnericw Insite i of
Aeronautics and Astroauics, Aerospace Sciencese giMkf 1 0,
Washington, D.C., Jzn. 10-12, 1973, Papar 73-242. 7 p. 19 refs.
Members, $1.50: nonmembprs. $2.00.
Standard values of atmospheric attenuation determined from
SAE ARP 866 are used in correcting aircraft noise measurements
from test day to reference day conditions but errors are often
introduced when thcre is a large difference between test and
reference conditions. This paper describes a systematic invostigation
into atmospheric attenuation by simultaneous measurement of
meteorological data and aircraft noise under more then twenty
different conditions of temperature and humidity. Measured attenua-
tion values are presented which show better agreement with SAE
ARP 866 predictions when conditions representing the whole noie
path are used rather than surface conditions. Continuing analysis will
provide a direct comparison with SAE ARP 866 and consider tho
problems of predicting attenuation where only limited meteorologi-
col data is available. (Author
2A-002
NP73-2A-002
73-2TE-@@006
Lipscomb. David M. Univ. of Tenno~ c. Noise Study I qh.
Knonville
Ondicatos of environmental noise.
Indicators of Environmental Quality. Symposium. Proceedings. Thomas.
William A. (Ed.). (Held in Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 26-31. 1971).
Sponsored by American Association for the Advancement of Science,
Washington. D.C. Plenum Publishing Corporation. Plenum Press.
Environmental Science Research Series, Vol. I, New York. pp. 211-241.
1972.
Sum.. illus., numerous refs., from Text & AS.
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS: BIOINDICATORS : social, psychological,
economic indicators : noise damage.
Human responsiveness to various sound stimuli is discussed, and
stress is placed on potential indicative features of noise in the
environment. Physical indicators, such as the Phon, Sone, and Noy
scales, and perceived noise level, are quite reliable, and the technology
is sufficient for providing highly refined sound analysis. Physiological,
auditory, and vestibular indicators, such as hearing threshold shifts,
cochlear cell damage, and interruption of cochlear and vestibular blood
supply, can also be used to define the mechanisms of noise damage.
Other indicators of environmental noise include those involving
education, safety, psycholo3y, social science, politics, end economics.
NP73-2A-003
72-5TE-0160
Pretlove. AJ. Univ. of Reading, Dept. of Applied Physicol
Sciences. Eng.
Basics og noise.
See Citation No. 72-5TE-0 148. 26 pages. 1972.
No abs.. I 1 figs.. 8 refs.. from Introd.
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS: NOISE SOURCES: SOUND WAVES.
An introduction to acoustics as a form of wave motion is presented.
Making physical measurements of sounds is covered together with the
subjective side of acoustics. These subjects are related via the
fundamental datum pressure of physical measurements. Definitions are
given of the decibel (dB). and some of the simpler forms of loudness scale
are described. Important physical characteristics of noise sources which
are necessary to know about in order to control noises at their source are
covered. Various facets of sound in rooms and buildings are examined.
2A GENERAl.
(See Also)
1D019 1D024 1E034 3B047 3D025 5A014 5C007
2 B INSTRUMENTS
2B-001
NP73-2B-001
73- TE-00008
Conn. D.O.. III El du Pont de Nemours and Co..,
7tf"mington. DE
The audio dosimeter-a system for measuring personal noise exposure.
See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 127. [1972?].
Abs. only, from AA.
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS : OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : MEASURING
METHODS : MONITORING INSTRUMENTS : abstract only : audio
dosimeter.
An accurate measurement on the 'A' scale of the sound energy
reaching the ear of the employee during his work days is necessary;
his exposure should be limited to prescribed values. Methods of
obtaining this measurement utilizing sound level meters, plus time and
motion studies, are reviewed and limitations are defined. A new method
to obtain this measurement is described. In a single operation, an
instrument continuously measures the sound at the ear of the
employee for all values between 90 and 115 dbA, simultaneously
measures time, and integrates the result. Exposure over 115 bdA other
than impulsive or impact noise is also indicated. Results of 14 mo of
field experience are presented and advantages over previous methods
are discussed.
NP73-2B-002
73-1TE-00010
Basch, M.W. General Radio Co., Engineering Dept. Concord, MA
A wearable pocket noise dosimeter.
See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 128. [1972?1.
Abs. only, from AA.
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS : MEASURING INSTRUMENTS :
ENGINEERING : abstract only : dosimeters.
A noise dosimeter that meets the ANSI Type II Sound-Level Meter
Standard and accumulates the OSHA percentage directly is discussed.
The frequency response for noise dosimeters should be measured with
1/3-octave bands of random noise in a reverberant room since this is
more repeatable and a better approximation for a device that will
ultimately measure noise. These frequency response measurements will
show the effects of the proximity of the wearer. The dosimeter is
composed of 2 parts: a small pocket unit that accumulates and stores
the digital data representing the OSHA percentage and an indicator
unit that provides a digital readout on a light emitting diode display.
The pocket unit includes a small ceramic microphone, a true rms
detector with more than 15 db crest factor capacity, and an extremely
low-power MOS digital counter to store the OSHA percentage. It weighs.
7 oz and runs for over 300 hr on an ordinary 9V transistor battery.
NP73-2B-003
([Low.cost classlfication measuring Instrument for thQ
exact determination of equivalent permanent noisl
level) Liebig W.
e Gesamte Rlya 18:31.-21, May 72 (God
NP73-2B-004
[Improved noise meter] Kalugin GP.
Gi. Sant 37:81-2, Feb 72 (RuZn
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Lower your plant-noise lveu. .veloment.
Chemical Processing. London, 18(6): 79-80, June 1972.
Sum., illus., no refs., SS.
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS : NOISE REDUCTION : ENGINEERIN :
COMPUTER PROGRAMS: plant design. NP73-3A-015
The need to limit plant noise to meet increasingly stringent
regulations and standards should be considered during the plant design 73-1TE-@@@
stage' to avid costly modifications. Design procedures utilizing a Young. Thomas C. Engine Manufacturers Assoc.
computer program were developed by Humphreys & Glasgow Ltd. The Noise abatement-a balanced appoach.
program calculates the maximum tolerable sound pressure level for Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotiv
each in'ividual piece of equipment so that the total assembly will meet Engineering, 80(7): 76, July 1972.
both conmmunity and plant noise level limits, and also provides data for Abs. only, from AA.
preparing detailed specifications for each piece of equipment The Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No.
second part of the program shows the effect of the detailed 720626.
engineering on the noise levels of the plant. NOISE REDUCTION : ECONOMICS: abstract only.
Concern over noise emissions has increased significantly. The noise
emission problem is related to other pollution efforts, and alternative
abatement strategies are defined. Major technical and economic
NP73-3A-012 prameters are discussed, based on the present state-of-the-rt. A
balanced approach to noise abatement is suggested.
73-.1TE-0001
Jana, F.S. Western Electric, Hawthorne Works, Chicago. (L
Applied acoustical technology-basis of Western Elo tric Hawthoro
Works hearing protection program. P73-3A-016
Sea Citation No. 73.1TE-00006 p. 170. [1972?).
Abs. only, from AA. 72-TE.O@@@G
HEARING : NOISE REDUCTION : OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : INDUSTRIAL McPiko, A.L R~ olnnall Dougls Corvp, Long eec, C
PROGRAMS : abstract only : hearing protection program : Westom A1 troanpo@totn oo~ootm plnonin: pvarohg En noie raeductio
Electric Hawthorne Works. Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotive
A brief history of Western Electric's mandatory heoring Engineering, 90(7): 79, July 1972.
conservation and engineering noise abatement program is given. To Abs. only, from AA.
augment the in-plant long-range efforts to reduce noise at its sourco, Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Paps Na,
the Western Electric procurement specification for the purchase of new 720662.
machinery is detailed. The mandatory hearing conservation program is AIRCRAFT: NOISE REDUCTION : TRANSPORTATION NOISES:
outlined. ENGINEERING : abstract only : design.
How community noise considerations affect the development al
new commercial transport aircraft is examined. The general noise level
goals of the manufacturer are discussed and information is provided to
NP73-3A-013 show that, contrary to popular opinion, the noise levels of succeeding
generations of jet transports were generally lower than those of their
73-1TE-0009 predecessors. Some of the evaluation procedures available for
Hill, V.H. E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Wilmington, DE minimiging community noise are examined, along with some of the
Noise control of high volume gas handling plant. constraints the aircraft manufacturer feces in the design proea .
See Citation No. 73-ITE-00006 p. 171. [1972?]. Future trends in community noise levels'are assessed.
Abs. only, from AA.
NOISE REDUCTION : CHEMICAL INDUSTRY : OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH :
INDUSTRIAL NOISES.: MACHINERY : abstract only : gas handling plants.
Case histories of noise problem; associated with such plants s NP7 3 3A- 017
are common in the manufacture of ethylene and ammonia, are
presented. The following sources are included: centrifugal compressors, 73-1TE-f0039
piping, turbine, electric motor, gears, pressure reducing valves, vent Cohn, Louis F. Kentuchy Dept. of Highways, Frankfort
mufflers, and oil and gas burners. Traffic noise-measurement and dbotment
Environmental Engineering and Science Conference. Second Annual.
Summaries. (Held in Louisville, Ky., April 20-21, 1972). University of
Louisville, Kentucky. p. 95. [19727).
NP73-3A-014 Sum. only, from AS.
NOISE REDUCTION: MOTOR VEHICLES: TRANSPORTATION NOISES:
73-1E-00028 ENGINEERING : LEGISLATION: KENTUCKY : summary only.
Becker, William B. Air Transport Assoc. of America Taking action for traffic noise abatement involves control of the 3
Ainrft noise and the airlines. phases of noise: at the source-motor vehicles-the answer lies in
fociety of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotive tgislation, because the technology already exists; with respect to
Engineering, 80(7): 76, July 1972. highways-the path-the answer is improved design techniques; and
Abs. only, from AA. Improved zoning laws would be a significant contribution to problems in
Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No. the receiver phase. The legislative and design aspects of traffic noise
720621. control are discussed, with particular reference to noise measurement
AIRCRAFT : NOISE REDUCTION : GOVERNMENT FUNDING : abstract and abatement in Kentucky.
only.
o he U.S. airlines' deep concern over aircraft noise and the
obatement thereof is described. The 3 basic approcches are set forth:
reducing noise at the source, operi,.:nal procedures, and control of
3A-018
NP73-3A-018
73-1TA-00169 =3s pe c-vfn t chniques, n d Iat. Topc cover progress in noise
Lucas, Albert G. General Motors Corp., Environmental ntro in vrios countries, aircraft nose, effects of noise on people,
Activities Staff, Warren, MI Endustrialnoise, methods of noise assessment, traffic noise, and noise
Niepoth, George W. General Motors Corp., Engineering Staff. i ionstruciion and in buildings. Resoutions of the participants in the
Warren, M I th International Congress for Prevention of Noise regarding promotion
Future of gasoline engines. O mOise reduction are also itemized.
Society of Automotive Engineers. Newv York. Journal of Automotive
Engineering, 80(7): 75-76, July 1972.
Abs. only, AA NP73-3A-022
Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No.
720615.
GASOLINE ENGINES: EMISSION CONTROL : NOISE REDUCTION: 73-2TE-0009@
ECONOMICS : abstract only. Hartif, Hegrb~t Ctroinstitutes fuer Arbeitsschutz.
The present gasoline engine is examined against the requirements Dresden, GDR
for an automotive powerplant such as performance, economy, Junhons, Rudolf Arbatsschutz der Bergakademie.
operational factor and availability considerations. New factors of Freiberg. GDR
emissions and noise are shown to modify the basic requirements. The O tganis e nM nd Wirksheit des Laermchutzes in der DDR.
effect of these factors on future gasoline engines is discussed. Se Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 26-31. 1971.
In German; Eng.. Fr., Ger. sums., no refs., from AS.
NOISE REDUCTION : GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC.
SThe organization of essential elements of noise control in the
NP7 3-3A-019 German Democratic Republic is described, and it is shown in what way
noise control will become effective. Some basic principles are stated:
73-1TG-00187 how they are realized and put into practice by efficacious incorporation
Anon. into the managerial and leading activity in factories, complexes of
Environmental engineering and science conference. factory plants, and industrial branches as well as by incorporation into
Environmental Engineering and Science Conference. Second Annual. the governmantal and social suparvision is explained.
Summaries. (Held in Louisville, Ky., April 20-21, 1972). [1972?]. the governmental and ocial suparvisionis explained.
Sums., illus. for various papers, SS.
AIR POLLUTION : MONITORING SYSTEMS : WATER QUALITY : NOISE
REDUCTION : WASTE TREATMENT : CONFERENCES : proceedings :
summaries only : selected summaries cited. NP73-3A-023
Environmental pollution is discussed, including: air quality control;
water quality; noise abatement; solid waste disposal; and waste water 73-2TE-00063
treatment. In addition to technology, legal and economic aspects of Baron, Robert Alex Citizens for a Quieter City, Inc.,
environmental pollution are considered. New York, NY
American industry must end the tyranny of noise.
See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 143-146. 1971.
In English; Eng., Fr., Ger. sums., no refs., from AS.
NP7 3-3A-0 20 NOISE REDUCTION : INDUSTRIAL NOISES : FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
Industry must take the initiative to design for quiet without waiting
73-2TE-00040 for legislation and oroof of a large market. The motivation is
Stevenris, James Hay preservation of the human environment. Some voluntary moves have
Combating aircraft noise. already been made in the U.S. Manufacturers have voluntarily made
Environment This Month. The International Journal of Environmental silenced giant portable air compressors, a quieter garbage truck, a
Science. Lancaster, Eng., 1(1): 12-120, July 1972. silenced metal garbage can, a silent calculating machine. Legislation
Sum., illus., no refs.. from Sum. will now be needed to protect these progressive manufacturers from
AIRCRAFT : NOISE REDUCTION : GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS. their noisier but cheaper competition, to protect the public from
Specific sources of noise (efflux, internal, and fan) in different misleading advertising, and to improve design goals. But the federal
types of aircraft are examined, and mea.ures being taken to reduce government is moving too slowly. Industry can choose to sit back and
aircraft noise to within human tolerance levels are discussed. The wait, or it can voluntarily expand displays of leadership mentioned
impact of new noise regulations on existing aircraft and the design of above. To educate industry to its responsibility.to man and his
future aircraft are also examined. environment is a major goal of Citizens for a Quieter City. The ultimate
noise abatement goal must be a partnership of government, citizen,
and industry.
NP73-3A-021
73-2TE-00048 NP73-3A-024
Zonderland, Pieter, (Ed.) Netherlands School of Economics,Rotterdam 73-2TE-00064
Noise 2000. Lang. Judith Staatliche Versuchsanstalt fuer Waerme- und
Noise 2000. Association Internationale Contre le Bruit. International Schalltechnik am Technologischen Gewerbemuseum,
Congresses. 5th and 6th. (Held in London, Eng., May 1968 and Vienna, Austria
Groningen, Neth.. May 1970). (International Scholarly Book Services, Stoerung der Nachbarschaft durch Betriebsiaerm.
Inc., Portland, Oregon). 311 pages. 1971. Price: $26.25. See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 147-157. 1971.
Sums., illus., refs. for various papers, from Text & SS. In German; Eng., Fr., Ger. sums.. illus., refs., from AS.
NOISE REDUCTION : INDUSTRIAL NOISES: TRANSPORTATION NOISES : NOISE LEVELS : INDUSTRIAL NOISES : LEGISLATION : adjacent
PUBLIC HEALTH : CONFERENCES : BOOKS : Association Internationale neighborhood disturbance.
Contre le Bruit : congress proceedings : selected papers-cited. Research which examines methods of reducing and avoiding noise
From the fields of science, economy, and administration, papers disturbance from industrial establishments is presented. A basis is
are presented on new-found knowledge in the branches of medicine, provided by the cases of disturbance from factory noise to adjacent
3A-025
osidential dwellings with which the Stato RW rch Insttute for cC-Vurnco ndiso prediction: o trpolotic to now plant d ig n;Thermal and Sonic Technology (Au3tria) dealt in the last 15 yr. Throe communt" t criteria; noise control dosign and olternative site.
separote groups of industry can b distinguis- ed with reference to
noise production amd methods of reducing the external emission of
noise: large plants that occupy considerable areas of land and hero at NP733A- 0 2 8
least a part of the noise production is out-of-doors; fairly large
enterprises operating in their own self-contained industri@l premiss; 72-STE-O i7
and smaller plants that do not require an entire industrial premise Ond Cozrtz. LV. American Oil Co.. Texas City. TX
are therefore usually housed in the basement. ground floor. y@rd e Coort~. h.V n 0ess prvntion: orics abatement in ammniaT
annex of dwelling houses. The laws of extending and cheching airborne lnts.p in
and structure-borne sound are studied with practical examples nd.on Chemical Engineering Progress 68(5): 4142. May 1972.
a model. Chemical Engineering Progress. 68(5): 41-42. May 1972.Smodel. Ab. 3 figs., no refo., from Text & SS.
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS : NOISE CONTROL : NOISE REDUCTION :
TEXAS : ammonia plant : refinery : equipment modifications : protectiveNP73-3A-025 measures.
A case history is presented of the noise abatement program
72-5TE-01 • initiated at the ammonia facility of the American Oil Co. integratedA5Tnon. 
refinery. Noise sources were identified and silencers were installed at the
Noise and vibration control for industrialist . process vent upstream of shift conversion and at a steam superheatingNoise and Vibration Control for Industrialists. Conference. Papers. (Held coil outlet vent. Concurrent with equipment modifications to reduce. a
in Bath. Eng., April 10-12. 1972). Sponsored by Institution of Electronic plant-wide program was instituted to specify protective measures to be
and Radio Engineers: Society of Environmental Engineers; University of used when work conditions require extended exposure to noise.
Bath and University of Wales, Institute of Science and Technology.
University of Bath, England. 243 pages. 1972.
Figs.. tables, appendices, refs. for various papers. SS. NP73-3A-029
NOISE CONTROL : VIBRATION - INDUSTRIAL NOISE : conference
papers : selected papers cited. 72-5GD.-091
A series of papers on industrial noise and vibration control is Bornert. J.presented. Topics include basics of noise and vibration; principleo of Protoion of tho onvironmont - 0 task of our time.noise and vibration control; measuring techniques, acoustic materials for Staub- Roinhaltung der Luft. 31(8): 28-30. Aug. 1971.
absorption; acoustic materials for transmission loss; vibration isolation: In English; no abs.. 1 ref., fromTexot & SS.
vibration test facilities and techniques; criteria and standards; hearing EMISSION CONTROL : WATER QUALITY : NOISE REDUCTION
conservation; and an industrial noisj control case study. GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS : GERMANY : symposium summary.
The hazardous influences on the environment of industrial and
automotive emissions, noise and water pollutants are discussed, and
NP73-3-026 monitoring systems and government programs for pollution abatementNP73-3A-026 are described.
72-5TE-0151
Hub. D.R Univ. of Wales. Inst. of Science and Technology.
Dept. of Applied Physics, Cardiff. Eng. NP73-3A-030
Principles of noise control.
See Citation No. 72-5TE-0148. 18 pages. 1972. 72-6TG-0836
No abs . 7 figs.. 2 appendices, 19 refs.. from Text. Anon.
NOISE CONTROL technology : source path . receiver. Report on coal technology - 1972.
Noise control is the technology of obtaining an acceptable noise American Mining Congress. 1972 Coal Show. Papers (Held in Cleveland.
environment at a receiver consistent with economic and operational Ohio. May 8-11.- 1972). American Mining Congress. Coal Division.
considerations The receiver may be. for example, a group of people, an Washington. D.C. 625 pages. [1972? j.
entie comm . a piece of equipment Vaous aspects of noise Abs., figs.. tables. data tables, refs. for various papers. SS
control are discussed reasons for noise control; economic COAL INDUSTRY : AIR POLLUTION CONTROL : NOISE CONTROL
considerations; points of attack; statistical aspects: interaction between MINING INDUSTRY : American Mining Congress 1972 Coal Show
source, path and receiver, noise control at the source; control of the selected papers cited.
transmission path. noise control at the receiver; and systematic noise Sections detail mine wastewater treatment, noise abatement, and
control, emissions reductions in coal-burning power plants. The control of dust in
mines through the use of foam ond strip mine land reclamation are also
discussed.
NP73-3A-027 NP73-3A-O31
72-5TE-0155
Gordon. Cohn G. Univ. of Southampton. Inst. of Sound and 72-6TG-0838
Vibration Research. Wolfson Unit for Noise Anon.
rnd Vibration Control. Eng. Environmental pollution and its control.
Industrial noise control: A case study. Environmental Pollution and Its Control. Seminar Abstracts. (Held in
See Citation No. 72-5TE-0148. 18 pages. 1972. Baroda. India. April 15-17. 1972). Institution of Engineers (India). B8roda
No abs . 3 figs . 4 tables. 69 rets.. from Introd. & SS Sub-Centre. 7 9 pages. [972?7 .
NOISE CONTROL INDUSTRIAL NOISE : FOUNDRIES : ENGLAND : Abs. only. SS.
building design. WATER QUALITY CONTROL: WASTE TREATMENT : AIR POLLUTION
A case study is presented which involves the development of noise CONTROL : NOISE CONTROL • pollution control : seminar : abstracts
design constraints for the installation of a new plant in a foundry in the only : selected abstracts cited.
Mdlands of EnUland. The various stages of development are described_. Abstracts on air and water pollution and control of such pollution
L'7DDl
3A-032
are presented. covering areas liko wtstewter treatment theory.
treatment methods. unit processes-theory ond design. industrial waste
treatment; noise pollution; air pollution control theory
. 
analytical
procedures. surveys. hazards. automotive pollution and its control; and
development of standards
NP73-3A-032
[Assessment of noise and sound protection) LOpho A
vonla.
2 Laryagol thinot Otol 51:215-20, Apr 72 (Ena. Abstr.)
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(See Also)
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3B-004
NP73-3B-004 NP73-3B-008
A73103M2 O # aptka: a5 1ss o baces cans= 98/Z ozU 2d sty on saWe rduedn of
booms. tw . D. Mayes and F. 9. oaicspeo. 2. . (Princos Univeraity, oa QVW QM. S. &Wti ca7 V. MOsiftou (sbwae Manufactwlng
Princeton, N.J.). guOcrxll of Applie 0 acmerd al. . Oct. s.. L.tde.. Votiv . C : n E a tial Cor9ese on Acoustics.
1972. p. 311-328. 13 roef. Grant No. NGL-31- 01-1t. . =M, X . A M Q .1-26. 1971. P~ oceI. Volume
A number of optimization problems are poeed and seded for 2. q73 -Bn 3D 3-12 9 udeps. Afadsrmi Kiado. 1971. p.
supersonic aircraft flight v~;9ct to the condition that a shoc ti wave3.
appears only incipiently in the sonic boom signal at a given pnt. An omMF nava smDs =w ma de on the influence of a forward
The principal result is one giving the monimum off ctive oro5 =ight nz r vPOaa. 0 cn bf0n ed stator, g ad s00 he airfoil section on the
of an aircraft of given effective lonth under given flight conditions. rc4 of f m era bV an On~i flow fan. It is shown that
The calculus of variations with inequality constraints is used, with o0ff~ ci i c500 h r an"o t noise lucad lowered by inclining the
the novel features of a non-local isoperim eric relation and of only on ror. as level fmj I r h most effecsively lowered when the forward
upper bound on a control variable. Atuhor) tcln~aicesn tIo is 15 dsg. Inclination of the stator is also effective,
cjd the p~c~cy rotating sie has been dere=ed by 5 dB at 45 deg
of , inheinng cat~e. EffiienScy can be improved and noise level
NP7 3 - 3 B-00 5 red ba creOu agO le of rotor airfoil smon. and by adoption of
t7he dta of the free vetae type as a flow patteon. F.R.L
A734-10I5G @o Colb bOts o uee e 0. & Q.Gote
(Aeropaca Corp. Lee Ane3be. COiQ.AC7&awk anR M, 70
Sept. 1972, p. 941, 642. CoanenT , .. 9. r 44. 9 rM.
hon I Vo 197I mposd UE3 f of m@as9 W ii feU oWee8a s NP73-3B-009
boom' ones as a vmees of pWotecting sitos si tue atctoj the fiI &.
path of supersonic aircraft. The assE ideo is that seuad MBight o A7.1920 @0= #  &oIaiat 0 P D ce s ppresin using coaxial
a local focus of shoc waves cend shat, in cCl don ? cer to the eanter ftw !trces. D. S. DEaGrjh and J. C. Yu (Syracuse University,
of curvature than this lcus, shatC d not ecrmn. Dv c pyBe a Syracuse. N.Y.). in: Ontornationol Cogress on Acoustics, 7th.,
techasiue, which notoes it poit b t got Oie cshc f oet 0dirctP . Gsdapess, Hungary, August 18-26, 1971. Proceedings. Volume 2.
so man vers of Ote type popoeS bV Nilt, it 6i fe tlt t re~Ohi s(Am73-11 03-12) Budapest. Akedomiai Kiado. 1971, p. 441444. 5
of singleo. cute, caed oven gviue chos en oC70 how'eDz,. K3 ro. Grant No. NGL-33-022402.
shoklem seDions are daoted. . Th scoap of invstigations conducted with coaxial interacting
supsonic jot flows covers (I I acoustic measurements in both the far
noiso field and near noise field, (2) surveys of mean flow properties
cEnd fSuating pressures, optical visualization of interacting jet
flows, the aseociated flow and shock structure changes and the noiseNP73-3B-006 fie, (3) sIO effects of different eornetrical parameters of the
coaxial nozzloo and (41 thrust meaurments. It is shown that the
A73-12200 # Pssheor vasi0ias of n c~Jocst of jets flow interaction between two suitable controlled interacting coaxial
perturbed by =.rcons. R. E. A. Arntdt, G. Barefoot, nd M. C. TrcA supersonic Onisymnmetric jet flows results in substantial noise
(Pennsylvrnia State University, State Colie., Pa.). AsOU1dd reduction based on equivalent thrust considerations. This flow
Society of America, Jeting, 83rd, Buffolo, . Y., A. 18-2?, 192, interaction technique apsears to be potentially an attractive ap-
Paper. 34 p. 14 refs. Navy-supported reocrch. proach for suppression of noise from supersonic jet exhausts. F.R.L.
The results of a study conducted by Arndt (1971) indicoaod that
a substantial attenuation of noise intensity can be roolized through
the insertion of a screen into the jet flow. An antension of this study
is reported. The new investigation includes detailed surveys of both NP73-3B-010
pressure and velocity in a large subsonic turbulent lot. Emphasis is
placed on the mixing chorocteristics of the jot and their roloation to A73-1362 Sbsonic aircraft noie- A solution by the
noise radiation. Background material is discussed, giving attention to wider ap PlOeon of today's now engines. M. J. T. Smith (Rolls.
basic theory, turbulent jet 6erodynamics. and the axial distribution Royce, Ltd., Dorby, England). Esso Air World, vol. 25. no. 1. 1972.
of sound sources and characteristic power spectra. The study was 9P7-10.
confined to the region of jot flow from zero to eight diorm a 3 from uestions of the toleration of aircraft noise by the Public are
the nozzle. It was found that therq is a substantial reoriantation of considered, giving attention to the concept of the noise contour. The
turbulence structure in the mining region. and of the aircraft noise problem is realized only when the area of
the critical contour is contained within the confines of the airport.
Approaches for achieving this objective are based on the use of quiet
engines and improved operational techniques. It is pointed out that
NP73-3B-007 at present there are advanced technology engines capable of
powering subsonic aircraft which could gradually replace the existing
A73-12959 # Attenuation of aivplnoe 1747/oIar-cndltI esng fleets of noisy jet aircraft. Such a reequipment program would lead
noise in lined and unlined ducts. A. G. Jhaveri (Washington. to a reduction of noise exposure areas by at least a factor of five. A
University, Seattle, Wash.). In: International Congress on Acoustic., further halving of exposure area could be accomplished with suitable
7th, Budapest. Hungary,. August 18-26, 1971. Proceedings. Volume development work directed at a further reduction of engine noise,
2. (A73-12951 03-12) Budapest, Akademiai Kiedo. 1971, P. G.R.
353-356.
The problems of acoustical noise generation, propol tion, and
attenuation in both lined and unlined straight cylindrical ductsl, a
well as 90 deg bends, within the cabin air-conditioning distribution NP73-3B-011
system are studied. It was found to be possible to double the existing
airflow velocity in the Boeing 747 air-conditioning ducts without A734-4 o oQco 0 o edodn studIe for advanced transport
violating cabin sound level criteria. it is possible to attoenuot e ecss oircraft. M. G. Suseman, 0. t. Gunnerson. and P. Edwards (Boeing
noise by lining a fraction of the duct's length with coustical foc Co., Seattleo. Wash.). ,Aaeo In ltuto of Aeronutcs and Amtoi
material. and by proper choice of R/D values for the e 0" bedn neutls and Socldot of AulomJot M £.gin r , Joint Prpulsion
upstream of the straght cylindrical ducts. .. L. Specialist Conference, 8th, Nw Or ls-, L, , Nov. 29-Dec. 1, 1972,
AIAA Peopr 72.4204. 14 p. 5 refo. Mnmbers, $1.50; nonmembers.
92.00. Contract No. NAS1-10703.
Remutts aera givn of verw d anoalyt studies of nacelles suitable
3B-012
foi cducneod subonic commercil transpo7t c&0ot. To imz=t on Utso CM .a-smin C0 @0 othe strOsE th isOMo ncll 0 oQ raducd aircraft noiso oartD irmocad aizO MVcd .ct ian 80&c b X
number is orhscilzod and initially doudoadOc in c7nm3 of the da 6oc 0 =O3 a w zeact 2 tha tso tsA a 3 sall a tisrtividuc neccello components: inlet, f cAi , a5 Bo. 0. ?io tO it a ~cs3 O C 0 J ac78 . C a Ea ~m o oss fte
ochio od by rolating the noise and cruise spd controin to ti; to b in p@zd o~xoA t .ith oces re slts tiod l
the oircrdAt systom must be designed to s~ cific limitations " OhE Q2MPosi0 0= V2C10 it is DIso thOt Zhrevd ion o
individutl n=selo components. Performora coc- cro m onfi;Jrctqo s of this dais wOn me t M. Vnsls
mcedo (epc7atoly for each nacollo componont) of cwawptitv boozns omerotia cotio 6o o a Bmnocnq is omz u V@7 the na
csoepzs. Ooerdl nocolle designs, synthesiacd on the bo3 o f the t 0ssises c o. T ios ns &;ieVo @ en n fc
individual component studies, cre briefly discums;e. (Athor) R apa f to b e 0e " 0. ..
NP73-3B-012
NP73-3B-016
=414R DirecvionaO devices for noiso vcnEtofton o M-
Sp:od jots (Dispositifs directionnels do rdduaion do zm 0c0 I= = ~iots Corks
mrando ieosso). R.-G. Hoch, M. Julliand, and H. L.Co N o (tSDCA, St U e d r MM Cn. R =. 0. (North ca o!na
Paris, France). Institut de Mdcaique deu FluiWt, ~If M tto Univorsi, Rloioh, N.C.. ) z, WoP a =Y o m7 F& 'o I
SYmposium on Air Breathing Engines, Ist, [nillo, Ficroco o 'ic"3, F o., va. 2W2. I, p.. 13 p.
9-23, 1972, Poxer. 32 p. In French.
NP73-3B-013 NP73-3B-017
A 07 The vC i 'olche 90" c e • Prc;s 7 (3 to 6n A. M. Wyo10, .J. Su D. P. Tolinio (Virgini
T. D. ~. ~~. oDvis (Dowa Rotc . Ltd., -. 8 En * w t, P0IVtGcajnic O adtituto O and Stw University. I~csba r, Va.).t0Z3V Gb a ^criW a Flumse l id nec=fostn1 g s ^faas t A r.9EAc n ? InestIuto of AOctnecutic cnd A4 ufies , As osp& thM £AI ee. 7e 8 Msreellb, 'rcso, FR=' Z , VD271 e POW. 8icotPe l2McdesL3 Z7 , 8MC. Wnington, D.C.,. &f. Y&2, 1 973 P.PCv
SP0 q93. A 0. 1? ro . V.s 4msr , .; nf=EombtSrs. 22.00. Ggant
rcco ple3h Ocm piopulasian fc a quioe STOL tvcO=t ctoft. 7h
V00od of the C9 yo caso tof c9o 6oa1:mzited C3 a
eaW'orsst3on of tho aiscl focioilizvy of a 9"10V vc2cto ocjs ks
730 by c notacs turbozttf oRsCDo OnP tho qos.z't o NP73-3B-018WZcn cl dosEn postso to voot tho rcquivcnonM o9 ocajem
7icagioeno. Speioa attention is given to the Cov oracmson Co
c=Eats tests on difforot blode dmsias coEring the ccttuoo vn UA7 G a =7 i ce Fc atia ooz g. E o
Vco-. A compe .o toDt ig wilth the W8a RShn ls d c ho -U=t tdea b 0on~s b I - A opmmia --y ssVJ . D. J.McKinz. r.
n stat3 o=rd a on Aoue--dunv Uicr tior ptu r Ve0 usti C, and R. .I urns (NASA. Levis RmsTch Center. C yle snd, hio).
O u. W eyo n d~icdCcZ:ue o 97TL p U e Fi, do A iccit lastiaucte of AooW,- rcs and AstrWeurics AEropcE
nrion. on sceWres rtain3g. Y! , ~Ysiingon8 D.C. Jm 7 12, 1973,. P=-7r
73-24. 12 p. . refs. embers. $1.50: nonembeis. $2.00.
NP73-3B-014
NP73-3B-019
A73-14148 # Some enperiments on the noiso demission of
cornia jets. H. W.' Dahlen (Deutsche Forschungs- und Vorsuchs. AD-3 ad. n soion c outo e or a i C Ut is ist1e. W.
anstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt, Institut fur luftsaua ndoAntriebe, B. Hirsh end N. W. Foris (Hust s Toz Co., Aioreaft Div., Cetco
Braunschweig, West Germany). Institut de P/dcaniqu des Fluidcs, City. Colif.). cAr oni0 all cpoee Sct', ~aafd N qf aid ~a~tInternational Sym;rosium on Air Breathing Engines, Ist lrseillo , 2 , m inrlgeont, D.C., My 17-19, W72, Peiat 6M. a p.
Fne, e ?9-23 1972 Paper. Members1 p.. ; Onon members, $2.00.
The extent to which.reduction of jet noise can be achieved by sription of tests in the dvelorpment of a quist hei copter by
surrounding a circular primary jet with an annular flot is enomined. west sfvm modifictins aimed at a combined conibtribution toAcoustic experiments have been performed with a model hot ft oerall soUnd po0essure level. Cssi' a3e gien on test to estebish
primary jet which had a Mach number very close to one, surrounded PtrWc3 noe requiroemrt cond to verify design modifications inO
by a secondary cold annular flow of variable velocity and area ration tOms of noiose lOvl lmproyement. A=cstsicdl trOUetmeit ws eppiled
of the coplanar convergent nozzlos. The experimnts show that the t otG sW M o=ssopooens sPoopssiblo fr nol on a nofso at natios
reduction of high frbquency noise emission depends on secondary te55 stod. The ol d'o qubeoss iastr d es s 0elepe as aflow velocity. In most cases, this reduction seems to be not oresult 1S tQ t Co dvsatotoestt Prea
compensated by an increase in low frequency noise power. (Author)
NP73-3B-015 NP73-3B-020
3 772-0a Rcctioonst of oe id et oMe0fS"Q=A73.1507 -o# Thermodynamic considorations foo ohe design v iatiofs hN eCwoft t ans m ~  ss . . . dgy (MachanicA
of a sonic-boom seducing powerplant. N. Galonis (Sherbrooke. Tochncogy, in., eLa m, .Y.). AEwv&=o flcrptw SocktV,University. Sherbrooke. Ouebec. Canada). American Society of Anntel NRatknd FmoRo , 28h, chtiin3ste , .. May 171o, g f,Mech wical Engineers. Wn ter Annual Meeting Now York, N. ., No. Plwrng O f. 1 p. 0 of. Wesob. $1.; nonmt bet r $2,00.2630, W972, Paper 72-WA/Aero-3. 9 p. 6 refs. Members. $1.00; Aum-mgipod "Oem h.
nonmembrcs. $3.00. NASA-sponsored research. "ihl p3apr prozeisa the rm tzO-a =eooJadam of f vIbrtion
"hNgd-ode analytical expressions are obtained for the lift and Ponsp'ae to jspird-bovel noCh.ldS d distu ms fo a f~o t o Che!7
wave-dr coeffllicients of a twouimensional wing. The expressions b$vel esrshafts in the Boing-Vers CH47 foBward rotor as~toaaO used to demonstrate the posstillty of boomless lifting configura enSd th Bell UH1AD main rotor-drioEo poe bs=. The calnde
3B-021
adIcata logical reasons 4hy noise is P=aOd by 9Ov pcfhcon at Wr3Sa7i0 e, Vd. CZ OV 27. F72, . JQZ.fe
the baval mash froquoncios end Cso 0he offOta of tpCd chtoat- o m e37t lmm CM=n 0 1C3f Matut s he ocis a dwhbinng system design chcras wpioh mra h usefu Oc r ntco 1d7M alb pren stsm Cn G as2=e MM te e0s:* t Pqs eunas rlmM
rcecsicn at thosm froquoncia. Compui=O n o ipdsCz va~aJtn a it ab. b2 m tn a % nt rod oum ur ukfor miing noise ies in
amplitudes with masured valua4Scn he - ato c5d 55z W d V hbC, t b z7n Oal52n5 £h edta etion. This is nwowpoibl with the advent
quditaotiva understanding of the noise p cY- Cd dsC t~Od f of raftas 0c1raOs whtose vass larr : dia~P te permits the ma1s flow
t etution ta&e imes t ich can to a ~pliad to oOs daesigs. ( afipQD d nal to e maintacinad with msus kmr m&Mixin noise
393 dast= a O Rted of a wiOtS Ofi A sust speeds.
HoU-r OM W-S nixa makead in tis came is quite ifiegrnt ad
NM5tfP7 3 - 3 B - n0 2 1 3s LC3jE=7um mO n:&e e esse m sat mixing noise isNP73-3B-021 m pr a eom
AFnsc~Ei tOci , a.. m 02. ru a~ 0.P T . NP73 -3 B-025
Cenerd (Elatric of a 320 million contraC to s ppV cand s C a W M r gO t z i z ktlu mza a oIPm W
ed0n3OlasotIeli OntCol&. attnd C=C zCmrio d pzsEcfamestad a0 cuf 93 to WWA 6 apsw
pamsctd at ASrimntal STOL cRcraft iacin E M O' i.V = ! -McS , Gem c f o e atict f elre no
00" A cc ob QoAa C1 ss mt* s t ft use of simacoy
c^mw Vmn m ed t cE wcam Caulk abl seemee
NP73-3B-022 sm ce cn. a c1 P A G=t • t C.fi c'7 Ca a. 0.i co e cPR
A2-M7 Onotmd Ro lm b ccnef- t D.
Andemrtn (Southampton, Univeority, Siuthcv n, [Etgie2dl.
(Briis cacotica Society Spo , ~ . ar. , , NP7 3-3B-026
Apr 5-Y. r7 .) Journal of Sound Cna ViCibcio, vot. 22, JunO c ,
1972, p. 343-359. 11 rofs. Research suppor d by tho CaMportnt a A72-4124 # Closed form solution for the sonic boom in a
Trade ca n ndustry. olrop ¢ otn :phere. R. Stuff (Deutsche Forschungs- und Ver-Th3 Dim of this paper is to summari2a the results of eovoal yors suchsonstalt flir Luft- und Raumfahrt. Institut fOr theoretische
work on fhe internal noise of hovercraft. Tho basic mechonism of Gosdynamik, Aachen, West Germany). Journal of Aircraft, vol. 9,
noise production is described and methods for controlling it are put Aug. 1972, p. 556-562. 22 refs.
forward. A case history is also describzd. Internal noise masuro- Analytic solution of the sonic boom problem for typical aircraft
ments from other forms of transport are compared to those of maneuvers in a polytropic atmosphere by means of the analytic
hovercraft, and it is shown that comparatively small overall noise method of characteristics. Solutions for singularities in a polytropic
reductions of 4 dBA would make the internal noise the somo oz that atmosphere are derived. Using the analytic methods of singularities
of short-houl jet aircraft Structure-borne noise is shown to be a and of characteristics, the sonic boom of a body traveling in a
major source of noise in at least one current production craft. Low parabolic arc is obtained. The asymptotic Whitham formula for the
structural damping combined with lightweight and rigidly mounted bow wave is improved by an explicit formula which gives sufficiently
machinory oro found to be the major causes of structure-bosno noil. cccurate results for distances of about 20 body lengths or more.
(Authcr) A.B.K.
NP73-3B-023 NP73-3B-027
A72-381 15 o # Flight evaluation of pthree-dimcsDEtOa area a 0 to2MA's ft Cnis o w Iir . p. pJaison
acsigation for jet transport noie obatc.,mnt. D. G. [Dcesy, K. R. ASA, Wo2Rgt n., .C.I. rcasd (0 Al ic a CEN anrCc , vol. 14.
Bourquin, K. C. White, and F. J. Drinkwater, Oil (NASA, Ames 50pt. 1972, p. 1 . -.
Research Center, Moffett Field, Calif.). American Institute of Ot Is the nO of NASA @to psoE tV a go ha a mS
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Aircraft esign, Flight Test cRd hO oircraft uobtrusive in its e crvamet. The pdrimar weark in
Operations Meeting, 4th, Los Angeles, Clif., Aug. 7-9, 1972, Pzxr proptlsion scauem noise ro d=ic cenSOrs aruend etecho gOy to
72-814. 7 p. 6 refs. Members, $1.50; nonmemb:rs, S2.00. ~ftdifv a(isting entines end t to lp~W nw propulsion
The NASA, working with American Airlines, has completed the systems f80 CTOL STOL, and VTOL that operate at sigificantly
first phase of research to evaluate the op2ratinaJ feasibility of ic=wr noise 0evoel thc prec~aet sy Omste. 0 w onoi
two-segment approaches for noise abatement. For those taste, areao stcndcd sould doo be 0stabishad for nw xnos. Anotr
navigation was used to establish the upper glide slope and on ILS wmas M is d tdit o k r3 Porati of noise n
=nd to establish the lower. The flight director was modifiod to uc te;Z:lnei@ in stlitaV ajoaft pou VOsi aon .
provide command information during the entire approcch. Twent: - G.R.
eight pilots representing the airlines, professionoal pilot associations,
FAA, and NASA participated. With an ILS approach for cenPorisca,
the procedure gave a noise reduction of 18 EPNdO at sh oucr
wi~lker and 8 EPNdB 1.1 n. mi. from tolzUdaw. sAiXto NP7 3- 3B-0 28
A72-44125 # Superconic turns without superbooms. H. S.
Ribnmr (Toronto, University. Toronto, Cacndo). Acoustical Society
NP7 3- 3B-0 24 of Anerica, Journal, vol. 52, Sept. 1972, pt. 2. p. 1037-1041. 5 refs.
Research supported by the National Research Council of Canada,
A72-3830 0  Si~aci l o so rc p of lot noric. 0. Crghtca Ministry of Transport, and Air Canada; Grant No. AF-AFOSR.
(Imparial Colloca of Sciaene and TachOito, y London. Engslac).. 701885.
Ot 6 o t focuod booma that cricA in urn in fieh cCA b2
csOaaX d bv RTs simpJo (ctthouo not dways pth ) o"diont
of aowing ewvn the aircroft. Tho corroct donoratin wtJill clirminato
OM Ocal curvoturo of the wavt front raspcmndwa fo t o focusing.
acificdy. tho twngential d3celeration resolved elog th nor~nd to
O wa ofront is r-djustod to cancel out the ontriptam ctcoloration
tamilcAly risolvd. Hor.zontal turns of a prescrib d limiting ~tpnal ss
co not of conoarn for this suppression tochniquw: their focurid
G=o= will ba cut off from reaching tho g7ound bi otm8ephoric
~ction. Tho minimum turn radius fo7 fo cu toff is rolowd
ts3oin in a simplo fashion to tho  tabuatodt width of t~ asnic b~o
pcot for roctilinacr fliEht. as a function of czh numbwa cnd
dituda.
3B-029
NP73-3B-029
388. SINGER, D. & MAMSJA, I9. J. PowetIon age n t b&se Injuries of the ear. . Laryngol.
Ool., 86(9), 1972, 949-953.
Points out necessity of protecting the ears of armed forces personnel against noise and
the ears of combat troops against blast without interfc;ring whh normal hearnn. Measured
the shock wave attenuation nof a nmber o diffc UAnaons: muslin cloth, polyurethane
toams, wire meshes and nylon and cotton net, and presents the shock and acoustic wave
transmission characteristics for each.-E. . Moncada
NP73-3B-030
AD-733 M46 I2Ah. F.95
Hughes Too Co Culo er City Calif Aircraft Div
OH-6A PHASE Ih QUIET BBILICO'PTEMR MO-
GRAM.
Final rept. Apr 70-Apr 71,
William H. Barlow William C. McClusey. nad
Harold W. Ferris. Sep 72, 68p Rept no. HTC-AD-
71-102 USAAMRDL-TR-72-29
Contract DAAJO2-69-C-0078. ARPA Order-1321
Descriptors: ('Airplane noise, Attenuation),
(HIelicopVers, Airplane noise), Tail helicopter ro-
tors, Rotor blades (Rotary winss), Jet eaiza
noise, Acoustic impedance, Engine mufflers.
Flight testing.
Identifiers: Aircraft modification. H-S aircraft,
OH-6A aircraft, oQuiet aircraft, Light observation
helicopters, *Noise reduction.
The report presents the results of th P hase 2
Quiet Helicopter Program. A Hughes OH6A
Light Observation Helicopter was extensively
modified to obtain a manimum of quieting. The
purpose was to apply the latest known sound-sup-
pression techniques available to industry to an ac-
tual helicopter and then to measure the results. An
acoustic goal was set which required a balanced
treatment of each noise-producing source
throughout the full frequency range. Noise reduc-
tions ranged from 14 to 20 db depending on the
flight conditions. The report describes the detailed
configuration changes, the test and development
programs, and the final sound level measurements
compared to the standard OH-6A. (Author)
3B-031
NP73-3B-031
? 80399. MECLENDBURG, ROY A., WILLIA' F . MOTL~MN,
DANIEL R. SCHUMAIER, CEEL VAN DEN BR2=N and LOMARDO
2LORES. (Mich. State Univ., East Lansing, Mich., USA.) Tho effect
of plante on microclimate and noise reduction In tho rba~n environment.
NORTSCIENCE 7(1): 37-39. Illus. 1972.--Plant have a great impact
upon the urban microclimate in contrast to dry otructural materials.
Infrared surface temperature can be substantially modified by evapora-
MIo cooling and the interception of radiant energy by planto to reduce
the heat island characteristic of the summer urban microcllmate. High
temperature characteristic of surfaces such sa artificial turf can be
reduced by irrigation. Outdoor athletic areao covered with artificial
turf should be either irrigated to permit evaporative cooling or shaded
to intercept solar radiant energy. Coniferous treco oeem capable of
providing a small amount of attenuation for environmental noises that
are either predominantly low or high frequency in compoosition. Hoever,
dense wide plantings are necessary to achieve offective environmental
noise attenuation from vegetation alone in urban ar a and the practical
value of plants as an urban "sound barrier" appears q1estionable.
NP73-3B-032
t S9899. HYNES, KEVIN M. (Mansonellan Int., Nort Nd UP~ , SA
The development of a low-noise constant area throWliln PovGc IMSA
(INSTRUM SOC AM) TRANS 10(4): 416-~1. to. ~ ced. i4
-- With the recent revision to the Walsh-Healey Act posible high
noise levels produced by control valves are a oubject to concern to is
dustry. A comprehensive study to determine an effective an practical
approach to reducing aerodynamic valve noise resulted in the deeo5
ment of a fixed area, throttling device designed to reduce the prod °e
tion of aerodynamic noise at its source. Thlo pgpa contains an asly*
ol1 of valve noise and investigates the parametoers affCBB noico
throuah a series of qualitative tests. The influence of effective orifce
zumeter,ystem energy losses, resonant dampine a preoure drop
arltions are discussed. These factors, whon propry incorporated in
L the gished product, result in a substantial and prdlictc nooe
reduction TesOt results indicate excellent agreement ith predicted
;PL fSound Pressure Levell values.
3B-033
NP73-3B-033
Noise roduction by vegetation and ~mui.
D.Ayor. billo Acoustical Soc Am 3 31:
19'l-O : 2 J3 '72
NP73-3B-034
M.unts to reduce trator cab nolao. A .
Hakiml. U Agric 1jAgin 62:370-1 J A
NP73-3B-035
Improved earphone enclosure for commungeatlom In
noise. Bauer BB, et al.
S Acoust Soc Am 51:1388-03, May 78
NP73-3B-036
The control of noise produced by bar automatic lthles.
Lee GL, at at. Ann Oecup Hyg 14:337-43, D e 91
NP73-3B-037
Nosoe fades into the background when
worhern wear muffs. K. Gale. il En Gnoor
283:43 D 2 '71
67
3B-038
NP733B-038 Engineering, 80(7): 77, July 1972.
Abs. only, from AA
73-St -0000 Grao .Dn chAlso in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Se=tion Pap3er N@.Stotk, A.L. Grasso N.V., Den Bosch, No&,.
Milieubeheersing in de koeltechni".
Water, 56(8): 16-19, Aug. 1972.
In Dutch; sum., illus., refs. (1 in Eng., I in Ger.), from AS 9 S NP73-3B-042
MINING : AIR POLLUTANTS : WATER POLLUTANTS: NOISE
REDUCTION: THERMAL DISCHARGES : POLLUTION CONTROL: 73-1TE-0003@
NETHERLANDS : coal industry. Wilson, George Paul Wilson, Ihrig & Assoc., Inc.The role of the coal industry in enviionmental pollution is Rail mass transportation system planning and nioe .
discussed, considering water and air pollution, thermal discharges, and Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotivo
noise. Successful means to control pollution are surveyed. Crystals of Engineering, 80(7): 79, July 1972.
freeze concentrates can be applied in some cases to reduce w ats Abs. only, from AA.
pollutants. Coal production in facilities with closed water systems Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No.
forestalls water pollution of surface water by Fe salts. Air pollution can 720664.
be decreased by condensation of noxious substances in exhaust gases. TRANSIT SYSTEMS : NOISE REDUCTION : abstract only : design : rail'
Thermal discharges are prevented through a closed cooling:water system.
system with an air cooled condensor. Noises are reduced by adequate Using data obtained from various operational and experimental rail
choice of compressor types, vibration free installation, and adequato transit vehicles and systems, tle noise characteristics to be ._.pacted
acoustic insulation of machine chamber walls. from new and proposed systems and equipment were determined to be
much less than traditionally expected due to modern design concepts
and equipment. The known and specified noise characteristics can be
NP73-3B-039 used during the planning of transit systems to determine the expected
wayside or community noise levels for various types of way structures,
73-ITE-0002@ vehicles, and operational conditions, and can also be used to determine
Meyer, W.H. Humble Oil & Refining Co., Baytown, TX design features or system characteristics which should be included for
Detail study of refinery noise problems. the control of noise. This permits the inclusion of noise as one of the
See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 171. [1972?]. factors affecting system planning and design.
Abs. only, from AA.
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY: NOISE REDUCTION : REFINERIES:
INDUSTRIAL NOISES : OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : abstract only :
petroleum and petrochemical plant : hearing conservation program.
A hearing conservation program at a large petroleum and NP73-3B-43
petrochemical plant that is based on past experience and the
Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970, is reviewed. Plant 73-1TE-00038
surveys, problem area definition, and medical and engineering control Beland, R. Dale Wilsey & Ham
are discussed. A multidisciplinary approach is used in which medical, Comprehensive community-transportation system planning and noise.
engineering, and operations departments share in the responsibilities Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotive
for providing a suitable noise environment. The control of furnace and Engineering, 80(7): 79, July 1972.
pipeline noise is examined in some detail. Abs. only, from AA.
Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No.
720665.
TRANSIT SYSTEMS : NOISE REDUCTION : REGIONAL PLANNING :
NP73-3B-040 abstract only : systems analysis..
To date, new transportation systems have failed to avoid the
73-ITE-00021 impact of noise on the surrounding community due to lack of adequate
Tyler, D.A. Gulf Oil Corp., Houston, TX planning in terms of.depth of research and analysis; lack of attention
Noise control process equipment to the whole problem of noise pollution; and lack of coordinated-
See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 171. [1972?]. planning of communities and the transport system that serve them.
Abs. only, from AA. Several ways are discussed to achieve greater coordination between
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY : NOISE REDUCTION : INDUSTRIAL NOISES: community planning and transportation planning in order to reduce
REFINERIES : OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : abstract only : petrochemical noise. A systems approach should include the steps of identification of
plants. objectives, identification of programs, prediction of effectivenes$, and
A variety of noise control techniques for common noises evaluation of alternatives. Several means of doing this are discussed.
encountered in existing refineries and petrochemical plants is
examined. The engineering concepts and designs, the materials used,
the amount of noise reduction anticipated and/or achieved, and the
appr, ximate costs are discussed. A check list, used by one group for NP73-3B-044
actions required by the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970
Standard on occupational noise exposure, is demonstrated as an
example. Also a method for the choice and priority of controlling noise 73-1TG-00052
sources is reviewed. Examples of 'Noise Control Data Sheeqs' Brown, Colin Cummins Engine Co. Ltd., Eng.
formulated for engineering departmental use are presented. Practical aspects of engine noise reduction in commercial motor vehicle
applications.
See Citation No. 73-1TG-00051 pp. 33-42. (1972?].
No abs., illus., no refs., from Text.
INTERNAL-COMBUSTION ENGiNES : EMISSION CONTROL : NOISENP73-3B-041 REDUCTION : LEGISLATION : GREAT BRITAIN : diesels.
Some techniques and developments, which have resulted from73-1TE-00034 noise investigation programs, now being used on production engines
Duthion, L are reviewed, including test methods and techniques. Practical .Doyotte, C. developments involving engine speed, engine covers, and turbocharging
High speed train noise control. are outlined. Installation problems, smoke control, legislation, and
Society of Automotive Enlncers. New York. Journal of Automotive / practical smoke reduction are also described.
3B-045
NP73-3B-045 rbar, A.D. 4olman Bros. Ltd., En
Recent developments in silencing pneumaic machinery.
73-2TE-00042 See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 167-170. 1971.
Anderson. Grant S oft Beronek and Newman Inc.. In English; no abs., illus., refs., from Text & SS.Cambridge. MA MACHINERY : NOISE REDUCTION : INDUSTRIAL NOISES : pneumatic
Gottemoeller. Frederick Maryond D-pt. of Transportation machinery.
Page, Daniel G. Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc., Noise in pneumatic tools comes from 2 main sources: discharge to
Cambridge, MA the atmosphere of high pressure air through exhaust outlets, and
Baltimore plans highways for minimum noisQ. vibration produced by metallic impact of tool components. Noise
Civil Engineering. New York, 42(9): 74-78, Sept 1972. reduction in pneumatic road breakers can be accomplished by a hard
, Abs., illus., refs.. from Sum. durable plastic double-chamber silencer. Also available are 2 silenced
HIGHWAYS-: NOISE REDUCTION : MARYLAND: Baltimore : earth portable compressors of a type normally used in developed areas and
berms : barriers : sound attenuation. on construction sites to operate road breakers and other hand tools.
Noise level prediction of a proposed highway design is explained. Silencing is achieved by the following improvements: the glass fiber
Several case histories of highway design and planning in Baltimore canopy is lined with absorbent plastic foam combined with(Maryland) are presented and represent difficult urban antidrumming compound, the enclosure is improved by incorporation of
problems--those not solvable by handbook methods. The design and trays under the compressor and a transparent gauge panel access
use of earth berms and acoustical barriers to attenuate noise are door, engine exhaust noise is reduced by a pair of tandem exhaust
illustrated, silencers, a lined cooler duct directs cooling air downwards, and the
canopy is flexibly mounted.
NP73-3B-046
73-2TE-00044 NP73-3B-049
Paullin, Robert L (both) Office of the Secretary of
Safeer. Harvey B. Transportation, Office of Noise Abatement 73-2TE-00080
Motor vehicle noise generation and potential abatement Mugglin. Eth G.A. Zurich. Switz.
Society of Automotive Engineers. Automotive Engineering Congress. Laermbekaempfung aus der Sicht des Bauunternehmers.
Selected Papers. (Held in Detroit, Mich., Jan. 10-14, 1972). In: Society See Citation No. 73.2TE-00049 pp. 265-272. 1971.
of Automotive Engineers. New York. Paper No. 720273, 9 pages. In German; Eng.. Fr., Ger. sums.. illus., no refs., from AS & SS.
[1972?1. NOISE REDUCTION : CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY : BUILDINGS:
Abs:, illus., refs., from AA. reduced-noise methods.
MOTOR VEHICLES : TRANSPORTATION NOISES : NOISE REDUCTION. Ideally, a building method considers requirements of the building
The Department of Transportation initiated a study on the site and those of a neighbor, economics, and noise production. It is. a
magnitude of the transportation noise problem and its potential question of developing building methods low in noise and of carrying
abatement. Four computer simulation models were developed to them out with low-noise machines. Excessive building noise is only
establish noise levels which might be expected for different acceptable if no other method of building is available or if a lower-noise
transportation modes as a function of the traffic characteristics peculiar method would mean enormous extra costs. One example of a low-noise
to that mode. An understanding was developed of the technical, building method is the cavity wall method, which can be used instead
economic, and legal limits of potential abatement means for each of ramming iron bulkheads.
transportation mode. Results of this study as they relate to motor
vehicles are presented. The program of the Office of Noise Abatement
of the Office of the Secretary, Department of Transportation, for
achieving reasonable noise reduction consistent with an integrated NP73-3B-050
transportation system is also discussed.
73-2TE-00081
Reichow, H.B. Hamburg, FGR
Ein neuartiger Baulicher Laermschutz fuer die Stadt Kelsterbach am
NP73-3B-047 Rande des Flughafens Frankfurt A.M.
See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 273-276. 1971.
73-2TE-00045 In German; Eng., Fr. sums., illus., no refs.. from AS & SS.
Cummins, D.P. Giddings & Lewis Machine Tool Co., ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION : NOISE REDUCTION : AIRPORTS :
Fond du Lac, WI CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY: FEDERAL GERMAN REPUBLIC :
Identifying and reducing radiated noises. Kelsterbach : sound protection barrier.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Design Engineering Division. Inhabitants of the town of Kelsterbach, Germany. N of Frankfurt
Design Engineering Conference & Show. Selected Papers. (Held in airport, are harassed by noise of takeoffs and expansion construction
Chicago, III., May 8-11, 1972). In: American Society of Mechanical of the airport-especially 45 freight loading places and a new W
Engineers. New York. ASME Publication No. 82-DE-36. 9 pages, runway. Construction of a series of hangars, and administrative and
[1972?]. clearance buildings, while utilizing 15 m high sound protection wall
Abs., illus., no refs., from AA. with a sectioned, horizontal absorotion olate on the uooer side. was
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS: NOISE REDUCTION : INDUSTRIAL recommended as a practical means to reduce the noise. Because of the
NOISES: MACHINERY : hydraulic units. nearness of this wall to loading places and runways, this measure aims
Noise identification and reduction methods for hydraulic units are at sound absorption and deflection resulting in a protective action
discussed. Identification is accomplished through use of the human ear, which is more effective than that of sound protection barriers. The
precision sound level meters, and 1/3 octave band analyzers. Noise airport administration has resolved to adopt this suggestion and to
reduction can be accomplished by containing it or by 'designing out' execute, by stages, construction of the sound protection wall totaling a
procedures such as pump and motor rpm reduction, use of flange length of 3.8 km.
mounted pumps. employment of isolators for components and major
sub-units, use of manifolds, and use of isolators in hydraulic lines.
NP73-3B-051
NP73-3B-04 8 72-5rE-0138
Williams. J.E. Ffowes Imperial College. Dept. of Mathematics.
73-2TE-00066 London. Eng
3B-052
AIerraft noise in the 980'a. NP7 3- 3B-0 54
Clean Air Conference. Preprints. (Held in Folkestone. Eng.. Nov. 2-5.
171). National Society for Clean Air. Brighton. Sussex. England. pp. 72-5TE-0146
M04-113. 1971. Holmer. C.I. Solt. Beranek and Newman. Inc..No abs.. 7 figs. no refs.. from Text & SS. Cambridge. MA
AIRCRAFT: NOISE SOURCES future control§. Lagace. A. National Research Corp.. CambridgO. MA
Aircraft noise is a nuisance. Conservationists. government research Effect of strucgural damping on the sound radiated. froi impacted
ostablishments, universities and industry are working together to structures.
minimize the noise nuisance without ruining the economy of the air American Industrial Hygiene Association. Journal. 33(1): 12-18. Jan.
transporation industry. New aircraft can be made quieter, they may be 1972.
ossessed by means of a "noise foot-print." so called because of the foot- Abs.. 5 figs.. 2 tables. I ref.. from AA.
shaped pattern of the ground area exposed to noise in excess of a NOISE CONTROL : DAMPING : SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS
specified level during take-off and landing. Foot-print area is directly INDUSTRIAL NOISE: impacted structures.
proportional to the number of poeple disturbed. Noise curbs for existing Theoretical and experimental evaluations of some damping
aircraft are being studied as well. Better engines and enforcement cf treatments utilized to control noise from transfer of materials in a foundry
noise regulations are helping to alleviate the problem. A low noise engine are presented. A theoretical investigation is outlined which indicates that
is described. the change in peak radiated sound pressure level from an impact isproportional to the change in mass and stiffness of the impacted surface.The change in total sound power radiated is proportional to the charr., in
mass, stiffness and the loss factor of the impacted surface The e-eqrg .NP73-3B-052 noise reduction has application in predicting the reduction, of th trno iaverage reverberant field sound pressure level from a large number of
72-5TE-0139 impacts occurring throughout a period of time.
Rink. Charles N. Rink Corp., Hazleton. PA
Woise control in air handling systems.
Florida. University. Gainesville. Engineering Progress at the University of
lorida. 25(1): 49-54. May 1971. NP73-3B-055
Sum.2 figs. 3 tables. 1 ref. SS
AIR CONDITIONING NOISE EFFECTS .NOISE SOURCES : NOISE 72-5TE-0147CONTROL : ECONOMICS. Doolle. Leslie L. Montreal. Que.. Can.Generation. propagation and control of noise in air handling Environmental acoustics.
systems require careful engineering. Unitary air conditioning systems are Environmental Acoustics. McGraw-Hill Book Company. New York. 247
compared to central station systems Today's systems incorporate pages. 1972. Price: $18.50.
smaller machines. less ductwork and the proper amount of acoustically No abs.. numerous figs., 18 tables. 4 appendices. index. numerous
absobent material. Information available to sound engineers on sound refs.. SS.frequencies, the threshold of hearing. sound curves of equal loudness and ACOUSTICS : ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING : NOISE CONTROL,:
onnoyance, permissible noise limits for occupational exposures, and SOUND ABSORPTION : book: architectural acoustics.
sound levels which cause discomfort and pain, is discussed. Causes of A detailed analysis of environmental acoustics in architectural
unwanted noise in a building's mechanical system are examined, with design is presented for practical application to present-day building
special emphasis on the fan Oversilencing must also be avoided because practices. Properties of sound and various aspects of room or space
other mechanipractices.. Properties of sound and various aspects of room or spaceother mechanical noises then become audible and more annoying to the acoustics are described. Environmental noise control, including sound-human ear. The various components which generate sound are described insulating construction, noise criteria. control of mechanical noise andnd ggestions are made for achieving more efficient and lower cost vibration, and noise control in specific types of buildings, is discussed.systems. Detailing, specification and supervision are included.
NP73-3B-053 NP73-3B-056
72-5TE-0145 72-5TH-0282
Warnaka. Glenn E. (all) Lord Corp.. Lord Manufacturing Co... Anon.
Miller. .T Erie. PA Study of feasible methods for reducing the noise levels of turbofanZalas. J.M. and turbojet aircraft.Structural damping as a technique for industrial noise control. Commerce Business Daily: 16. July 7. 1972.American Industrial Hygirene Association. Journal. 33(1): 1-11, Jan. Contract: DOT FA72WA-3053.. June 23. 1972 Solicitation No: RFP1972. WA5R-2-0872. Estimated Amount: S345.000. Awardee: Univ. ofAbs.. 11 figs.. 3 tables. 15 refs (2 in Ger.). from AA. Tennessee Inst.. Tullahoma.NOISE CONTROL : DAMPING . INDUSTRIAL NOISE : structural CONTRACTS : NOISE REDUCTION : AIRCRAFT : DOT : Univ. ofdamping. Tennessee Inst.
Damping. although of:en used synonymously for attenuation, refers
to an energy conversion process where the energy of mechanical
vibrations is converted to heat energy On this basis. damping is shown to
be a useful tool for noise reduct-on where structural resonance or wave NP73-3B-057
propagation at sonic speeds is responsible for noise radiation. Structural
damping reduces noise radiation from structures by attenuating both the 72-5GD-0554temporal ard spatial comjnpc ents of flexural waves traveling in the National Industrial Wash.. DCstructure. Structural damping is further shown to be useful in reducing Pollution Control Council.noise originating from rnechanical impact and from steady-state Airlines and Aircraft
excitation Examples of the 'ect of structural damping in reducing the Sub-Council
noise from industrial machinery are presented, and data is given Noise from gas turbine aircraft engines.indicating the nose control oblaned. Noise from Gas Turbine Aircraft Engines. Sub-Council Report
Washington. D.C 23 pages. Feb. 1971. Price- SO.30
Sum.. 3 figs.. no refs. Iteom AS & SS.
NOISE CONTROL. AIRCRAFT 'ENGINE NOISE . gas turbinQ.
3B-058
The reduction of noise from gas turbine aircraft :ngines is
discussed. The introduction of low-bypass ratio turbofan engines reduces
exhaust noise but adds fan tones particularly noticeable in landing. Fan
design and acoustic treatment technology for reducing fan noise in high-
bypass engines are considered The high-bypass ratio engine provides
good fuel economy and low jet exhaust noise levols.
NP73-3B-058
72-5TI-0682
Macdonald. Howard R. San Diego. CA
Method and apparatus for suppressing the noise of a fan-jet engine
(3,673.803).
Official Gazette. U S. Patent Office. 900(1): 60. July 4. 1972.
Filed Oct 6. 1969. Ser. No. 863.796. Int. CI FO2k 1/26: U.S. CI. 60-
226 R. 3 Claims..
PATENTS : NOISE DAMPING JET ENGINES: assignor to Rohr Corp..
Chula Vista. Calif.
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3B METHODS
(See Also)
1B006 1D007 1E009 1E026 2C013 3AO30 3D048
1B008 1D015 1E012 2C012 3A021 .3D018 5B013
1B009 1E003
3. C MATERIALS
i
3C4o1
NP73-3C-001
73-1TE-00026
McAuliffe, Daniel R. Korfund Dynamics Corp., Westbury, NY
Agne. T.D. Lead Industries Ass:n., New York, NY
Hammond. Joseph I. Soundcoat Co., New York, NY
Materials for noise and vibration control.
Sound and Vibration. Cleve;and, 6(7): 20-24. July 1972.
Sum., illus., no refs.. fromi Sum. & Text.
NOISE REDUCTION : VIBRAIONS: ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION :
materials : applications.
Four types of materials are ava3lable for dealing with noise and
vibration control problems: sound absorption materials. sound barrier
materia!s. vibration/shock isolation materials, and vibration da .; Png
materials. Two or more of those maternals are often incorporae-:j in a
single commercial product to obtLin the benefits of their combined
effects. Prop; tles of these tmaterials and their performance when used
singly and in combination are discussed. Transformer r-closures,
engine test cells, appliance I"iclosures, railroad wheels, ard pipes and
values illustrate typ:cal applications of noise/v-bration/shock control
materials.
NP73-3C-002
73-1TE-00027
Jones. David I.G. USAF, Materials Lab.. Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, OH
Damping treatments for noise and vibration control.
Sound and Vibration. Cleveland, 6(7): 25-31, July 1972.
Sum., iltus., numerous refs. (1 in Ger.), Sum.
NOISE REDUCTION : VIBRATIONS : ACOUSTIC DAMPING : techniques:
materials.
A survey is made of the techniques and materials which can be
utilized for the control of noise transmission and vibration induced
failure in structures. Consideration is given to dynamic behavior of
damping materials as a function of temperature and the effect of
various damping treatments on the response and modal damping of a
variety of structural elerneits exhibiting many different stiffness and
geometrical characteristics. Examples are given of prior applications of
damping to the. solutt n of a variety of vibration and noise control
problems, and of materials available for vibration control.
NP73-3C-003
73-2TE-00084
Willigers, L.H.J.
van den Eijk, J.
Satisfactory sound insulation between dwellings: A real possibility.
See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 292-293. 1971.
In English; Eng., Fr., Ger. sums., refs., from AS.
Also in: Delft. Research Institute for Public Health Engineering.
Publication No. 300.
BUILDINGS : ACOUSTIC INSULATION : EUROPE : housing construction.
For satisfactory airborne sound insulation between dwellings, more
insulation than the usual nitnimum requirement in Western Europe is
necessary. This goal is attainable if thick external walls and floors are
combined with lightweight internal walls. Improved insulation values of
6-9 db were measured in apartments of a building system for social
housing.
3C MATERIALS
(See Also)
iC001 3A025 3B025 3B029 3B031 3B033
3 D REGULATIONS AND
STANDARDS
7b
3D-001
NP73-3D-001 to l ftme as W as
cn d l dist g aspects Of typical comnuna niseaN72- 43004 Committeeo n Coivmarco (U. S. Sonat). cih oae not loud enough to be physically dangerous Inamuch1 COYROLQ ACT OF 1971 A2O AM12WDP 0TO. mx the standlrd is intended to portray envitniental quly
ra2or than to reflect damage risk ntenta. a it nrallyWashingten GPO 1971 626 p rots Nooaingo on S. 1019 oireuatve wvith respect to work related noise standard. such
arwg S 1566 beforo Comm. on Com.. 92d Cong.. 2d S 30.. as gtos pcifed by the Walsh-Healey Act The basic standard28. 30 Jun. and 26 Jul. 1971 afie a dtribuaion o noese intensities to which an indmdualAvhsc: Subcomm. on the Environmont. mEgh be owd in a 24- o r period The dr rbuton may be
Th hearings concorning nocoe pollution and th Roimo op"oimated by the composite of three Gaussan distributions
Control Act are reported The commonts from the Poo i ( and so d eans of 130 nd 3). 50 And I8.5).
agencios are included Departmont of Interior. Departmont of
State. Comptroller Genorol. Department of Agriculturo. Civil
Ac--nautico Board. National Scance Foundation. EPA. ord\JASA Additional articles, lettrm., and stotoRonto coicnirc
e'f0o-s of none. and ound roting of outdoor oquipmrnt are NP73-3D-005
,l, e~. FO.S.
72-33983o Goorge Washongton Unrv. Washington. D C
LAWS AND REGULATORY SCHEMES FOR NOISE
AGATEMENT
NP73-3D-002 31 Dc 1971 643 ra,es
ICOntr ct EPA 68 04 0032)
N72-30559# Committee on Public Works (U. S. Senate). IP8 206719. EPA NTID3004I Ava. NTIS HC $900 CSCL
REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS ON NOISE 138
Washington GPO Feb 1972 472 p refs Presented by the the report presents results f rm surveyng he eastng
Administrator of EPA to Comm. on Public Works. 92d Congr.. 2d FgOerl. State. end local laws. ordonances, and regulatons
Ses.. 1 Mar. 1972 Prepared by Environ. Protection Agency goerrig the abetement and control of environmental nose.(S-Occ-92-63) Avail. SOD Z1 75 Ther basic esigmnent was divided nto four subtasks current
The effects of noise on living things and property. noise goernmental nose regulatory schems:; elys of exstng klgl
sources and their current environmental impact ar.d control reu iatory structure for nose bet lnent and control: the
tech nology and estimates for the future are considered. The effectivolnes of eastng nomse control regulaet*. and poposals
folowing topics are discussed auditory. sociological. physiological. and o blems in the regulaton andabetenent o! nose.
and psychological effects; effects of noise on wildlife; effects of Author (GRA
sonic boom and other impulsive noise on property: physical
effects of noise on structures and property: community noise;
transportation systems. devices powered by internal combustion
engines; noise from industrial plants; construction equipment NP 73-3D-006
and operations: household and building noise; transportation
industry programs: noiso reduction for industrial plants: N72-33g94 Environmental Protection Agency. Washington.
constructi2n nd applionco industry offorts: laws and regulatory D C
schemes for noise abatemeont: government. industry. professional. REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS ON NOISE
and sauntary association programs; and assessemont of noise 31 Dec. 1971 468 p refO
concern in other nations. K.P.D. (PB-206716; EPA-NRC500.1) Avail: NTIS HC $6.00 CSCL
138
The report reviews the effects and abatement of noise on
society. The contents include the following topics: effects Od
NP73-3D-003o on living things and property: sources of noise and theirN 73 current environmental impact; control technology and estimates
for the future. laws and regulatory schemes for nose abatement;
N72-30606d Environmental Protection Agency. Washington. government, industry. peofexsional and voluntary association
DC prgrams: and on essessment of noise concern in other nations.
SUMMARY. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS ORA
FROM REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND CONGRESS
ON NOISE
31 Dec 1971 18 p refs
(NRCS00. 1) Avail SODSO $0.30
General observations, conclusions. and the luture program
are briflly summarized from the study on noise sources. noise
pollution, and noise abatement It is pointed out that noise
effects are difficult to define and evaluate and available information
on typical erposures is sparse. Noise control technology and
possible changes in the noise problem to the year 2000.
methodologies for noise measurement and evaluation. and
economic implications of noise and noise abatement are
mentioned Recommendations for achieving norse reduction over
the neat 5 to 10 years are outlined N.E.N.
NP73-3D-004
7-393780# Mitreo Corp.. McLean. Va.
A POTOTYPE STANDARD AND ONDE2E FO ENVCRON-
MENTAL NOISE QUAUTV
500aon N. Goldstein Oct. 1971 16 p Proevnted at 82d
Motscg of the Acoust. Soc. of Am.. Deonvr. Colo.. 21 Oct.
1971 Submatted for publiction
(p.-210221: MTP-358) Aveil: NTIS HC$3.00 CSCL 20A
A prototype technical otondard for environmental noise is
pespaeed n .terms nablitng on indon of noise quality to be
dirsed and coalculated. Tho osndord takes into account the
3D-007
NP73-3D-007
WIf a al ll0aL for asspatfasl safoty cd fla cI1
fli2, !OpoI NIOSH-TRH4oS-72
IDacriptors: (0occupotional diseases. Noicae
(Stsd)). (oNoise (Sound). Standards). (OInduri-
O hygiane, Noise (Sound)). Criteria. Noise reduc-
aos, Auditory perception. Exposure. Audiometry.
Sound pressure.
ldeantfiers: *Noics pollution.
The report presents the criteria and a proposed
Ptndanrd for preventing occupational diseases oris-
ing from exposure to noise. These criteria and the
recommended standard were developed by the
National Institute For Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH). A majority of the NIOSH
Review Consultants recommended an 85 dBA
moise limit-with mandatory hearing protection and
audiometric testing for the most complete protec-
aion. Data are provided in this document which in-
dicate that approximately 14% of workers in
anufacturing are exposed to noise above 93
diA, but no data are available relative to the
smmber exposed to 85 dBA or to the technological
fe sibility of meeting the proposed 85 dBA stan-
dard in a given time period. The present recom-
meadations defer the 85 dBA standard until after
onaetesive feasibility study and limit mandatory
aodiometric testing to new employees. vith a
recommendation that employers conaider the
efrita of a gu hearing conservation prorram.
NP73-3D-008
IaS-AA-72-l[ FC2.25ihFso.9s
Federal Highway Administration. Washnouw.
D.C.
POISIZ STANDARDS AND IRCCOlSULRS.
Final environmentWl impact statement.
Nov 72. 202p* F\YWA-EIS-72-02-F ELR-5822
Supersedes report dated 30 May 72. EIS-AA-72-
4559-D.
Descriptors: (Environmental surveys. oNoise
reduction), (*Highway planning. Noise reduction).
Government policies. National government, Stan-
dards, Land use.
Identifierg: OEnvironmental impact statements,
ONoise pollution.
'he report describes the fmpact that implementing
igh~ay noise standards rwill have. The standards
1povide for a weighing of the costs of noise abate-
nent measures on a case-by-case basis, including
the need for additional land to serve as buffer
Strips so that in ech case there will be a weighing
of the use of resources against the benefits
achieved. It is possible that the standards may lead
to more land being required for future highway.
tMuch of the report consists of responses to the
new guidelines.
3D-009
NP73-3D-009
? 51004. KItYTER, KARL D. (Stanford Rec. Inst., Mlenlo Park, Calif.
9025, USA.) Acoustical Sbciet of America lic on noise standards.
J ACOUST SOCAIfi 51(3 Part l): 803-0. Illus. 92.-he role
the Acoustical Society of America in connection with standards, particu-
larly as related to noise as it affects man is reviewed in the light of the
recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee on Policy and Requirements
of the Arden House Conference on Standards (July 1971).
NP73-3D-010
t 51655. MEYER, ALVIN F. (Off. Noise Abatement Control, Envlroa.
Pro. Agency, Washington, D. C. 20406, USA.) The need for standards on
noise. J ACOUST SOC AM 51(3 Part 1): 800-802. 1972.--The problem
of noise is reviewed from the standpoint of environmental pollution. The
regulation of noise by government at every level demands the setting up
of standards which take into account not only scientific criteria but also
economic, sociological and political considerations.
7q
3D-011
NP73-3D-011
383. FOX, M. S. Occupationa hearinaR ls--Recent Ruidelines and seattnes o? interest go
the stolaryuwolngist. Larvynoscope. 82(7). 1972. 1226-1230.
Recent federal and state guidelines for permissible noise exposure levels have created renewed
interest in the industrial noise problem. Reviews the provisions of the noise criteria, discusses
the role of the otologist, and calls attention to areas of inconsistency and conflict in the
medical legal evaluation of hearing loss claims.-J. Abst.
JU
3D-012
NP73-3D-012
[Town-planning ain btuldnl3 regrnlion ml asom
surrouding airport.. In relation to molne produced by
planes. Medico-soclal aspocts of the problem)
Paccagnella D.
Amne Sala utbblUca 32:093-G NJov-Doe 71 (Hm8)
NP73-3D-0i3
Nolse-exposure: the legal viewpoint. Fredrihson RMI.
'rans Am Acad Ophthalmol Ololaryn~ol 75:1272-82.Rov-Dec 71
NP73-3D-014
New Industry anti-noise law requres hearing tests and
sound controls. Ind Ned Surg 41:34-5. Blay 72
NP73-3D-015
Next federal cleanup target: aircraft noise
and emissions. 11 Lnvir Sci & Tech 6:220-2BMr '72
NP73-3D-016
Oise control and government regulation
H. V. Sncling, jr. Foundry 100:53-5 F ' 2
3D-017
NP73-3D-017 rogram in different areas of the state. The 1st enforcement efforts
resulted in a number of new vehicle models. both muscle cars and73-ITE-00001 trucks, being recalled by manufacturers for refitting with quieterLewis. Ron Los Angeles Dept of City Planning, Advance exhaust systems. Yearly reductions were made in levels in one or
Planning Div., CA another part of the noise law based oncompromises between desired
-Noise pollution. levels of quieting and the numbers.of vehicles that might have to beAn Environmental Conservation Element for the Los Angeles City reworked if particular levels were enforced.
General Plan; a Collection of Environmental Conservation Studies.
Department of City Planning, Advance Planning Division, Los Angeles,
California. 106 pages. Aug. 1970.
Abs., illus., refs., from AA. NP73-3D- 020
NOISE STANDARDS : URBAN NOISES : NOISE LEVELS :
:TRANSPORTATION NOISES : INDUSTRIAL NOISES : CALIFORNIA : Los 73-1TE-00016
Angeles : physiological and psychological effects : policy Lamonica, J.A USBM. Pittsburgh, PArecommendations. Coal mine noise standard enforcement under the provisions of theUrban noise and its general.impact on the environment are Federal Coal Mine Health and Safety Act.discussed. Methods by which noise levels can be measured or See Citaton No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 141. [1972?].
calculated are presented, and the physiological and psychological Abs. only, from AA.
effects of urban noise on man are considered. Major local sources of ' NOISE STANDARDS : LEGISLATION : MINING : COAL : LEGAL
noise, including air surface transportation systems, residential sources ASPECTS : abstract only : standards enforcement(apartments, playgrounds, and neighborhood pets), and commercial Various aspects of implementing the noise standard are discussed,
and manufacturing sites are discussed. Policy recommendations for the including a history of the noise regulations, training of mining industry
reduction of urban noise levels given include: adopt a quantitative noise and Bureau of Mines enforcement personnel, requirements of thestandard for operations at Los Angeles International Airport, limiting industry and the Bureau, and the treatment of violations.
noise levels to 90 PNdb (perceived noise level) or lower at the airport
boundary; modify the westerly take.off pattern at the airport to effect
its extension to the west; apply an 85 PNdb standard to all commercial
helicopter operations; propose the passage of stricter quantitative noise NP73-3D- 021
standard and enforce current noise regulations governing motor vehicle
operations; requiring the use of acoustical insulation in all new 73-1TE-00017
residential buildings; and adopt quantitative noise standards governing Marrazzo, R.M. (both) EPA. Office of Noise Abatement and
all construction equipment operating in the city. Meyer, A.F.. Jr. Control, Wash., DC
Environmental Protection Agency noise poRfution program
See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 170. [1972?].
NP73-3D-018 Abs. only. from AA.FEDERAL AGENCIES: NOISE REDUCTION : NOISE STANDARDS:
73-1TE-00004 abstract only : EPA : program description.
Flanagan, William SAE, New York, NY The existing authority and responsibilities of the EnvironmentalFlanagan, William Snand. New York, NY Protection Agency's (EPA) noise control program and its impact onLegal noise limits demand inproved engines and subsystems, federal, state, and local governments are discussed. The role of theSociety of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotive Office of Noise Abatement and Control is covered. Proposed standards
Sum.gineering, illus., no refs., SS. and regulations are considered and a synopsis of a report to theSum., ius., NOISE REDUCTION : INTERNAL-COUSTON ENGNESSS.: NOISE President and Congress on the national noise problem is discussed,NOISE REDUCTION : INTERNAL.COMBUSTION ENGINES : NOISE including some of the salient data, conclusions, and recommendations.
STANDARDS : summary : Inst. for Noise Control in Internal-Combustion Noise control and abatement measures which the EPwill undertake toEngines. protect the health and welfare of tse public are also in de eoSeveral lectures and discussions from the meeting of the Institute protect the health and welfare of the public are also included.
for Noise Control in Internal Combustion Engines held in January 1972
are summarized. Topics reviewed include noise standards, source
isolation, attenuation factors, measuring procedures, and methods for NP73-3D- 022
reducing noise levels of combustion, fans, mufflers, hydraulic systems,
and other components. 73-IGD-00018
Vedeilhie, R. Commission d'Etudes du Bruita la Sante et
Securite Sociale, Fr.
Legislation et reglementation sur le bruit.
NP73-3D-019 See Citation No. 73-1GD-00017. 6 pages.[1971?].
In French; no abs., no refs., from Text.
73-ITE-00006 NOISE LEVELS: LEGISLATION : GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS:3eath, W.M. DFRANCE : urban : transportation : industrial noise.Heath, W.M. Dept. of Highway Patrol, Sacramento, CA Regulations and legislation on noise in France are surveyed. SpecialCalifornia's experience in vehicle noise enforcement. rules for the soundproofing of buildings and maximum noise levels forAmerican Industrial Hygiene Con 14-19197rence. Abstracts. (Held in San motor vehicles in different categories are specified. The vicinity ofFrancisco, Calif. May 14-19, 1972). Sponsored by American Industrial airports is divided into zones according to sound intensity. TheHygiene Association and American Conference of Governmental maximum noise levels recommendcr for housi g ar a  are presented
Industrial Hygienists. p. 126. (1972?]. maximum noise levels recommended for housing areas are presentedAbs. only, from AA. as well as suggestions for new regulations of machines, engines,TRANSPORTATION NOISES : MOTOR VEHICLES : NOISE REDUCTION : industrial noise, protection of workers, and insulation of buildins.
LEGISLATION : LEGAL ASPECTS : CALIFORNIA : abstract only : noise
enforcement.
The enforcement program was preceded by several years of
studies, legislative proposals, and evaluations of procedures, before NP73-3D-023
enforcement by instrumentation (sound level meters) was feasible.
8ecau of the detailed preliminary planning, the law operated very 73-1TG.00029
well ~-j produced significant results. Noise teams were trained and Baird. Lawrence M. Univ. of Southern California, Center forjudges and district attorneys were consulted before initiating the ? Urban Affairs, Los Angeles
3D-024
A survey of governmental agencies, studies and publications concarned NP7 3-3D- 026
with the environment of the Southern California coastal zone.Los Angeles. University of Southern California. Sea Grant Program. 73-1TG-00040
Publication No. 2-72. 150 pages. Jan. 1972. Anon.
No abs.. illus., numerous refs., from Text. An environmental conservation element for the Los Angeles city general
NOAA Z 57 plan.
Aa OULiY. 5I7RESOURCES : LAND DEVELOPMENT: SOLID An Environmental Conservation Element for the Los Angeles City
WASTES: NOISE REDUCTION : CALIFORNIA COAST : catalog: General Plan; a Collection of Environmental Conservation Studies.government agencies and studies : Southern California. Department of City Planning. Advance Planning Division, Los Angeles,Agencies, activities, and studies are cataloged. The listings include California. 495 pages. Aug. 1970.
state agencies and local governments in Los Angeles and Orange Abs., illus., refs. for various papets, from Text.
counties, as vell as seected resource libraries for government AIR POLLUTION : WATER QUALITY : NOISE REDUCTION : LANDpublications located in the Los Angeles area. A bibliography of RESOURCES: SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL : PESTICIDES : CALIFORNIA:government reports on air resources, land use, solid waste Los Angeles City Planning Department.
management, noise abatement, ana water pollution is included. A comprehensive review and analysis of environmental issues in
Los Angeles are presented. It is a framework through which
governmental and private agencies and citizen groups can perceive
interrelationships betv.een various aspects of environmental problems.
NP73-3D-024 Specific policy recommendations needed for formulation of additional
standards and legislation pertaining to environmental quality are73-]TE-00032 provided, and guidelines for modification of city procedures so as toMayo. Louis H. George Washington Univ., School of Law, Wash., minimize the negative impact of city operations on the environment are
DC given. Areas covered are air pollution, water quality, noise control, landConsideration of environmental noise effects in transportation planning resource conservation, solid waste disposal, andpesticides. Factors
by governmental entities. resource conservation, solid waste disposal, andpesticides. Factors
Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotive affecting the particular issue, dimensions of the problem locally.
Engineering, 80(7): 76, July 1972. measures currently being taken to alleviate the problem, and policy
Abs. only, from AA. recommendations are discussed for each area.
Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No.
720627.
TRANSPORTATION NOISES : NOISE REDUCTION : GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS : abstract only. NP73-3D-0 27
The increasing public conce-n in recent years over the problem of
envircrmental ncose has resulted in the enactment of technology-based 73-1GD-00043
regulatory agencies and statutory measures to control technological Anon.
applications. Most of the earlier controls, however, were reactive Noise pollution control in Illinois.
measures rather than positive effcrts to assure development of a new Noise Pollution Control in Illinois. Report. Illinois Environmental
technology in the public interest. rhis situation is beginning to change Protection Agency, Division of Noise Pollution Control, Springfield. 10
as new environmental codes are being implemented in various states pages. [April 1972?].
and cit:es. A descripticn is presented of how the noise factor has No abs., illus., no refs., SS.
influenced the pianning of transportation systems by various legislative NOISE REDUCTION : STATE REGULATIONS : LEGISLATION : ILLINOIS
and regulatory entities at the federal, regional, state, and local levels. pamphlet.
The problems of noise, its damaging effects, and the need for
noise pollution control are discussed. Governmental action related to
noise control in Illinois is described, including the comprehensive IllinoisEnvironmental Protection Act, new regulations proposed for adoption byNP73-3D-025 the Pollution Control Board, the work of the Illinois Division of Noise
Pollution Control, and the prosecution of noise violators.73-1TE-00035
Cooper, A.S. California Highway Patrol
California laws and regulations relating to motor vehicle noise.
Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotive NP73-3D-028
Engineering, 80(7): 78, July 1972.
Abs. only, from AA.
Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No. 73-ITG-00097
720655. Torrey, J.D. U.S. Dept. of Labor, Denver, CO
TRANSPORTATION : NOISE REDUCTION : STATE REGULATIONS : Some preliminary experience with the Occupational.Safety and Health
LEGISLATION : CALIFORNIA : abstract only. Act in the Rocky Mountain region.
Reasonable and effective laws for the enforcement of motor vehicle See Citation No. 73-1TG-00053 p. 194. [1972?].
noise 'ere enacted and successful!y applied in California. Specific laws Abs. only, from AA.
to prohibit both sale and operation of noisy vehicles were necessary. OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : LEGISLATION : DUSTS: PESTICIDES : NOISE
Measurements by both instruments and human ear judgments are STANDARDS : INDUSTRIES : US : abstract only : Occupational Safety
practical and necessary at this time. Noise limits would be gradually and Health Act : Rocky Mountain region.
reduced commensurate with the needs of the public and the capability The Williams-Steiger Occupational Safety and Health Act was
of the technology. Future controls on noise producing compunents. in signed into law on Dec. 29, 1970. Most of its health provisions
addition to the complete vehicle, appear to be necessary to obtain became effective on Aug. 27, 1971. The states in Region VIIl have a
desirable minirumn levels. Calicrma has pioncered interim solutions to normal compement of industries excluding the Maiitime. Response to
portions of this environmental problem and has developed the expertise complaints and normal plant inspection work indicated exposures to
along with the practical experience to achieve further advancements in common contaminants as well as noise and exotic materials. CO. free
solving the problems, silica, nuisance dust, and welding fumes are some of the commonplace
materials. Polyurethane foams, pesticides, and organic solvents
represent some exotics. Citations were issued for alleged violations of
the noise standards and occupational health and environmental control
standards in both the construction industry and usual industrial
production or service plant.
3D-029NP73-3D-029 i
NP73-3D-029 In German; Eng., Fr. GQr. sus. refs, ., from AS SS.
73-1TG-001 70 I~OISE REDUCTION: BUILDINGS: LEGAL ASPECTS: FEDERAL GERMAN I O00 70 F EPUBLIC: restaurants: inns : ba s.Lazo, Luis R. (both) Transportation Technology, Inc.ohle, John B. 
Apart from preventive noise abatemont measures considered inPersonal rapid transit systens and their relationship to the environment, planning @nd building, there are also numerous legal means ofSociety of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotive combating excessive noise from restaurants. inns, etc. If the person(s)Engineering, 80(7): 78. July 1972. creating the noise will not end the disturbance in spite of detailed andAbs. only, from AA. energetic complaints, the person protesting can make immediate useAlso in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No. of the legal possibilities outlined. Every owner of a public building720646. should decide whether he would be willing to risk facing ludicialTRANSIT SYSTEMS : EMISSION CONTROL : NOISE LEVELS : abstract measures in spite of justified protests against noise. The protection ofonly : Personal Rapid Transit systems. human health takes precedence over all economic considerations.Qualitative and quantitative data on the relationship of emerging
Personal Rapid Transit systems and the environment are presented.Specific reference is made to comparison of these systems with theU.S. air poilutant inventory and with the automobile. Thermal pollution NP73-3D-03,;and reduction of power supply requirements for these transit systems
are considered. Definitive specification information for interior/exterior 73-2TE-00053noise levels, in comparison with other transportation modes and with Zonderand, Pietends Sol Economics, tebackground conditions, are provided. Visual.aesthetics of guideway, The ombating of noise in ther ands Schoo of Economics RotternHol
station, and vehicle design are presented as the most challenging SeThe combating o no in the entire or48-55.ld 1971.nd in nd.
remaining problem in the integration of Personal Rapid Transit systems See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 48-55. 1971.into the society. In English and German; no abs.. no refs.. from Text & SS.NOISE REDUCTION : INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION: NETHERLANDS.
Development of noise control in the Netherlands is outlined.
International noise legislation, and the way in which the standards are
NP73-3D-030 internationally matched and their degree of applicability, are important
for noise control. Introduction of special divisions for prevention of
73-2TE-00049 
.noise within polic forces. introduction of an international certificate toConnell, John British Noise Abatement Society be awarded to those manufacturers for products whose productionThe conquest of noise in Great Britain. does not exceed an acceptable sound level, evaluation of presentNoise 2000. Association Internationale Contre le Bruit. International national antinoise magazines, and prohibition of supersonic civil airCongresses. 5th and 6th. Zonderland, Pieter (Ed.). (Held in London, traffic are recommended for international support. In Holland, a moreEng, May 1968 and Groningen, Neth., May 1970). (International adequate use of the knowledge at the disposal of TNO [ToegepostScholarly Book Services. Inc., Portland, Oregon). pp. 16-22. 1971. Natuurwetenschappelijk Onderzoek], and coordination of all groupsIn English'and German; no abs., no refs., SS. concerned with partial or regional aspects of noise are needed.NOISE REDUCTION : GREAT BRITAIN : Noise Abatement Society.
The Noise Abatement Society (Great Britain) was formed to
eliminate excessive and unnecessary noise from all sources. Concerns
and actions of this group are in the areas of present noise law
enforcement, new laws, educational programs, public health effects, NP73-3D-034
machinery noise, aircraft noise, and traffic noise.
73-2TE-00067
Duck, B.W. British Petroleum Co., Ltd... Medical Dept.,
London, Eng.Noise nuisance control by oil refineries.NP73-3D-031 See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 171-173. 1971.In English; Eng., Fr.. Ger. sums., no refs., from AS & Text.73-2TE-00051 NOISE REDUCTION : INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMS: PETROLEUMLehtinen, P.U. Helsinki, 'Fin. INDUSTRY : REFINERIES : EUROPE : international study group :The conquest of noise in Finland. environmental problems.
See Citation No. 73-2TE-OOO49 pp. 32-33. 1972. In 1963 oil companies operating in Western Europe established anIn English: Eng Fr. Ger. sums., refs., from AS & SS. international study group at The Hague to investigate the oil industry'sNOISE REDUCTION . LEGISLATION: FINLAND. environmental pollution proDiems. Ine progress or a section on noiseNoise reduction legislation in Finland is briefly reviewed. The 1958 control towards- stated objectives is briefly reviewed. These oblectivesFinnish Law on Safety in Work considers occupational health and noise include collation of experience on neighborhood noise problems:
abatement in industry. In 1966, the Finnish Council for Air information on legislation, standards, and codes: noise levels ofConservation and .Noise Abatement was appointed: the council is particular types of equipment information on noise suppression
responsible for dealing with general problems concerning air pollution measures; agreement on a standard method of assessing refinery
and noise abatement. Conservation of nature n17noise levels; and development ofa standard method of specifying noiseand ise t t. i  1970 created several levels for new equipment.committees for the planning of how to increase the efficiency of noise
legislation.
NP73-3D-o35
NP73-3D-032 72-5TE-0142
72-5TE-0142
73-2TE-00052 Anon.Wiethaup Hans 
mund. FGR Municipal corporations: Noise pollution.Wiethaup, Hans Dortmund, FGR Oklahoma Law Review. 24(2) 261-266. May 1971
Die Laermbekaempfung bei Gast-und Schankwirtschaften, Barbetrieben No abs.. no refs. from Text & SS. 1971
usw. in rechthcher Sicht. abs. no rs. from Text SS.s . in rechtlcli0er Sicht. NOISE CONTROL . LEGISLATION.See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 34-40. 1971. As a source of environmental pollution, noise' is not presently
3D- 036
receiving as much attention as industrial waste or automobile exhaust. British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. Bulleti,,but it is a subject of growing concern. To indicate the nature and scope of of Legal Development No. 9: 82. May 22. 1971.the issue, the law as it now stands as related to the problem of noise is Sum. only. from Sum.ona ained Whether the law provides effective means of regulation and Also in: Neue Zuercher Zeitung: 27. March 10. 1971: 35. March 11.control is analyzed. 1971; 27. March 12. 1971; 35. March 25. 1971; 21. May 10, 1971 and
26. May 15. 1971.
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS: POLLUTION CONTROL: SWITZERLAND
: oummary only : environmental protection council.
NP73-3D-036 Tho Bundesrat decided to set up a council for the protection of the
onvironment to be approved by referend0m. The council would deal in72-STE-0153 particular with water pollution and conservation. clean air and noisePotruswicz. S A. Univ. of Bath. School of Engineering. Eng. control; it would also control and coordinate research and work in the@riZer a and standards; whole field of environmental matters.See Citation No. 72-5TE-0148 14 pages. 1972.
rNo abs.. 4 figs.. no refs.. from Introd.
NOISE STANDARDS : INDUSTRIAL NOISE : INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION: GREAT BRITAIN. NP73-3D-040
Almost every major industrial country has issued standards relating
to noise, noise measurement and criteria. A high degree of 72-5GD-0542
Btandardization and similarity between national standards was achieved Anon.
by the International Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) where Noise control.
participating countries agreed on a common new standard and then British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. Bulletinbased their national standards on ISO. British standards are either of Legal Developments No. 9: 83. May 22. 1971.identical with ISO. or have some differences to suit particular conditions. Sum. only. from Sum.
Noise criteria are generally not standards (although the method of Also in: Neue Zuercher Zeitung: 25. April 17. 1971.derivation is) and are usually either recommendations which cannot be NOISE CONTROL: LEGISLATION: PUBLIC HEALTH: SWITZERLAND:legally enforced or Acts of Parliament which can be legally enforced. All summary only : Luzern.
British Noise Standards are considered; most commonly used criteria The Canton Luzern enacted a law to control noise levels for theapplicable to industrial noise are described fully. protection of health. It will be enforced beginning July 7. 1971.
NP73-3D-037 NP73-3D-041
72-5GD-0538 72-5GD-0654
Anon. Anon.
NJoise control. (Environment.ois  tr l. British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. BulletinBritish Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. Bulletin of Legal Developments No. 10: 94. June 5. 1971.
of Legal Developments No. 7: 60. April 24. 1971. Sum, only, from Sum.
Sum. only. from Sum. Sum. only. from Sum.Also in: OECD Press Release No (71)2. Jan. 27. 1971 Also in: Financial Times: 5. May 19. 1971.Also in: OECD Press Release No A71SE )2. Jan. 27. 1971. SST: LEGISLATION : AIRCRAFT : summary only : United States.NOISE CONTROL : NOISE REDUCTION : INTERNATIONAL A bill that could lead to the banning of a:l supersonic airliners in theCOOPERATIONi: summary only OECD council report: traffic noise USA was introduced in the House of Representatives. It would make itThe Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development unlawful to operate a supersonic aircraft unless the government agenciesCouncil approved a report recommending. measures to reduce and are satisfied that its operation Would not have detrimental effects oncontrol urban traffic noise. The report will be published under the title people on the ground or n the environment.
"Urban Traffic Noise - Strategy for an Improved Environment."
NP73-3D-038 NP73-3D-042
72-5GD-0540 72-5GD-0547Anon. Anon.Aircraft noise. Noise.British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. Bulletin British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. Bulletinof Legal Developments No 9: 79. May 22. 1971. of Legal Developments No. 11:100, June 19. 1971.Sum. only. from Sum Sum. only. from sum.Also In: Sammelblatt: 677. 1971. Also in: Le Monde 36. May 29. 1971.AIRPORTS : NOISE SOURCES LEGISLATION: GERMANY: summary NOISE CONTROL: LEGISLATION: SST: NEW YORK : summary only.only. The State Senate approved an anti-pollution Act which includesA law to control aircraft noise came into force on March 31. 1971. control of noise, including aircraft noise. It could be used to prohibit theIt defines areas around civil and military airports outside which operators landing of supersonic aircraft.
are limited to a low level of noise and it prohibits development of certain
amenities (hospitals. schools. etc.) in the areas around airports.,
NP7 3-3D- 043
NP73-3D-039 72-5GD-0561
Hildebrand. James L. Harvard Univ.. School of Law. Cambridge. MA72-5GD-0541 Noise pollution: An introduction to the problem and an outline fovAnon. future legal research.
Environment. Noise Pollution. An Introduction to the Problem and an Outline for Future
3D- 0 4 4
Legal Research. Paper. U S. Environmental Protection Agency. Office of AIRPORTS: SITING CRITERIA: NOISE CONTROL: LEGAL ACTIONS.Noise Abatement and Control 42 pages. [nd. I. The siting of airport is discussed. with emphasis oei probloeMsNo abs.. data table, numerous refs. (In Fr.). from Text & SO. creatod by land use and noiso. Legal actions in New YoT and DmdoAlso in: Columbia Law Review. 70: 652. April 1970. County. Florida. are discussed, and tho liability of airlines rgoavding nomioNOISE CONTROL. LEGAL ACTIONS: research, control is examined.
The harmful effects of noise on the environment are discussed, and
sources of noise pollution and their elimination are considered. An outline
for future legal research is suggested.
NP73-3D-048
NP73-3D-044 72-5GD-065
Lewicke. Carol Knapp Environmental Science and Technology.
72-5GD-0552 Wash.. DCLewin. Stuart F National Inst of Municipal Law Officers. Next federal cleanup target: Aircraft noise and emissions.Wash.. DC Environmental Science and Technology. Wash.. D.C.. 6(3): 220-222,Law and the unicipal ecology. Part two: oise pollution. C March 1972.Law and he unicipal cology. Part II: Noise ollution Paper. U. No abs.. 2 figs.. data tables. 1 ref.. from Text.Law and The Municipal Ecology. Part I1: Noise Pollution Paper. U.S. AIRCRAFT: EMISSION CONTROL: JET NOISE NOISE REDUCTION:
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Noise Abatement and AIRCRAFTE ISSIO CONTROL JET NOISE : NOISE REDUCIO
Control. 34 pages [n.d. D GOVERNMENT POLICIES : EPA.CoNo abs.  . 3 tables. 89 refs from t SS. Industry and government efforts to reduce aircraft and jet engineSee also: fig. 3 tables. 2 appendices. 89 refs., from Tet 03 SS. noise and emissions are discussed Industry reduced jet noise byNOISE CONTROL e also: PA : LEGISLATIO LEGAL ACTIONS : municipal switching from "low bypass" to "high bypass" jet engines which movecontrol. L : LEGISLATION LEGAL ACTIONS : municipal the air at a lower velocity through the jet exhaust. thereby creating lessLegal alternatives available to city whine." The Federal Aviation Association promulgated the 1969Legal alternatives available to city attorneys to reduce noise Federal Air Regulation 36 which sets noise limits for commercial aircraft.pollution in cities are discussed Municipal noise ordinances, limitations The Environmental Protection Agency's standards and studies of aircraftconsidered Court cases ard the pr sented nt o nois ordinances are emissions are discussed, and the industry's smoke retrofit program for jetconsidered. Court cases are presented engines is described.
NP73-3D-045 NP73-3D-049
72-5GD-0557 72-5GD-0667
Meyer. Alvin F.. Jr EPA. Office of Noise Abatement and Control. Anon.
tWash.. DC lbei Strassenlaermn Entschaedigung fuer Schallschutzaufwendungen.PA's noise abatement program. Frankfurter Allgemeine: 9. June 14. 1972.
EPA's Noise Abatement Program. Paper. U.S Environmental Protection In German; no abs.. no refs.. from Text, (2%1 col. in.).Agency. Washington. DC 13 pages. [19717 ]. NOISE SOURCES NOISE STANDARDS : AUTOMOBILESNo abs.. I ref. SS. GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS GERMANY : indemnity : newspaperPresented at: National Organization to Insure a Sound-Controlled article.
Environment National Meeting Second (Held May 19. 1971. Owners of homes located on new or rebuilt federal roads will beNOISE CONTROL GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS able to claim indemnity for soundproofing when the traffic noise reachesGovernment programs and regulations concerning abatement of a certain level, according to a new law Indemnity will be paid by the
noise are discussed. with emphasis on the C!ear Air Act of 1970. P L. 91. state when traffic noise causes equivalents exceeding 75dB. measured604 and a proposed noise control act. (S 1016). on the exterior walls of the houses during a representative period
NP7 3-3D-046 NP73-3D-050
72-5GD-0586 72-6TF-015R
Anon. 726T 63ircraft noise. Mayo. Louis H. (both) George Washington Univ.. ProgramAircraft noise. Ware. Robert C. of Policy Studies in Science and Technology.British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London Bulletin
of Legal Developments No. 16. 169. Aug. 28. 1971. Wash., DCf l e el e ts No. 16 169. Aug. 28. 1971 The evolving regulatory structure of environmental noise abatomentSum. only, from Sum, 
and control.Also in: Le Mond: 9. July 8. 197 1 and 10, July 9. 1971. Institute of Environmental Sciences. Annual Technical Meeting. 18th.AIRPORTS:NOISE SOURCES: LEGAL ACTIONS: FRANCE: summary Proceedings. (Held in New York. N.Y.. May 1-4. 1972). Institute ofonly. Environmental Sciences. Mt. Prospect. Illinois. pp. 226-234. 1972.The Cour dAppel de Paris affirmed the judgement of a lower icanourt No abs., 20 refs., from Text.which awarded damages against 3 airlines (Air France. Pan American NOISE SOURCES : NOISE CONTROL : NOISE STANDARDSand Trans World Airlines) which had caused damages to inhabitants of GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS: regulatory structure : private actionshouses bordering Orly Airport through the noise caused by their aircraft The evolution of laws and regulatory structures to controllanding and taking off. environmental noise are discussed. Sources. regulatory efforts, andtrends in the private sector, and at the local, state, and federal levels areinvestigated.
NP73-3D-047
72-5GD-0605 NP73-3D-051Latley, Gordon Air Travel, New York. NY
Airports need space to grow; so do some humans and wildlife. 72-6TE-0164Air Travel Chicagoc 16-18. June 1971. Cohn. Loois F. Kentucky Dept. of Highways. NoiseNo abs . 3 figs . no refs.. SS. Abatement. Frankfort
3D- 052
Pavoni. Joseph L. (both) Univ. of Louisville. Dept. of Denmark and Sweden in Jan to prohibit all supersonic flights oveNear, John E.. Jr. Civl Engineering. KY Scandinavian territory.
Development of a federal traffic noise control law.
See Citation No. 72-6TE-0163 pp. 529-532. 1972.
No abs.. 4 figs.. data tables. 3 refs.. from Introd.
NOISE STANDARDS : MOTOR VEHICLES : GOVERNMENT NP73-3D- 055
REGULATIONS : LEGISLATION : KENTUCKY : federal traffic noise
control: recommendations. 72-6GD-0676
The necessity of developing a federal traffic noise control law is Anon.
examined. The results of noise level profile studies are discussed in terms Noise controL.
of providing the technical basis for the drafting of a Kentucky traffic noise British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. Bulletin
control law that would be applicable nationwide. Recommendations for of Legal Developments No. 12: 121. June 17. 1972.
vehicle noise limits are made and methods for the enforcement of Sum. only, from Sum.
standards are suggested. Also in: Aftenposten: 38. May 31. 1972.
NOISE CONTROL: SST: LEGISLATION: NORWAY : summary only.
The parliamentary transport committee of Norway approved the
Government Bill to prohibit supersonic flight by aircraft over NorwegianNP73-3D- 052 territory.
72-6TE-0169
Murphy. John N. (all) USBM. Pittsburgh Mining and Safety
Sacks. H.K. Research Center. Industrial Hazards NP73-3D- 056
Durkin. J. • and Communications Group. PA
Summers. Charles R. 72-6GD-0678
Progress in noise abatement. Anon.
See Citation No. 72-6TE-0168. 19 pages [1972? J. Noise.
Abs.. 7 figs.. 4 tables. 8 refs.. from AA. British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. BulletinMINING INDUSTRY . NOISE ABSORPTION : DOSIMETERS : noise- of Legal Developments No. 12: 124. June 17. 1972.
selective earmuffs. Sum. only, from Sum.
The mandatory noise standards developed in response to the Coal Also in: International Herald Tribune: 3. June 8. 1972.
Mine Health and Safety Act of 1969 specify -maximum personnel noise SONIC BOOMS: LEGAL ACTIONS : summary only : property damage :
level-time exposures for underground coal mines. The Act further United States.
specifies that personal protective devices shall not be used to meet the The U.S. Supreme Court ruled that the government is not liable for
standards where the protective devices may otherwise impair the safety property damage caused by the sonic booms of high-flying military
of a miner; this specifically refers to the use of earmuffs or plugs that planes. This decision reversed a lower court order that held the
would impair the ability to hear warning signals in the mine. A persunal government liable in damages caused by Air Force jets.
audio dosimeter developed to assess an individual's exposure to
intermittant vs multiple coal mine noise is described. A discriminating
earmuff which in the absense of noise allows the wearer to hear low-level
warning signals is also discussed, as is the development of noise NP73-3D- 057
abatement and control techniques for underground noise sources.
particularly pneumatic drills. 72-6GD-0757
Bluecher. Goesta National Board of Urban Planning. Sweden
The evaluation of traffic noise in Swedish urban and regional
planning - from research to norms.
NP73-3D- 053 Plan: 92-99. Special Issue 1972.
;n English: sum.. 1 fig.. data table, 1 ref.. from Text.
72-6TE-0170 NOISE SOURCES: MOTOR VEHICLES: NOISE STANDARDS: NOISEBose. B. (both) Jadavpur Univ., Dept. of LEVELS : HIGHWAYS : SWEDEN : traffic noise : urban and regionalBhattacharyya. A K. Mechanical Engineering. Calcutta. India planning.
Noise and community. A final draft of planning guidelines for traffic noise, submitted inEnvironmental Pollution and Its Control. Seminar. Abstracts. (Held in Jan. 1971, recommended that the effective indoor noise level in a
Baroda, India, April 15-17. 1972). Institution of Engineers (India). Baroda dwelling unit should not exceed 35 db in the daytime and 25 db at night.
Sub-Centre. p. 24. [19727 ]. The draft also recommended that traffic noise within playgrounds and
Abs. only. from AA. recreational areas not exceed 55 db. Other recommendations are given
NOISE MEASUREMENTS: NOISE CONTROL : INDIA: abstract only. for suitable limits in factories, offices. schools, and hospitals, togetherThe environmental noise problem is examined by discussing with outdoor recreational areas attached to those areas. The guidelinesprocedures for assessing noise annoyance control methods, and other also account for the means available to highway engineering and physical
aspects of noise pollution. planning to achieve the desired protection against noise. and they include
a simple estimation model for prediction of noise levels. given a particular
planning situation, which would appear when the plan layout is adopted
The effects of these norms as presented in the guidelines on urban and
NP7 3- 3D- 054 regional planning are evaluated.
72-5GD-0550
Anon.
Noise pollution. NP7 3-3D- 058
British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. Bulletin
of LeUal Developments No 23. 240. Dec. 4. 1971. 72-6GD-0760
Sum. only. from Sum. Anon.
Also in Berlingske Tidende: 10. Nov 13. 1971. Pollution (noise).
NOISE CONTROL SST NORWAY DENMARK SWEDEN: summary British Institute of Intern:ltional and Comparative Law. London. Bulletin
only of LUaln D*-vh!lrmnts No 7 73. April 8. 19/2.
wIIr ,lrrhi Itw~. vwill he iltrh II.Pl io the pRhlament. Of Nof rwnS m il fr nNnW1yA iinrilfii u
3D-059
Also in: International Herald Tribune: 1. March 16. '1972.
NOISE CONTROL: SST: GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS: summary ony :
proposed legislation. -
A federal anti-noise program which includes provisions to prohibit
commercial supersonic flight over the U.S. and its twrritorio waters was
proposed in the Senate.
NP73-3D-059
72-6GD-076(
Meyer. Michael B. Environmental Affairs. Inc.. Brighton. MA
Air and noise pollution surrounding airports: East Haven v. Eastern
Airlines. Inc..
Environmcrntal Affairs. 1(4) 862-881. March 1972.
No abs.. 93 refs.. from Text.
AIR POLLUTANTS. NOISE CONTROL AIRPORTS: LEGAL ACTIONS:
East Haven v Eastern Airlines. Inc.
Rights of property holders near airports to a quiet and clean
environmecrt have increasingly come Into conflict with whatever rights
the public has torelatively unrestricted air travel. In East Haven v. Eastern
Airlines. Inc.. the United States District Court for the District of
Connecticut dealt with such a conflict. and ruled for the public's right to
relatively unrestricted air travel The court's decision is subject to three
major criticisms. Most importantly. it does not recognize nuiscance as
legal theory most ;pplicable to complex controversics involving airports.
Int addition. it does not recognize trespass as -.. appropriate legal theory
for dealing with invasions of property by either aircraft or physical agents.
Finally, the courts's decision limits the class of property holders who may
recover and allows only for money damages, an inadequate remedy in
view of the continuing nature of the problem.
NP73-3D-060
72-6TG-0794
Anon.
Environmental health planning.
U.S. Public Health Service. Wash.. D.C. Publication No. 2120. 134
pages. 1971.
No abs., 1 fig.. 1 table, numerous refs., from Introd. & SS.
GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS URBAN REFUSE : PUBLIC HEALTH :
manual : HEW : environmental health : radiation : noise pesticides.
This manual is intended to guide state and local environmental
health planners and managers in developmer,t of appropriate and
effective programs through systematic planning, either for the
development of new programs or the evaluation and upgrading of
existing ones. Basic planning information is provided, as well as special
considerations relating to planning 'state or cal programs in each of the
principal environmental health areas. The specific areas covered include
air, water, solid wastes, radiation, noise, vectors, pesticides, the
residential environment, institutions, injuries. occupational health,
recreation, food. drugs, therapeutic devices, and cosmetics.
3D REGULATIONS AND STANDARDS
(See Also)
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4, PHYSICAL EFFECTS OF NOISE
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4B-006
NP73-4B-006
73-1TE-00023
Mahig. J.
Elliott, H.J., Jr.
Gentile, R.J.
Noise and vibration transmission flcors and walls.
Air Conditioning Conference. 21st An~nual. Proceedings. (Held Feb. 24-
25, 1972). Sponsored by University of Florida, Dept. of Mechanical
Engineering, Gainesville. In: Florida. University. Gainesville. Engineering
and Industrial Experiment Station. Engineering Progress at the
University of Florida, 26(1): 18-20, July 1972.
No abs., illus., no refs., from Text & SS.
Also in: Florida. University. Gainesville. Engineering and Industrial
Experiment Station. Bulletin Series No. 138, May 1972 and Building
Systems Design Magazine, July 1972.
NOISE REDUCTION : VIBRAT!ONS : BUILDINGS: CONFERENCES:
concrete slab transmission.
An experiment determined the noise and vibration levels caused by
pumps and motors in a bui:d:n;, and definite frequency band pass
region existed for a concrete slab. The vibrations of the floor slab
decayed rapidly to 10% of its amplitude at the source and only slightly
thereafter at frequencies above 100 Hz, and the noise level in the
room could be significantly affected by force input into the floor slab.
The wall was not affected transversely by floor vibrations of the
amplitude considered, and significant transmission losses would occur
if the slab were not continuous at the wall and if the wall did not have
substantial contact with the joints.
NP73-4B-O07
73-2TE-00083
Pym, Francis London, Eng.
The effect of sonic bangs on buildings.
See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 289-291. 1971.
In English; no abs., no refs., from Text & SS.
TRANSPORTATION NOISES : AIRCRAFT : BUILDINGS : GREAT BRITAIN :
sonic boom effects.
The wave motion from a single boom with an extra overpressure of
1 Ib/ft' has a sharp rise at the beginning and a gradual fall away. The
wave motion of a sonic boom of the magnitude tested over London
recently differs in that it has a 2nd shock wave immediately following
the 1st which creates the characteristic double boom. One of the
difficulties with sonic booms is the peculiar shape of the double boom,
inducing resonance, thereby considerably increasing the effective power
of the boom. Adverse effects on building components such as plate
glass, steel, masonry, or timber, are briefly considered. The most
serious point and a real concern which has not yet been studied is that
of the cumulative effect of prolonged vibration from sonic boom
impulses which will occur if they become part of everyday life.
Specifically, the effects of sonic booms on historical structures in Great
Britain are considered in light of the economics involved in preserving
the landmarks vs supersonic transport.
NP73-4B-008
72-6GD-0677
Anon.
Noise.
British Institute of International and Comparative Law. London. Bulletin
of Legal Developments No. 12: 123. June 17. 1972.
Sum. only. from Sum.
Also in: Times: 4. June 2. 1972.
NOISE SOURCES : SST : PUBLIC HEALTH : UNITED KINGDOM :
summary only.
Britain's sub Committee for Fnvironmental Conservation's recent
report states that theire is riow sullfficint circumstantial evidence to
irnlicat(r that suIjprr.o cll flyoir over I;rllnd on a larln scale is likely to cause
darl' to (oldl hidr ,rI '. iranl .v'. cI.(I;llltblinft to people. bircl, and
ani !. arilld le-l t.. w lh".111,'Irl Ir u.I1h. .lorirm
4B STRUCTURAL
(See Also)
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NP73-4C-001
C0- 0  cJ \t0 o Loe,. Or.. Nsotseioro. Ao
VAILUADOP O ACOUSOC DEGY000 VEC DOrGUE @@
SPACaEC A:V SYSV S PcI vl nopo. Oo. $070 Fob.
Jomee A oc=tburn Jun 197i 340 p rofo(Contact MASS 21203)
ldASA.CR-122450. WR-71-7) Avado. TIS NC 31950 CSCL
223
Enternal acousts onoronlments. structural rospoos. nofoo
roductcons. and the nornol ocoustic entvionments havo boon
prodlctod for a typocol ohroud/spacecro ft soteom during Ihft-off
and various critcal stages of floght Spacecraft responses caused
by onorgy tronsmission from tho shroud weo mochanceol and
Ocoustic pothe havo been compared and the imporlnco of the
mechanical path has boon evaluated Thooretical Orodections
hove boon compored ostensvolv with voailable laboratory and
rn-flight measurements Equivolont laboratory Ocoustc foold3 for
simulation of shroud response during the var=o hases of flight
havo boon doerived and compared in deteoi.- Tchnwluos for
varying the time-ospco corrolotlons of laboratory Ocoustic fields
haove been onomened, together with methods for vaVryig the tmr
and spatial distribution of acoustic amplitudes Possible Ocoustic
testing configurations for shroud/spacecrafth systeoms have been
ouggoeted and trade off consaderations have been reviewed The
problom of simulating the acoustic environments versus simulating
the structural responses has been considered and techniques foi
footing without Ihe shroud installed have been discussed
Author
NP73-4C-002
A73-12967 - The scattering characteristics of a sonic boom
at the passage through a turbulent layer (Das Struverhalten eines
Uberschallknalles beim Durchgang durch eine turbulente Schicht). F.
Obermeier and G. Zimmermann (Max-Planck-lnstitut fur Stromungs-
forschung. Gottingen, West Germany). In: International Congress on
Acoustics, 7th. Budapest, Hungary. August 18-26, 1971, Proceed-
ings. Volume 2. (A73-12951 03-12) Budapest, Akademiai Kiado,
1971, p. 457-460. 5 refs, In German.
Computations of the pressure as a function of time conducted
by Witham (1950) for the sonic boom are considered. The
computations showed the existence of a wave consisting of two
compressive shocks. The calculation had been performed on the basis
of idealized conditions. Deviations of the real temporal pressure
relationship from the ideal relations obtained by Witham are
.discussed, giving attention to a broadening of the shock and to
statistical fluctuations of the sonic boom parameters. Phase changes
in the wale were furthe, investigated by studying the scattering of an
ideal wave in a suitable model atmosphere, giving attention to low
and high frequencies. G.R.
NP73-4C-003
A73-14143 # Study of the influence of the volumetric mass
of a jet on acoustic sound emission (Etude de I'influence de la masse
volumique d'un jet sur son emission acoustique). R. G. Hoch, J. P.
Duponchel (SNECMA, Paris, France), B. J. Cocking, and W. D. Bryce
(National Gas Turbine Establishment. Pyestock, Hants., England).
Institut de Mecanique des Fluides, International Symposium on Air
Breathing Engines, Ist, Marseille, France, June 19-23, 1972, Paper.
38 p. 20 refs. In French.
4C-00
NP73-4C-004
Naval Orduance Lab White Oak d
PR2OPAGATION O17 A WRAM SHOCR WAVj
THROUGH A TURBULENT MI0UIM,
Ralph E. Phinney, and Leonard S. Taylor. 31 May
72. 26 p Rapt no. NOLTR-72-130
Descriptors: (Sonic boom. Distortion), (OAt.
mospheric mnnoia, Microbarometric waves),
Propagation, Partial differential equations, Vector
analysis, Turbulence, Shock waves.
The propagation of a weah nearly plane shock
wave through a slightly inhomogeneous medium
waso studied. The equations for a finite strength
shock wave are used as a tartzin point in order
that the cemulative effect of seond oer lorms
will not be lost The motivatton for the study was
the experimental observaton that atsopheric tur-
bulence can alternately focus and defocus weak
waves from an aircraft. A mom detailed un,-
derstanding of the influence of atmospheric turbu-
lence on this problem was sought. The basic equa-
tions are derived, and some preliminary results are
obtained. (Author)
NP73-4C-005
AD-752 88 Not available NTIS
Acoustical Society of America New York
PROCEEDINGS OF TlHE SONIC BOOM SYM.
POSIUM (2ND) SPONSORED BY THE
ACOUSTICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA (BOTH
MEETING) HELD AT HOUSTON, TEXAS. ON 3
NOVEMBER 1970,
Herbert S. Ribncr, and Harvey H. ltubbard..1972.
152p
Sponsored in part by Federal Aviation Administra-
tion. Library of Congress Card Catalog No. 72-
96208. International Standard Book No. 0-88318-
201-7.
Avaihbility: Available from Back-Numbers Dept..
American Institute of Physics. 335 East 45 St..
New York. N. Y. 10017. PCS5.00.
Descriptors: ("Sonic boom. Symposia), Acoustics.
Supersonic flight. Shock waves. Propagation.
Stress (Physiology). I lumans, Animals. Behavior.
ldentifiers: Noise pollution. Ray tracing.
A major environmental effect of supersonic flight
that sets it apart from other aircraft operations is
the sonic boom. The wave pattern that travels with
the aircraft--rather like the bow wave of a ship--
sweeps over underlying areas and mimics the ad-
vancing shock wave of a mild explosion. Impelled
by the prospect of civil supersonic transport (SST)
aircraft, there has been a great volume of research
on the sonic boom and its effects, particularly dur-
ing the last decade. The state-of-the-art as of 1965
was summed up in the first Sonic Boom Symposi-
um sponsored by the Acoustical Society of Amer-
ica. held in St. Louis. The statc-of-the-art as of
1970 was largely summcd up in the second Sonic
Boom Symposium held in Houston five years later
on 3 November 1970. The 1970 Symposium con-
sisted again of a series of invited papers, for the
most :,art of a survey nature. The authors were
draw. from the international community of
researchers on sonic boom and its effects.(Author)
4C ENVIRONMENTAL
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NP73-5A-001
W72-0.9740 Envaronmentol Proocv= Ags cy. VWakbz
D.C.
NOISE ACATEMEPT AND COWOBk1OL . VOLURE 1:
CONbTRUCTION NOISE
9 Jul. 1971 192 p rafs Public Hoaring befo OMe of
Noise Abatement ond Control. Atlanto. 8-9 Jul. 1971
Avail SOD $0 75
The publrc hearings on coistruction rno.e or reported for
Atlanta. Georgia The statements of 33 waJneases are preeated
and include discussions on heoring loss. nrose conr in office
buildings. noise in industrial plant construccion. and naoie control
in construction equipment. F.O.S.
NP73-5A-002
N72-33661# Environmental Protection Agency. Washington.
O C.
NOISE: THIE ULTIMATE INSULT
Alfred Etter 29 Jul 1971 4 p Presented at Chicago Nose
Hearings. 28-29 Jul. 1971
Avail: NTIS HC $3 00
Tha inhumanity of manao noise in the cities is protested. the
effects of noise on animals forced to listen to nose are briefly
discussed. The traditional use of noise to ridicule,. embarrass.
denigrate. end curse is contrasted with silence being used for
worship. respect. anticipation. and love It is concluded that the
cities have destroyed nature. and created a tumult of noose borne
of their demond for overy convenrone. eovor novelty. and every
protection from onzorc=. F.O.S.
/63
5A-003
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Commsnity rcactioa to airprt alco-v l Aarss W\ Ceirac
Mog CR-1761 July 171. 97 p: Roport 0zcrRhc a ofi d 21 20-
lationhi p of lar numbaro of var8obloo j calo8X.y.
and oocial-w ith community reaction to o esimcOcia ft a or~
intornational airports in iarao United Stato citco, Tho oove
major airports involved were Logan Int rnationnaIBoston, O'Hare
Intornational-Chicago. Mlla InternationalIlalla, Stapleton Inter-
national-Denver. Los Angeles InternmUona1-Lo Ansloo, MiafOa
International-Miaml. and Kennedy International-Now York. 59504
NP73-5A-004
Preferred noise criterion (PNC) curvro and gthir apHlcation to
rooms; L.L.BERANEK (Bolt Beranek and NoEman Inc, Cambridge,
Mass). W.E.BLAZIER, J.J.FIGWER; J Acoust Soc Am v 30 n 5 pt 1
Nov 1971 p 1223-8: A new setofnoise criterion curve vore devel-
oped to specify accetable noise levels in rooms occupied by human
beings for specifying nois-control design gale. The noa criteria
are a modification of those publishedby LLBanahin t1957, spe-
ifying loVer levels and new octave hband. Dat~ are ovon for receso
noise-control projects in office buildinge and thaater-~conrthbeo.
13 refo. 69577
Id4
5A-005
NP73-5A-005
382. BRAGDON, C. a. Noise pDalul ~-Te unuete crisIs. Phildelphia: U. 
Pennsylvania
Press, 1971. Pp 280.
A report of research having 3 interrelated objectives: (a) to evaluate the social basis for
the existence of noise pollution; (b) to investigate methods of abating noise and the status
of the noise abatement programs; and (c) to assess the subject of noise as an urban environmental
health problem, noting consciously perceived as well as insidious effects. Surveyed, by
questionnaire, 2 communities in Pennsylvania and the responses to the survey and poise
measurements of the communities represent most of the data reported here. Describes his
method for evaluating the health hazard of noise in a community and presents a model showing
how noise can be managed. Includes a bibliography of over 500 items arranged in 6 major
categories: noise, general; physical effects; psychosocial effects; law; noise abatement; 
and
noise sources.-I. M. Ventry
NP73-5A-00 6
387. ROZEN, S. Noise and health. (Russian text) Vestn. ORL, 34(4), 1972, 37-39.
On the basis of the literature and own investigations, emphasizes that noise (industrial,
domestic), threatens health. Neurosensory elements of the organ of hearing proved to be
affected by noise. Sudden noise acts negatively on the function of 
the cardiovascular system
causing vascular contraction. Refers noise to an intermediate stress. A more 
severe form
of athcrosclerosis of the aorta developed in animals subjected to the action of noise than
in control animals. Considers that the loudness of many sources of noise can be diminished
by technical means and believes that measures for effective control of noise 
should be introduced.
16 ref.-J. Abst.
5A-007
NP73-5A-007
Parther otudry og combined hat, nolso oand srano=n
oress. Grothbo WF. et al. Aoar~ap IMod 3:04-. Jun 2s
NP73-5A-008
[Man a Molso] MeurondBo 0.
2 0Igeaanzmmed 48:674-8, so May n MGU
NP73-5A-009
[Public evaluation of railroad transportn ozo (b iod on
data from a questionnaire and word accocLatlon
tests)] Volhov AMs, et al.
Gig Sanlt 37:29-32, Feb 72 (Eng. Abstr.) iRnas
NP73-5A-010
[Man an a measuring Instrument] Berglund 13, ot al.
Lahartsdningen 69:2797-803 31 May 72 (En. Abstr.)
NP73-5A-011
Social consequences of noise. i. I.. Clark-
con. bib,ling dines Inst .Mech Eng Pro*188 no 0:97-1(7 '72
5A-012
NP73-5A-012
73-ITE-00024
Informatics Inc.
Noise Jacts digest
Noise Facts Digest. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington,
D.C. 206 pages. June 1972.
No abs., illus.. indexes, no refs., from Text & SS.
Contract: EPA 68-01-0512.
NOISE REDUCTION : FEDERAL PROGRAMS : EPA hearings : research
abstracts.
TPie prevention, abatement, and control of noise are considered. A
noise ordinance enacted by the city of Chicago and an information
retrieval system being used by the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency are described. A digest of EPA hearings is provided, along with
abstracts of research on noise emission and supression; physiological,
psychological, and sociological effects of noise; economic aspects of
noise control; building acoustics; measurement methods; planning,
design, and architectural siting; legislation, standards, and legal
precedents; enforcement and educational techniques; and government
programs.
NP73-5A-013
73-1TE-00030
Baron, Robert Alex Citizens for a Quieter City, Inc.
Construction noise, a citizen's viewpoint
Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Journal of Automotive
Engineering, 80(7): 76, July 1972.
Abs. only, AA.
Also in: Society of Automotive Engineers. New York. Section Papers No.
720625.
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY : NOISE REDUCTION : abstract only.
Ccr.struction noise accompanying the rehabilitatinn of old and the
deveopment of new transportation modes is extremely destructive to
the quality of life, and the environment With few exceptions, industry
has failed to internalize the cost of muff,2d equipment and procedures,
and the cost of this intense noise exposure is an 'external cost' borne
by both the worker and the exposed public. Engine equipment
manufacturers, contractors, and project sponsors resist design for
quiet. Engineers have an ethical imperative to protect the noise
receiver Citizen demand for quieter construction is growing and a few
man:ufacturers are voluntarily marketing quieter compressors and
paving breakers. Government, on all leve!s, is beginning to raise the
question of unlimited ncise emissions. The Walsh Healey noise
exposure limits are now applicable to construction operations. Industry
should be given financial incentives and assistance to expedite the
necessary change-over to design and operation for quiet.
NP73-5A-014
72-5GD-0570
EB.r!and. Theodore Chicago. ILThe fight for quiet.
The Fight for Quiet. Prentice-Hall. Inc. Englewood Cliffs. New Jersey.
373 pages. 1970. Price S8.95.
No abs.. 4 appendices. index. numerous refs. (In Du.. Fr.; Gr.; It.;Scand.), SS.
NOISE CONTROL : LEGAL ACTIONS . book.
The measurement of noise is discussed, along with its destructive
effects on the human mind and body. Methods of combattin g noisepollution (including legal actions) are described.
/67
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NP73-5B-001 @1 Dec 171 204 p refs
(Controct EPA-68-04-0046)
37-?@ 00. Novol Submorino MIoCO lCl Cntor. Gl$WO . C*. I- ID30 3) Avad 500D 1 75
Po0oorcl Lob. Tho averf nose pollutrA pIJOiom whtih t3 a ooinOced withPVYCHOLOGICAL EFF~CTY OF POONGI0 [XPO3U(E outdoor noise o community consideve ProeDte ~o aO
7O SONAR SIGNALS AT AN ELEVATED INTENSITV. 2: quontitatsve fromotri for undeiOtea"s tao nature of the7aENTY.FOUR DAYS EXPOSURE TO SIGNALS AT 5 g outdo:a nolso onvaronmont and tho reoction of poez onnd
Ontorim Roport Community to its votoua oooco. Aulli'Sonjomin B Woybrew and Ernoot M. Noddin 0 Doc. O071
32 p refo
(AD-746103. NSMRL-691) Avodl. NTIS CSCL 06/10
Ton corofully scroenod mole oubjects. 5 civilian mon from
tho'Now London community and 5 Novy oonorrnon woro oocludod NP73 - 5B-00 5
in tho Audology opecps of tho Submorino Modicol Roooorch
Loboratory for a total of 30 days. 4 pro-o0poimontal (nO boop). A73-10781 nnovsc Mc, aiaw frost C5=CoQt asf Oon-24 doyo: oupoouro to the 85 dB boop and 2 rocovery dayo.R. R S. Sorenn, and A Kad (Kung. Ka'oinso
Adminiotorod daily. the toot bettery conlotoed of o coquontiol posuro. R. ylander S. Sorensen, end A. Kajind (Kung. aolns
reaction tmoe toot, a hand-eyo coordination toot. mooouro ofInstitutet; National Environment Protection Board, Dept. of En
mucular tonsion and 4 mooouroo of mood and offot. Although vironmental Hygiene, Stockholm. Sweden). Journal of Sosrd oa#
in 0 of the ton mon somo dopro sivo trondo occurrod in the Vibration, vol. 24, Oct. 22, 1972, p. 419-44. 26 refs. Reomech
firot 3 days of the onpoouro period. tho porformn nco dot supported by the Royal Traffic Noise Committee, Swedish petioncO
domonotrotod no evidonco of oignificonco impoirmoen. Similorly, Bank. and the City Council of Linkoping.
whilo 2 men reported mild ro-occurring hoodochoo. ond 6 indicatod Social surveys were conducted in 24 areas with well~ finec
tho boop moy hovo effoctod their leeop o0 well 00 thoir porforfaoeo noise exposure characteristics around eight airports.in Scandinavia.
on cortain tooting procoduoo. mno ovorall OdJuotmont of the 0 The results demonstrate that the extent of onnoyance reactio , in an
mon did no oppeaoor to bo impairod allowing 1/2, - 3 dayo for osposed population is closely correlated to the noise level of sin~g
o~ 0 aptn. Author (GRA) overflights. For areas egposed to a low number of takeoff , the
oextent of 'very annoyed' in the population Is below 5% provued the
note3 fevols do not emceed 90 dB(A). For oroas exposed to a hi~h
nP7b5B-002 r of takeoffs, on incraoo in tho ontent of *very annoyed' IsNP73-5B-002 found afreody when the noiso lovel Increasis from 70 to 75 dB(A).
ho increase with noise loveol up to 85 dB(A) is linear (coI~roation
M2-300533 Control Inst. for the Doof. St. Laub. Mo. Ctrol cofficient 0.99). qAuthorl
omoO. For the C'.at.
EIfECTS OF NOISE OfN P2EPL
Z1 Dec 1971 165 p rofg
Contr:oct EPA-68-01-05000)
(NTID:100 7) Avoal NTIS HC 010.25
It as shown that noIoo con oct on Oource of poychologicol
diEtross. other bcouse of responses diroctly to tho noCoo ~1colf
or bocbuo of rooponsos to irrolovant moszoo0z corrad b~ the
sound. Psychologicol ditroso cn turn contributoo to the vorous
unpleasant offocts ao hoering loss. opooch interforonco. no6oinos.
onniety. distroess. etc. 1.G.
NP73-5B-003
N72-30067# Cavil Aeromsdcal Inst.. Oklohomo Cgqy. Oklo.
RESIDUAL PERFORMANCE EFFECTS OF SIMULATED
SONIC BOOMS INTRODUCED DURING SLIEPP
W. Dean Chiles and Georgetta West May 1972 9 p ros(FAA-AM-72.19) Avail NTIS HC$3.00
Twenty-four male subjects were tested on a complex
performance device involving monitoring. mental arithmetic, end
pattern discrimination Three age-groups were used: 20 to 26.40 to 45. and 60 to 72. Subjects were tested for 30 minuteo
each morning and each evening for a 21-day period. On the
sixth through the 17th nights. subjects were expoood to eight
simulated sonic booms with an outdoors overpressuro level of
1.0 psf presented at 1-hour intervals during sleep. The results
provided no evidence that exposure to simulated sonic boomsduring sleep produced measurable consequences with respect to
complex performance A significant age effoct was found for five
of the ten measures. Significant difforonces (Opparontly alearning effect) were found in performanco across tho three
phases (pre-boom. boom. and post-boom). There wos also a
significdnt interaction btw4eon age an1 IRds-n or ove of the
measures. AInalysis of thl simple Leflect, .J l..d thLee woer
rather large dillurencos among the th-0 S g-S at 11.. UL'Jilnning
of testing with the dfferjaces dLcres . ., I t ld hdo Iatlerphases The imle of day effect was y .,.jnt for fiveU of the
measures Author
NP73-5B-004
N7J7' t"A146 Wii. %1 Ixtr i- 1'1 Rog1" ini
QOMR9ttIN 4 . P osiiqs
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28401. BREGMAN, HOWARD L. and RICHARD G. PEARSON. (N. C.
State Univ., Raleigh, N. C., 27607, USA.) Development of a noise an-
noyance sensitivity scale. NASA (NATL.AERONAUT SPACE ADM)
CONTRACT REP CR(194): 1-40. rlius. 1972.--E.mmining the prob-
lem of noise pollution from the psychological rather than the engineering
view, a test of human sensitivity to noise was developed against the
criterion of noise annoyance. Test development evolved from a previous
study in which biographical, attitudinal, and personality data had been
collected on a sample of 166 subjects drawn from the adult community
of Raleigh North Carolina, USA. Analysis revealed that only a small
subset of the data collected was predictive of noise annoyance. Item
analysis yielded 74 predictive items that composed the preliminary
noise sensitivity test. This was administered to a sample of 80 adults
who later rated the annoyance value of 6 sounds (equated in terms of
peak Sound Pressure Level) presented in a simulated home, living-room
environment. A predictive model involving 20 test items weighting
scheme was evaluated.--J. F. L
NP73-5B-007
t 5072. MOREIRA, NAOMI M. and M. E. BRYAN. (Audiol. Res. Unit,
Dep. Electr. Eng., Univ. Salford, Salford M5 4WT, Engl., UK.) Noise
annoyance susceptibility J SOUND VIB 21(4): 449-462. Illus.
1972.--The variations of annoyance due to tape recorded noise were
investigated in a group of 34 normal hearing subjects. There were
significant differences between subjects in their rating of S different
types of noise, 20 sec samples of which were played at levels varying
from 55-95 dBA [noise rating vs. noise level). Subjects were stable
in their judgements of annoyance over a 2 mo. period. Those subjects
most sensitive to noise showed greater initial annoyance but their an-
noyance grew less rapidly with increasing noise level than that of those
least sensitive to the noise. The former tended to have steeper loud-
ness functions than the latter. While sensitivity to annoyance by noise
(or noise annoyance susceptibility) does not appear to depend upon
such personal factors as age, oex, education, job responsibility, nor
such personality traits as determined by the EPI [Eysenck Personality
Inventory] and the MMPI (Minnesota Multi-phasic Personality Inven-
tory] it is apparently quite strongly related to various me-sures of per.
sonality given by the Rorschach Projection Test A tentative personal-
ity profile of a noise sensitive individual is propsed and some support
for this is found from noise annoyance field studies and from individual
loudness function data. In order to predict an individual's annoyance
to a particular noise, it may be necessary to know not only the level of
the noise but also his personality.
NP73-5B-008
57625. VOLKOV, A. M., 1. L. KARAGODINA, A. I. TSYSAR', S. A.
SOLDATKINA and V. V. SHISHKINA. (F. F. Erisman Mosc. Res. Inst.
Hyg., Moscow, USSR.) Otsenka naseleniem shuma zheleznodorozhno'gW
transporta (po dannym oprosa i slovesno-assotstativnogo eksperim
c n 'ta.
fEvaluating railway traffic noise by questionnaire information and vr
bal association experiment with populations.] GIG SANIT 37(2):
-32. 1972. Eng. summ.--The paper deals with data on high noise
levels created by railway traffic on territories surrounding its tracts.
The noise causes great inconvenience to the population, 87%C of whom
presented mass complaints. The noxious effect produced by the noise
on the CNS manifested itself in the prolongation of the latent period in
the reply reaction time during a verbal-association experiment.
-J. F.L-
///
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379. A'BROOK, M. F. A briefg eamnatn of t0 pMes ych oga aspect of socatiotn s formed
to proote the control of aircraft noise. Sond, s(2), 1972, 37-38.
Examines the motives of those people joining associations aimed at the control and reduction
of aircraft noise. Pressure groups have increased in their sophistication and now seem able
to exert powerful influence upon the authorities.--J. Abst.
NP73-5B-010
(Physlopathologlca problems raised by noise at an
aeroplane construction factory] Chemin A, et at.
Iord Mled 3:121-2 passim, Jan 70 (Eng. Abstr.) (Frel
5B-011
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72-5TE-0143
Anderson, C.M.B.
Robinson. D.W.
The effect of interruption rate on the snnoyanco of an intermittent
noise.
Teddington. Eng. National Physical Laboratory. Acoustics Report No. 53.
23 pages. Oct. 1971.
Sum.. 8 figs.. 2 tables. 24 refs.. from AS.
NOISE LEVELS : PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS : ENGLAND
psychophysclogical noise annoyance models : intermittent noise.
An experiment designed to test a prediction made from the Noise
Pollution Level (LNP) formulation is described. During each test session
of 30 min, subjects were exposed to 15 min of road drill noise at 87
dB(A). the experimental variables being the number and duration of the
noise bursts. The results were broadly consistent with tle formula when
compared with experiments using steady noise, but secondary effects are
found which depend on the intermittancy rate. The results are used to
illustrate a psychophysiological model of noise annoyance, and are also
discussed in relation to the noise fluctuation term in the LNP formula. Of
the personality indices taken, extraversion was the only measure to show
significant effects.
NP73- 5B-012
72-5TE-0156
LeVere. T.E (both) North Carolina State Univ.. Dept. of
Bartus. Raymond T. Psychology. Raleigh
Hart. F.E. North Carolina State Univ., Dept. of Mechanical
and Aerospace Engineering. Raleigh
Electroencephalographic and behavioral effects of nocturnally
occurring jet aircraft sounds.
Aerospace Medicine. St. Paul. Minn., 43(4): 384-389. April 1972.
Abs.., 5 figs . 2 tables. 11 refs.. from AA.
Grant: NASA NGL 34-002-095.
JET NOISE . AIRCRAFT : NOISE EFFECTS : PHYSIOLOGY : human:
electroencephalogram : behavior : sleep.
Data relative to the objective evaluation of the effects of a specific
complex auditory stimulus presented during sleep are presented. The
auditory stimulus was a jet aircraft flyover of approximately 20-sec
duration and a peak intensity level of approximately 80 db (A). The
physiological effects (changes in electroencephalographic. EEG. activity)
produced by the jet aircraft stimuli outlasted the physical presence of the
auditory stimuli by a considerable degree Both behavioral and EEG
changes were noted during waking performances subsequent to nights
disturbed by the jet aircraft flyovers which were not apparent during
performances subsequent to undisturbed nights. Even limited exposure
to nocturnal stimuli which do not necessarily produce behavioral
awakening can nonetheless produce significant changes in an individual's
pattern of sleeping and waking EEG and overt waking performance.
NP73-5B-013
72-6TE-0172
Desai. D.D. Bhartiya VidVa Bhavan's Sardar Patel College
of Engineering. Bombay. India
Environmental pollution duo to noise.
See Citation No. 72-6TE-0170 p 26. [1972? ].
Abs. only, from AA.
NOISE LEVELS : ACOUSTICS NOISE CONTROL : abstract only.
The anatomy of the human car and the behavior of man and
animals in an exceedingly noisy environment is discussed The effect of
distance on sound levels and sound-intensity level phenomena is
considered in studying the noise problem acoustically. Several protective
and preventive rnmesures for industrial workers atid people associated
with noisy machinery are suggested. It is recommended that the noise
problem be studied psychologically as well as statistically.
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rocuho. Olthop h omouwhot quoIq tatsvo. C ho 0q. aEoco dote
crn be obtoin)d Irom this tVyp of erimuloeton. aoth0
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NP73-5C-002 2 d~ .. Teero. Ao t*
THE r:FfCTS OF COMBMaD ENWOOTMMIEYAOL VAC708C
tDS0 a.9 lO TorontoE UnIv. osontoes. tos. O3 Ac o £ c., OW WMAN PERFORMANCE O A MANUAL TA704O:
0CTUOaL AUI)SVATION AML PNYSOOLOOCA 0 CP00©0@  WO0GR AND TBAMPERATURE M.S. Thoet
©ATA P©@0 TNE TUAELO-WAUGf O@OrD@@a RosseA P.Lsewbi MO1 971 37 p roef Swwnsra byhoGn nm
09MULA@R 4(AD-739432) Avail: TIS CSCL 05/10
Dho1A Cro8thoro Aug. 1072 010 cPoc Th fcts oI d wo envrnmanug OnctTh. aaf no
UVOAS-VM-I8) Avoil: NTIS NC .7 - tnetrturo. upon htman perfenmanco o saEmpo. vg-eCerd
Tho eonotruction of twe oona bz otsorcoeL C2 cOn menruonw d atriy toots woro oSominod. Tho p eRrimental d33isl
mx tof Toronto. Coando b dioce~ dw. to 01EwOO C9o 00 oo o nP2 factorial. uoing twove subec. The data tznced
c to. dotormine oh ofct o0 Of o0tga hoo to z 5ot the v 0m Ceeo M a peEdue Poeboeat aoek wero onlyed in 0
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PcxxC oe 00 "cls degroe.
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NP73-5C-003 M72-30# Aerospace Mdc Res Mearch Labs.. WBi -
Paottaerson AFB8. Cho.
.72.270ZP. Ateroepace Modicol Rocoorch Lo.n. Writht- MOSE AND SPEECH LEVELS ASSOCIATED WITH The
Patterson AFS. Ohio. F-1 1 A PREP AREA Finet ~eport. May - Nov. 1970
THE EIFPECTS OF HIGH INTENSITY NQ.SE 100 NUMAN Heny C. Sommer and Jusotus F. Rose. Jr. May 1972 38 p
EOUOLOBROUMi roef
C. Stanley OHarris and Henning E. vonGiorko Doc. 1971 24 p (AD-744820; AMRL-TR-72-2) Avail: NTIS CSCL 20/1
rets Presented at Aerospace Medical Assoc. Meting. WOashington. Tho purpose ol the study was to measure the ambient noise
0. C.. Apr. 1967 oenvironment and speech reception levels assoeciated with the(AF Proj. 7231) F-111 A flight prep orea ot McClellan AFB. California; to
(AD-737826; AMRL-TR-67-41) Avail: NTIS CSCL 06/19 measure noise ottenuetion characteristics of several ear orotaction
Five experiments were conducted on the effects of broadbond. de iceo contemplated for use in the ambient noise: end to
high intensity noise on human equilibrium. The ability of oubjoct determine maximum permissible human exposure durationm
to balance on narrow rails was measured during exa..;reo to the based on these deto. The results show that a H-133 (standard
noise and immediately after termination of the noie. Four AF communication heaodset microphone) in combination with o
dtf!eront noise r.onditions were used in each oexpeiment: control. custom molded ins rt communication earplug would permit
120. 130. end 140 d8 (re. 0.0002 dyne/sq cm). In the fireO poreonnol to be oeposed up to 8 hours continuously at the 70%
experiment subjects wore earmuffs and eorplugo; in the conid. end G5% engine power settings. Theso time limits decrease to
only earplugs were worn: and in the third enpeoimont. eubjects 36 minutes per 8 hour day during aotorburner iona 5. Even irn
wore earplugs and one earmuff to produce on oeymetricol the hlghoet noioa lovelo. communicaiMon capabilety was eatisctonr
exposure. At on ambient level of 140 dB. 0 dotrimontol offect with this e rplug/heNdset combination. uthor teR
was obtained in oll three oexeriments. At lower intensities of
noise. there were performance decrements only for the
asymmetrical exposure. In the remaining two eaperimonts,
conducted after termination of the noise. detrimental effects
were obtained for asymmetrical auditory exposure but not for
equal auditory exposure. The results of these experiments are
interpreted as a possible quantitative demonstration of the direct
effect of high intensity noise on the vestibular seytom.
Author (GRA)
NP73-5C-004
P72-270950 Tesa AaM Univ.. Coelogo Sto2ta. Dop. of
Irdustriol Engineering
A STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF OLLUM ATO Mi AGL
NOISE ON SIMPLE MOTOR PFRFORnMANE tM.S. T~7eeoi
Carol A Gardinier ;971 32 p rofs
(AD-7394741 Avail NTIS CSCLOS/10
The paper investigates the effects of two environmentol
parameters. illumination end noise. on human peroormnc.
Whilo many single-factor studies hovo bon modo on o h
illumination and noise. relatively little research has bon done to
5C-007
NP73-5C-007
A731O07 I Moice 09cct on t lded sctco LCQeo2-
mc~co of tAo human oporo ca. G. M. Swisher, M. L RitchIa, o F.
Maher (Wrig~t State University. Dayton. Ohio). Jormd oVf Sc
craft and Rockers, vol. 9. Oct. 1972, p. 778, 779. 9 refs.
USAF-sponsored research.
Measurement of the closed-loop compensatory trcing p2rf~o-
mance of the human operator in terms of the environm3ntal stress of
a 95-db white noise, using the criticl tracking task of Jex at ct.
(1966). Following a description of the equipment and subject
methodology, the results obtained are shown to indicate that the
zero-order Jex task performance measures of total time and critical
divergence frequency are sensitive to noise stres, whereas the
switching time is not. These results suggest that control and human
factors engineering researchers in environmental stroes must be
extremely careful in their selection of performance me2uros. M.V.E.
NP73-5C-008
A73-13560 # Effects of intermittent and ~oPtinoY= s n is
on serial search performance. C. S. Harris (USAF, Aerospace Medical
Research Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB. Ohio). PGceptud and
Motor Skills, vol. 35, Oct. 1972, p. 627-634. 13 roft.
To determine whether high intensity broadband noim has an
adverse effect on human performance when special conditions
related to type of task, length of testing, and intensity of noise
exposure are met. 3 groups of 20 subjects e&ch were tosted on a serial
search task. The first group was presented continuous broadband
noise, the second received intermittent noise, and the third served as
a control group. Performance was measured for 36 min continuously
on a practice day and 4 test days. Both noise groups produced
approximately the same results. Both groups found significantly
fewer numbers on the task than the control group on the lost wo
days of testing. The results support the contention that when certain
conditions of testing are met, a reliable effect of noise on
performance can be demonstrated. (Author)
NP73-5C-009
A73.16703 0 The interaction of auditory noise and iub-
jective noise annoyance sensitivity with peripheral visual sensitivity.
D. W. Conrad (North Carolina State University. Raleigh, N&C.). In:
Technology for man 72; Proceedings of the Sixteenth Annual
Meeting. Los Angeles, Calif., October 17-19, 1972. (A73-
16701 05-05) Santa Monica, Calif., Human Factors Society, Inc.,
1972, p. 26-30. 19 refs. Grant No. NGL-34-002-055.
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, Ebao Lb Aha aO- - I Lb No o APOD Ca .
nol )), (dCM 8os01oV OU PLS.AsMA TcOC, mfO.
TMcHOamm SNIFT) mom% RMPURLE.Mm0B PLaXA ca..Ze tUOvl Mo tt. potaoa. too 72. 17P loapa n. -, OLdL.-u.
Teicbical moat.. lC-OD
David C. )odg. and Il. iruce MrcComeaso.
O*, I p Rept no. MEL-TM-247 D3ca3GtL-'Z: 40adenstdal cdica.' 'Fothees).
Availability: Pub. in MJa. of the Acustical Sociay oA pozdGaio. ot's O (Ln Odsatriall), NoS. Pa t,
of America. vi n4 po939-4 Oct 6 ." t oo c asonid. Ose o ,  C al ~sonos
1 Q0000a od=o . VOrOxb. o scabots&s.
Descriptors: (Hearing oThmsholda BdGatfigbo: *Poeea =rCHe. 'l5Noia vasesa
(Physiology)), (0 Noise, Stress (Physiology)),
Reliability. E posure. Pathology, Standards. T 1cPVN dOc.;- . s' hea Gsc wila
A comprehensive damae-risk criterion (DRC) for pkamao O ca . bI siimpulss-noise enposure is needed and it is .wee sBcapfid frz the stw.- disJ so direc the au-
desirable to state the DRC in terms of allowaebl bonot systei ow a way fri. a;jacnt 1bjadinZs.
TS (temporary threshold shift). since TTS is both Tce soauot i: was susnpie for parulata
a valid and convenient measure of noise effects ong matter, a soaa onides. and ozone. An actove
bearing. This is possible only if 'TS is also a boOAd00oyis of sthee oise eposuoe so te operatn
reliable measure. Four TTS-reliability studies are waoo P raoJ end a tsdy f s he 46IN ioC
reported. Te following conclusions are reached. boosero to Oto r;f,; insg c cdPae
Individual subject's TS's are not sufficiently Aboer
reliable to permit generalization of impulso-cobO
effecta. Grmp mean T'S varies only slgtly
across a series of exposures and is considered to
be a reliable (consistent, repeatable) measure. TGis
in trae for the enxposure of norad-hearing subjceto
to different impulse-noise con diions, for tf
TTS's of aobnormal-hearing subjects, and fo~
rquencies representative of abL whob range of
hanomo Nearing. The fornulatise of n i03n pe-
noae Dl1C soold be based =o Grop data (mcoe,
qunartsies. etc.). Samp8es ssid be az Dnaso ao
possible ord sGld be repUrnativa o? the
p o latic of which Generalizatiza of roatsto is
eenie. (Ater)
NP73-5C-011
AD-'d 7 PC .IJ9.95
Eaviroamental Aconotics ChatoVoath Calif
IVALUAMTION O7 AINF NG Lraa OU
eMDFN, TSS LIgVIG WiSAR A MAXOR
AllDW I'.
Final rept..
2. Z. Pormell, D. C. Nagel. sad A. Cohee. Z0a 72.
53p FAA-RD-72-72
Conatracts DOT-FA70-WA-I.2. Pf&fS-7foI3
Dacsiptors: (Airplosaae seine, l ou.ts).
(poeaasg. Airplae noa4n), ThrBsoldo
(?physioVog), Exposure. Urbfos croo. Aaalyss of
vanramce. Auditory acuity.
identifiers: oNoise pollution, Los Aegels
lfaternationa Airpoe
Andiogramn and other dOto rFaited to ant
=aditions nod noise exposure Mro otaIcAd frOe
eidensas drove froM two oeiebheaod io ato
reater L Amoeo aro. Oo n easotl
h73ed Lo Agales anternatmoL Abspsst c5A
Lod been oubizcted over the yoro W gfreueft
tareoff noire of high abva Moa i o~ s me
measnmurements of these circraft condo onadojo I
this neighborhed ranaed from 76 o Ii d BA ith
a media of 88 dBA. The econd comsunsity woo
soilai to the airport one in demo~rophy b t free
of oignificant aircraft noise inutruen. NIeCe lhvoe
here arely eaceeded 60 dBA oan coaoafy varC
fqO dBA or es. Both groups dicplaye average
bearing levels an good and at certain frequede e
ob8tly better thaa estimates obtaied fro the
Eational Health Survey of t40-8M. 2.Te overni
cl~diogs di not ake it pooobb to draw fi-a
eschtoioo oabes commanity aireCft co~ic
caposure no a cotse of the appnomot differecco ha
bearine levels between the two groaup. (Ante )
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3811. BARRY, S. P. & THOMAS, I. B. A dlaeei 2ty t aeaiuate redc musk-, symphonic
music and noise as surces oV acoustic raOPum. J. Audio Enaineer. Soc., 20(4), 1972, 271-274.
Undertook to evaluate, under carefully controlled clinical conditions, the relative damage
potential of rock music, symphonic music, and band-limited white noise. Exposed 10 normal
hearing Ss to each program source for 60 min. at an average SPL of 95 dB binaurally through
electrostatic headphones. After each exposure, obtained a TTSS by Biksy audiometry at
each of 10 frequencies. An octave-band analysis demonstrated that both the rock and symphonic
music had very similar frequency spectra, being within ±4 dB from 125 Hz-8000 Hz and
having maxima at 500 Hz. The TTSs for both rock and symphonic music were nearly identical
with maximum TTSs from 2000-5000 Hz and averaging 8-10 dB. The white noise, being
richer in high frequencies, produced average TTSs of 11-17 dB for the same test frequency
range.-J. Abst.
NP73-5C-014
385. NIEMEYER, W. Gibt es eine Habituation des IRnenobres? (Is there habituation of
the inner ear?) H.N.O., 20(7), 1972, 198-202.
Explains habituation of the auditory system to strong, permanent noise. Measured the stapedius
reflex in 105 persons suffering from noise-induced hearing-loss with frequencies from 0.5-4
KHz, and compared it with the threshold of discomfort. It appeared that only the latter
in noise workers was raised (transfer of the habituation to permanent noise immission to
the test stimuli of the loudness tolerance test). Correspondingly, the difference level stapedius
reflex threshold vs. threshold of discomfort was raised from normally 10-20 dB to 30-50
dB; at least 2 yr. after the end of the noise exposure, the difference level was found normal
again or even decreased by recovery of the threshold of discomfort. The stapedius reflex
threshold remained in the normal level range, even in the frequency band of greater hearing
losses. Hence, the hair cell responds to great sound intensities with an unchanged metabolic
expenditure. Only the central rating of strong noise is habituated; the peripheral receptor
remains in unchanged susceptibility to acoustic overload. There is no habituation of the inner
ear; the inhibitory efferents are not able to provide an effective protection against metabolic
exhaustion-and consecutive degeneration-by the .nonbiological noxae of industrial noise.
18 ref.-J. Abst., ed.
NP73-5C-015
386. PELL, S. An evaluation of a hearing conservation program. Amer. Industr. Hyg. Assoc.
J., 33(2), 1972, 60-70.
A long-term study of noise and hearing loss in the Du Pont Co. was started in 1966 to
evaluate the Company's hearing conservation program. The study population consisted of
about 30.000 men and women, of whom about 7000 worked in areas of high noise levels.
Presents a preliminary, cross-sectional analysis of the data, with a longitudinal study to be
forthcoming later. Loss of hearing acuity with age, at each test frequency, occurred at about
the same rate in 2 levels of noise exposure and in quiet areas. Age-adjusted median thresholds
were slightly greater among exposed workers at 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz. Although some
of the differences were statistically significant, primarily because of the large sample size,
the magnitude of the differences was considered too small to be biologically important.
Furthermore. the differences could be exp!ained by factors other than noise. Tentatively
concluded that the protection afforded by the Company's hearing conservation program was
effectively preventing hearing loss among noise-exposed workers.-J. Abst.
NP73-5C-016
389. TOAL, P. F., Report of the %hale Island hearing conservation programme gor the
Gunnery Branch of the Royal Navy. J. Roy. Nay. fMed. Serv., 58(2), 1972, 132-135.
Results of hearing conservat in program instituted for participants in gunnery course. Incidence
of high-frequency hearing loss was reduced by 16% after start of program. Discusses problem
of reassignment of moderately hearing-impaired servicemen.-I. Shapiro
H99
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4465. Th cia;v. Richard I. (FAA, Civil Aeronautical
lnst.. Oklahoma City. Okla.) Sonlc Ihbm o osre
effects 90.3: Startle responses. Journal of Sound &
Vibration. 1972. Vol. 20, 519-526.-Reactions of both
humans and animals to impulsive acoustic stimuli,
including sonic booms. may involve startle reflexes or
orienting responses. The former usually tends to disrupt
performance: the latter may actually facilitate it. The
lack of consistent findings in the literature regarding the
effects of sonic booms on performance may reflect a
general failure to differentiate between these 2 basically
different types of reaction. Thus. objective criteria for
distinguishing startle from orienting reactions and
methods for measurement are suggested. Relevant
stimulus parameters of impulsive stimuli and other
factors which may modify the evoked reaction are
discussed. Su.aestions are offered for needed research.
(35 ref.-I: E. Collins.
NP73-5C-018
5411. Young. I. IN. & Habert, F. (Jefferson Medical
Coll.. Philadelphia. Pa.) Noise effects on opeech
discrimination score. Journal of Auditory Research,
1970(Apr). Vol. 10(2), 127-131.-Studied effects of
ipsilateral and contralateral presentation of masking
noise on speech discrimination (DS) scores of 7 normal-
hearing Ss. 65 Ss with unilateral total hearing loss and
normal hearing in the opposite ear. and 15 Ss with
bilateral symmetrical hearing loss. Speech and noise were
combined and presented monaurally. The normal and
the bilateral-loss Eroup yield similar results: a DS greater
than 70c when the signal/noise (S/N) ratio is +5 db.
and higher. and less than 50% when the S/N ratio is -5
db. and lower. Ss with unilateral total hearing loss
require a S/N ratio about 10 db. higher to approximate
the DS obtained by normals.-P. N. Herman.
5C-019
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27256. PYATAEV, G. E. (Res. Inst. Forensic Pa hlo MinLst. t 3981L REASON, J. T. (Dep. PoychoL, Unlv. Lele., Leicester, LE1Realth Kaz. SSR, Alma-Ata, USSR.) K voprosu o funktsional'nom 711, EngI, UK.) Some correlates of the loudness function. J SOUND9ostoyanii zvukovogo analizatora pri deisirvl moshchnogo preryvistogo VIB 20(3): 305-309. 1972.--Studies correlating the slope of the lmod-3huma. [Functional state of the auditory analyzer under the effect of ness function and the slope of the function relating spiral after-effeetowerful-intermittent noise.1 VESTN OTORINOLARINGOL 33(5): persistence to the duration of prior stimulation with objective motion
31-6. Illus. 1971. [Engi. summ.J--A complex audiological investtga- are summarized. Motion sickness susceptibility is indicated by a per-t
hia was conducted of 121 men who were subjected to theeffect of a sonal history inventory. The slopes of other psychophysical magnitudepowerful intermittent noise in combination with the shock wave developing functions and the slope of the function relating auditory reaction time
uring explosions of detonating gas. Tests of tonal threshold, supra- to sound pressure level are also correlates of the loudness functon.l
.rminal and speech audiometry were used. In the majority of the Consistent Individual difforences in "receptivity-, or the characteristic(xuminees, threshold of pure tones increased in the range of 3000-4000 way of the human transduces stimulus energy explains the results.
cycles/sec; in some cases they also spread to median frequencies.
Two types of curves were singled out: steep and sloping. The
differential load threshold in most cases was within the limits of 0.2-0.4
db, whereas the differential threshold of the height of the sound was
".6 - 1.01 . In noise audiometry the perception of pure tones was NP73-5C-024
commonly on the level of masking noise and rarely below this level
b- r 15-20 db. In pure tone and in investigation of the temporary t 39812. HOCKEY, G. R. . (Dep. Psychol., Univ. Durham, DurimnShift of the hearing thresholds during a work shift without protection of Engl., UK.) Effects of noise on human ecln and some Individual
the ears ith antiphoncs most examinees demonstrated signs of fatigue differences. JOUND B 20(3): 299-304. lus. 19.--Rese
of the auditory analyzer. The results of speech audiometry showed the concerning the effects of loud noise on the efficiency of human work
presence of dissociatin between tonal and speech hearing. The led to an examination of differences between Individuals in the extentItihologlcal process in most of the examinees may be localized in hair to which efficiency is affected. Noise is regarded as producing a
cells of the spiral organ, in the cochlear ganglion; in both cases narrowing of attention towards work components of high priori anthere are apparently functional shifts also in the cortical region of the affect seen as aoidng a basis for understanding prevIous ontri
adltory analyzer.--F. K. tory interpretations in this area. Extroverted people seem more sus-
ceptlble to this narrowing of attention, while the performance of ntro-
verts is more stable. Related research on individual differences in
NP7 3- 5C- 0 2 0 performance and preference for noisy environments is also discussed.
)4196. RUMYANTSEV, G. I. and D. A. MEKHEL'SON I. M. Soch-Qnov let Mosc. Med. Inst.. Moscow. USSR.) Vliyante ahumo-vibrataon- NP7 3-5C-025
nogo faktora v komplekse sudovykh uslovil na organism moryakov. [Ef-
fect of the noise-vibration factor on sailors under complex conditions-
GIG SANIT 36(9): 25-27. 1971. [Engl. summ.J--Vibration noise causes 45964. GORSHKOV, S. L, N. A. KOKHANOVA, A V. KOLESNIKOVA,
definite shifts in carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, and increases the L F. LAKEEVA. (Inst Ind. Hyg. Occup. Dis., Acad. Med. Sct. USSR
concentration of sugar and 9-lipoproteins in the blood. Introduction of Moscow, USSR.) Fiziologlcheskle advigi u tkachet, obsluzhivayusbchlkh
thiamine and nicotinic acid into the daily food ration had a favorable ef- tkatskie stanki s raznymi urovnyaml shuma. fPhysiological shifts in
fect. These vitamins should be administered to sailors expsed to vibra- weavers operating looms with different noise intensity. GIG SANIT
tion noise on ships for a long period.--J. F. L. 37(1):29-32.lus. 2. EngL summ -- The investigations performed
showed that intense Industrial noise in work shops with shuttle looms
caused changes in the CZS activity in weavers. The development of
fatigue could not be eliminated during lunch periods and became mostintense by the end of the week.--J. F. L,NP73-5C-021
1 34420. 'MILLS, JOHN H. and DAVID J. LILLY. (Cent. Inst. Deaf,
St. Louis, Mo. 63110, USA.) Temporary threshold shifts produced by NP73-5C- 026pure tones and by noise in the absense of an acoustic reflex. J
ACOUST SOC AM 50(Part 2): 1556-1558. Illus. 1971.--Subjects (6) t 46304. NICHOlS, ALAN C. (San Diego State Coll., San Diego,
with an acoustic reflex and 6 subjects without an acoustic reflex were 46304. 92115, U SA.) Effets of noise State Cll., San Diego
exposed on separate occasions to a 710-Hz pure tone and to a 1/8-octane Cal. 92115, USA.) Effects of noise on articulatn scoring: A m e o-
band noise with an upper cutoff frequency of 710 Hz. Both exposures dologicalstudy. J MMUN DISORD 4(3): 199-207. Illus1971re.
were 10 min at 110 db sound-pressure level (SPL). Temporary thres- 1972.--A video-tape of children's responses to'an articulation test
hold shift (TTS) was measured at 1000 Hz. For the subjects with an was played once in the ambient quiet of a television studio, and once
acoustic reflex, the pure-tone exposure produced 10 db more TTS2 while electronically mixed with 5 conditions of broadband noise. The
than the noise exposure. For the subjects without an acoustic reflex, responses were scored. Differences in scoring between the play andthe pure-tone exposure and the nose s r producedFor the ubjects without an acousame reflex, replay showed: errors heard in both quiet and noise decreased, andamounts of TTS. Low-frequency pure tones produce more TTS than more errors were obscured by noise as a function of greater noise
low-frequency bands of noise because of the differential effects of levels. Responses, scored as errors in noise but not scored as errors
the acoustic reflex in resonding to these 2 tvpes of sounds. in quiet, were maximized when the broadband noise was between 60
and 65 db. The noise affected the listeners' judgments of the apparelt
defectiveness of the articulations they heard In complex and conflicting
ways. Control of noise in experimental studies of articulation and
NP7 3- 5C- 0 2 n articulation testing Is needed.
35649. MrYAZAKI, IMANABU. (Kosai-iin Hosp., Sulta City, Osaka, NP73-5C- 027Jap.) Effect of undesirable sound noise on cerebral circulation. JAP
CIRC J 35(8): 931-936. Illus. 1971[rced. 1972 .-- The effect of unde-
sirable sound (random noise of ca 100 phon) on the cerebral circula- t 46316. OKADA, AKIRA tSapporo Med. Coll., Dep. Public Health,
tion was investigated by means of the ultraonic Doppler apparatus in Sapporo, Jap.), HIROTSUGU MIYAKE, KOTARO YAMAMURA and10 normal young and elderly males. Increase of the blood flow was MASAYASU MINAM. Temporar hearin loss Induced by noise andconspicuously observed in all the subjects after the onset of the noise, vibration. J ACOUST SO A 1(4 Part 2): 240-124. Ius
The increasing rate of the blood flow in the internal carotid artery and --Five male students (19-20 yr-old) with normal hearing were exposedthe vertebral artery was not coincident. The dissociation of the blood to steady-state noise, vibration, and noise and vibration at the sameflow change in the 2 arteries is discussed. Headache and discomfort time. In a control experiment the subject sat beside the movingdue to the noise were observed in all the subjects. Moreover, distur- vibrator with ear plugs and earmuffs. Temporary threshold shift
bance of sleep was observed in 2 cases. Severe and repeated noise (TTS) occurred after both 20 and 60 min of exposure to the vibration
may induce abnormality of cerebral circulation and various kinds of of acceleration 500 cm/sec 2 and frequency 5 Hz, which is regardedpsychosomatic diseases.--M. F. as a resonance frequency of human body. The TTS by a steady-state
5C-028
NP73-5C-032
anod. [101-db sound-pressure level (SPL) broad tzwd] an0 increased t 57624. GLORIG, A. (Callier Hear. Sp h Cont., IN6 lawod Roc~,by cimultnneous vibration (500 cm/8ec 2 and 5 Hz). Dalla , Te . 75235, USA.) Medical aspects of noise control. TAP(Ta~C ASSC ]PULP PAP WND) 55(): 691_U-04. Illuo. 1972.--Noe
produces a significant hearing lose for speech when tho exposure to
levels above 90 dB (decibels) is continued over several years. EarNP7 3-5C-0 28 protection will prevent that loss but noise control at the source is theoeventual solution. The nonauditory health effects of noise exposure tcr
never established. Many clmo ef general health effecc iro e ,d btt 46317. GJAEVENES, KJELL and ERLING R. RflASTAD. (enot. no supporting evidence eaixit, In spite of the need for meore rtsearcNlPhys., Univ. Oslo, BUndern, Oslo 3,Norway.) The influence 0 rlsetime enough is lmotan to institute hoarins coaermwatio programn in Ilndstr.on loudness. J ACOUST SOC AM 51(4 Part 2): 1233-1239. Ilius.
1972.--The influence of the rise time on the loudness of ooutnd pulses
perceived by humans and the meaning of the sound spectrum were
examined. A "paired comparison" method was used. The sound pulses
had a duration of 0.7 -1.0 sec and the rise time was varied between NP73-5C-033
0.03 and 1.0 sec. For most of the measurements, a signal level of
95 db re 2x10-5 N/m 2 was used. The signals with the fastest onset 57629. KOZLOV, V. N. and N. P. KISELEVA. (Sarnt. Res. Inst.showed the highest loudness. The influence of the rise time on the Rural Hyg., Saratov, USSR.) Opyt elektroentefalografichesingo obele-
loudness was significantly dependent on the signal spectrum. The doral Hya tSarak tov v protsesse polevykb rabote. Electroencep bale-
possibility of explaining the observed effects on the basis of changed raphic investation of tractor operators during field work. GGsynchronism of the neural activity and on the baste of a rapid adaptation IT10- 07. Illus 1971o-EEG data are given or 12 treae-
in the nervous system is discussed. tr operators working in the field under conditions of intense notse
vibrations and other factors which havo a considerable effect an the
functional state of the CNS.--M. D. S.
NP73-5C-029
t 46318. ABEL, SHARON M. (Dep. Psychol., Univ. Toronto, Toronto NP73-5C-034
161, Ont., Can.) Duration discrimination of noise and tone bursts.
J ACOUST SOC AM 51(4 Part 2): 1919-1223. 1972.--The human 57642, RUTENBURG, E. S. (Leningr. RNe. Inst. Med. flyg. Occup.
observer's ability to discriminate a difference in duration for noise Dis., Leningrad, USSR.) Sostoyanle zdorov 'ya pdrostkov, obuchay-
bursts and gated sinusoids was investigated. Two observers compared ushchikhsya i rabotayushchikh v pryadil 'no-tkatsldkh tsekhaklh.
2 durations (T and T + A T) in a 2-alternative forced-choice procedure. [The state of health of adolescenlts working at spinning-weaving shos.
The value of T ranged from 0.16 -960 msec. For each T the value of 37(2): 53-56. 1972. Eng summ.-As a result f trainin
AT for 75% discrimination was determined. For most of the range and working in these shops adolescents presented certain nonspecific
investigated a1T was proportional to T 1/2. Performance was not signs of a noxious effect of occuptional industrial factors (changes in
affected by a change in bandwidth from 3500 -200 Hz. Values of AT the nervous and cardiovascular systems, in the gastrointestinal tract,
for 75% correct did decrease when the observers were given audible disturbances of the menstrual cycle, etc.) and initial symptoms of
spectral cues from very short pulsed sinusoids. The theory best specific occuptional diseases of the ears, bone and muscle. A number
describing the results was a neural counter model. of measures for protecting adolescents' health at enterprises of the
textile industry are suggested.--J. F. L,
NP73-5C-030
NP73-5C-03551666. SHEPELIN, O. P. (Vladivost. Med. Inst., Minist. Health
RSFSR, Vladivostok, USSR.) Kompleksnaya otsenka uslovii truda i
sostoyaniya zdorov'ya rabochikh sudoremontnoi promyshlennosti. [Com- t 57568. SCOTT, THOMAS D. (Nat. Sci. I., Univ. Calif., Santa Cruz,plex evaluation of working conditions and the health of workers in the Calif. 95060, USA.) The effects of continuous, high intensity, white noiseshi r iin nutrvi GIG SAIT 36(101: 114-1i'97r"''-T on the human slee cy e. PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGY (BALTIMORE)
7 he efect industrial factors on 1789 workers, 195 of whom 227-232. Illus. 1972.--Eight male college students slept for
had regular contact with hand power tools was studied. Functional 8 consecutive nights under conditions of 93 + 2 dB white noise (N)changes in the nervous and cardiovascular systems, acoustical, vestibu- and under normal quiet conditions (Q). On N nights the percentage of
lar, visual, cutaneous and motor manalysors and morphology of the blood total sleep time spent in REM [rapid eye movement] stage was de-
were considered. Intensive noise associated with local vibrations was creased (p < .001), the percentages of stages 1 and 2 were increased
the greatest unfavorable effect. Functional disorders were related to (p < .05, p <.001, respectively) and REM latency was increased (p <
specific jobs. Hypertension, tachycardia, increased excitability of .02) compared to Q nights prior to N nights. On Q nights following
centers of parasympathetic and sympathetic innervation, increased N nights the percentages of stage REM increased above baselinethresholds o hearing and decreased muscle strength were observed in levels indicating compensatory recovery effects from REM sleep de-different groups.--N. L. G. privation on the prior N nights. Stages 3 and 4 remained unchanged
throughout the study. The reduction in stage REM on N nights was
directly attributed to the effects of noise on the CNS and not a secondary
result of an increased number of awakenings on N nights.
NP73-5C-031
52024. KRYLOV, Y. V. and M. V. NEFEDOVA. Osobonnosti slukhovoi NP73-5C-036
adaptatsii pri kompl ksnom vozdeistvii na cheloveka shumov srednel in-
tensivnosti v usloviyakh otnositel'noi izolyatsii i gipokinezil. (Peculiar- 5073 EVANSities of auditory adlaptation of humans in response to a complex action. , AGARET . and W. TEMPEST (Audiol. R. Unitof noises of medium intensity under conditions of relative isolation and Dep. Electr. Eng., Univ. Salford, Salford M15 4WT, Engl., UK.) Somehomoi-i]IZV AKADs UK R r SR IOL -" 2-I - effects of infrasonic noise in transportation. J SOUND VIB 2(I)f[Engl. summ.]--Auditory adaptation under conditions of isolation and 19-24. Illus. 1972.--Sound pressure levels in cars traveling at higha.
hypokinesia depends primarily on the state of the sections of the auditory speeds were measured down to the octave centered on 2 Hz. The ef-
analyzer. Relative isolation and hypokinesia tangibly influence the audi- fects of intrasound on balance and psychological awareness studied,tory function. This leads to the formation of a stable effect of external Levels of infrasound in moving vehicles can produce symptome ofhindering causing a considerable change of the auditory adaptation. balance disturbance, including vertical nystagmus, and have deep
--. aapA.L. effects on psychological awareness, In normal humans. Pocolblomechanisms for these effects are discussed.--J. E. F.
5C-037
NP73-5C-037
5077. KRUGLOV, N. P., V. A. LUTOV, A. L. PINCHUK and In the Presence of noise provides support for routine clinical measure-
G. G. SOROCHINSKII. (Dep. Gen. Hyg., Vitebsk Med. Inst Vitebsk, ment of discrimination in noise for these individuals. Individual per.USSR.) Voprosy gigieny truda v shvcinon proizvodstve. rIndustrial formance in noise could not be predicted with a high degree ofcer-
hygien e problems in the soing industrv. GIG SANT 37(3 22-2. tainty from discrimination scores measured iKquet.--E. S.Illus. 1972. [Engl. summ:.]--A study of industrial conditions prevailir
at a sewing factory proved the technol .gic process was accompanied
by certain inoxious envircnmen:al factors. The main factors are
the unsatisfactory n;;croclinmate m le sewiLng shops, significant levels
of high-frequency noise and a considerable strain of attention, vision
and neuro-motor apparatus in fulfillment if monotonous production line
operations. All this has a considerable effect on the physiological
reactions, the state of health and the work productivity.--D. T. S.
NP73-5C-038
t 69028. SCHNEIDER, 1RUCE A. (Columbia Univ., New York, N. Y.
10027, USA.), ALLEN J. NEURINGER and DOUGLAS RAMSEY. Mag-
nitude estimation of loudness with a minimum 24-hr interstimulus
interval. PSYCHONOMIC SCI SECT HUM EXP PSYCHOL 27(4):
243-245. Illus. 1972.--Magnitude estimates of the loudness of white
noise were obtained in 2 conditions: in the Ist, the time between
consecutive stimulus presentations was.at least 24 hr; in the 2nd, the
time was less than 2 min. In both conditions, the relationship between
the reports of the subjects (Ss) and the intensities of the stimuli was
best described by a power function. The exponent of the function was
lower and the variance was slightly greater in the 24-hr interstimulus
condition.
NP73-5C-039
69254. WAHI, P. N. (Indian Counc. Med. Res., New Delhi, Delhi,
India.) Noise pollution and health. INDIAN J MED RES 59(7):
1148-1153. 19't.--Many possible sources of noise pollution are
reviewed. Possible fetal and infant damage of humans and rodents,
hearing impairments, and the relationship between coronary ailments
and mental disorders and noise are stressed.--S. G. B.
NP73-5C-040
69262. TARASENKO, N. Yu., A. A. KASPAROV, E. M. SMIRNOVA
and B. V. ANAN'EV. (I. M. Sechenov Ist Mosec. Med. Inst.. Moscow,
USSR.) O kombinirovannom deistvii faktorov vneshnei sredy na pro-
izvodstve i ikh normirovanni. [Joint action of environmental factors
in industry and their standardization. GIG SANIT 36(7): 27-32. Illus.
1971. [Engl. summ.J--n the chemical industry, the action of toxic sub-
stances prevails on a background of other occupational noxious factors
(noise, high air temperature). Hygienic investigations carried out in
boric acid production proved that noise intensity was at a permissible
level, but the functional state of hearing in workers presented a number
of unfavorable shifts. The 80th curve, accepted as a standard of per-
missible noise level, is quite unfit for a number of chemical productions.
In winter time, the air temperature of work shops did not exceed 27-29*,
but signs of thermoregulatory stress wcre observed in the workers.
The standardization of the microclimate in the chemical industry should
be regulated on the basis that workers experience a joint action of
factors.--J. L. S.
NP73-5C-041
69584. SHAPIRO, MARK T., WILLIAM MELNICK (Ohio State
Univ., Columbus, Ohio, 43210, USA.), and VICTOR VER MEULEN.
Effects of modulated noise on speech intelligibility of people with
sensorineural hearing loss. ANN OTOL RHINOL LARYNGOL
12 I 71- llus. I T72--vTwenty-four adult male subjects,
12 with normal hearing and 12 with sensorineural hearing loss,
were tested to compare their speech discrimination in quiet and in
a noise !mckground. The wide-band noise used was either continuous
or modulated and was presented at various signal-to-noise ratios.
The speech test material was monosyllabic words. Subjects with
sensorineural loss showed nma rkedly poorer discrimination under
all experimental noise conditions. Performance improved as the
signal-to-noise ratio increased and as the modulation rate decreased.
The poor discrimination of subjects with sensorineural hearing loss
5C-042
NP73-5C-042 NP73-5C-052
Tomporary threshold ohift and recovery patterns from [IThreshold audiometrle studies on ogetan dwaordar int70o types of roch and roil music presentailon. startightor ground personnol] Grossk"rt D.
sitolmano WF. et al. Md Welt 83:818-20, 27 1aiy 72 (GOe)mous& Soc Am 51:1240-56. Apr 7S
NP73-5C-053
NP73-5C-043
Observations on the effect of contralateral noiso on o.
intensive differentia sensitivity. Paul RG, et al. 2 Lar3OI RblW 020ol 81: 2 21-30, Apr 72 (Eng. Abstr.)Acta Otolaryngol (Stockh) 73:379-86, May 72 0 9o
NP73-5C-044 NP73-5C-054
Nolse-exposure. Facts and myths. Glorig A. [Noias0 healthproblem othe humanenv-omtOTrans Am Acad Ophthalmol Otolaryngol 75:1254-62, Plntdr 1. Or Hewt 113:1335-40, 4 Jun 72 (Hun)Nov-De 7173-5C-0 55
NP73-5C-055
Some remarks on the Offects of drugs, lack of sleep and
Environmental noise is growing--is It dmaim our loud noise on human aerformance. Sarders AF. at aL
hearing? Lipsco:nb DM. Med TIJds8Cb Psychol 26:670-84. Dec 71 (51 rel.)
ClIs Pedlatr (Phla) 11:374-5. Jul 72
NP73-5C-056
NP73-5C-046
3olse--a challenge to the otolaryngologst:
Advantnte and ldi auv:itage of hearing aids Introduction. Fox MS.in in(lustry. A. J.S7 1ocdy. biblJog Audio Tran Am Acad Ophthalmol Otolarngol 75:1251-3,EnP7 o3-5C J20:479- Mr '72 Nov-Dee 71
NP73-5C-047
[Effect of acoustic stnlmulation on behavior of hematic
cortisol In man] Favino A, et al. Temporry threshold shifta Produced by ure
Boll Soe Ital fliol Sper 48:105-9, 15 Mar 72 (a) tones andth ol n the d bsence of an
Sctnu e reex. f. m Mills and ). J.Lilly. bbli Acostical Soc Am 0:15.6-8 rt 2 r '7I
NP73-5C-048
FunctioRnal eann.es in, the ear produced by NP73-5C-058ligh-inti-nsity sound; 5.0-lkhz stimulation.G. R. Price. bitlio_ diag Acoustical SocAm J 41:1541-5 I) '68: 51:552-8 pt 2 F '72 The ffeetof noise during sleep on the sleep patterns of
different age groups. Roth T, et al.
Can Psychlatr Assoc J 17:Suppl 2:SS197, 1972
NP73-5C-049
NP73-5C-059
Hazardous exposure to industrial Impact noise:
perslst;t cftect on hearing. Guberan E. et al. [Determinatlon of noise exposure during longAnn Occup fIyg 14:345-50, Dee 71 extended stochastically osculating noise--a
methodical study from the viewpoint of work
arrangement] Neubert J.
SeNP73 5C 050e .yg 18:14-90, Mar 72 (Ger)NP73-5C-050
(Are hearing tests necessary during continued work in NP73-5C -060
a noisy environment?] Schwetz F.
MIonatssch Ohrenbheilld Laryngorbinol 106:34-5[2,
1972 (Eng. Abstr.) (Gon) [Medico-legal assessment of noise induced deafness]
Feldmann H.
Z Laryagol P.hlnol Otol 51:230-48, Apr 72 (Eng. Abstr.)(Ger)
NP73-5C-051
IBloelectric reactions in the skeletal muscles after the NP7 3-5C-061
actlon of constant and Impulse noise] Butukhanov VV,
et a. Gig Sadt 36:21-5, Oct 71 (Eng. Abstr.) (Rus)
[Influence of noise on rotatory sensation In unilateral
deafness] Wirth G.
Arch KIn Exp Ohren Nasen Kehlkopfbeilkd1a 199:558-60. 1971 (Ger)
5C-062
NP73-5C-062
Noise-exposure: the industrial physician. Rarbon CI.
Trans Am Acad Ophthalmol Ototlryagd 75:1283-71.
Nov-Dec 71
NP73-5C-063
Noise: a new In2dc,,lgal problem. Schroeder OC Jr.Postgrad Mi d 52:47-9. Jul 72
NP73-5C-064
[Evaluation of Industrial anote with spealal reference
to acoustic trauma] Meleter FJ.
HNO 20:310-2. Oct 72 (Eng. Abstr.) (Ger)
NP73-5C-065
Temporary thirescllnd shift in hearln from
exposure to different noise spectra at
equal dilA. level. A. Cohen .and others.bibtiog Acoustical Soc Am J 51:503-7 pt 2F '72
NP73-5C-066
Temporary threshold shifts produced by
noise-exposure of long duration. Carder HIM. et al.
Trans Am Acad Ophthalmol Otolaryngol 75:1346-54,
Nov-Dec 71
NP73-5C-067
Growth and recovery of temporary threshold shift at 4
kHz due to a Eteady state noise and Impu'se noises.
Okada A. et ai. InL Z Ano;ew Physlol 30:105-11. 1972
NP73-5C-068
Effects of noise, tranqullzerand increased delay time
of tracUlng pcformancc ad heart rate. Strassef IE
Pfluegers Arch 332:Suppl 332:R82. 1978
5C-069
NP73-5C-069 NP73-5C-072
73-1TE-00011 73-1TE.00014
Jones, H.H. National Inst. for Occupational Safety and Pell,. S. E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Co., Wilmington, DE
Helth. Cincinnati, OH An evalua tio of a hearing conservation program--a fIve-yec
Effects of varying levels of interruption on temporary threshold shift. longitudinal study.
See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006. pp. 139-140. [1972?]. See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 141. [1972?].
Abs. only, from AA. Abs. only, from AA.
NOISE LEVELS : NOISE STANDARDS : ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS : HEARING : INDUSTRIAL PROGRAMS : OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : NOISE
HEARING : abstract only : temporary threshold shift : noise LEVELS ! abstract only : hearing conservation.
intermittency. A long-term study of noise and hearing loss was undertaken' in theIntermittency is a noise exposure variable which must be du Pont Company to evaluate the company's hearing conservation
considered in proposing standard limits. A noise interruption is a period program. About 30.000 men and women, of whom about 7,000 work
in the noise exposure when the level falls below 80 dbA for more than in areas where the noise levels are above the company's hearing
5 min or for 20% of the duration of the preceding noise burst. conservation criteria, were studied. Findings of changes in hearing
Interruption levels below 80 dbA may have variable effects on resultant threshold levels over a 5-yr period are presented. Changes among
temporary threshold shifts. Thirty subjects were exposed to noise nonexposed workers are compared with those among workers in 2bursts wherein the only variable was the level of noise during levels of noise exposure.
interruption. The resultant temporary threshold shifts from these
exposures are discussed.
NP73-5C-073
73-1TE-00015NP73-5C07 Botsford, J.H. Bethlehem Steel Corp., PA
73-1TE-00012 Relation of hearing impairment to noise exposure and age.Schmidek, M. National Inst. for Occupational Safety and See Citation No. 73-1TE-00006 p. 141. [1972?].
Health. Cincinnati, OH Abs. only, from AA.
Survey of chain saw operators: Nature of intermittent noise exposure and HEARING : MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS : abstract only : hearing
associated damage risk to hearing, impairment : age : noise exposure.
See Citation No 73-1TE-00006 p. 140. [1972?]. An equation relating prevalence of impaired hearing to age and
Abs. only, from AA. noise exposure is based on the assumptions that the probability of
NOISE LEVELS : OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : HEARING : NOISE developing impaired hearing at any age is proportional to the fraction
STANDARDS : abstract only : temporary threshold shifts. of the population of that age which has already developed impaired
Intermittent noise exposure is an occupational hazard that is hearing. The probability of impairement is also proportional to the
difficult to identify and monitor. Depending on job or machine fraction of the population remaining unimpaired and, therefore, is
operations interruption intervals can range from a fraction of a second available for impairment The solution of the differential equation
to an hour or more, while the number of these interruptions might vary resulting from these assumptions reveals a complex relationship of agefrom one to thousands. Since hearing can recover to some degree and noise exposure to impairment. The effects of age and noise are not
when a noise exposure is interrupted, resultant shifts in hearing simply additive as is often assumed.
thresholds can be variably affected. A survey was conducted of U.S.
Forest Service workers employed as chain-saw operators. Types of
intermittent exposures, resultant temporary threshold shifts and
subsequent recovery-rate, and hazard risk related to proposed NP73-5C-074
standards associated with intermittent noise exposures were studied.
73-1GD-00025
Tatusesco, D.
L'importance de la protection acoustique.
NP73-5C-071 See Citation No. 73-1GD-00017. 1 page.[1971?].In French; no abs., no refs., from Text
73-1TE-00013 NOISE REDUCTION : PUBLIC HEALTH : physiological and psychologicaleffects.
Schmidek, M. National Inst. for Occunational Safety and effects.
ealth. Cinc nati O Inhe effects of noise pollution are surveyed, considering theSurvey of hearing conservation programs in industry. resulting physiological and psychological fatigue. Permanent fatigueSurvey of hearing conservation p. 140.rograms in industry97?. without relaxation or recuperation can lead to irreversible injuries.See Citation No. 73ITF-00006 p. 140. [1972?1. Noise must not be considered an inevitable nuisance. A solution to theAbs. only, from AA. problems requires education and regulations to reduce noise levelsINDUSTRAL PROGRAMS : HEARING : NOISE STANDARDS: where its production is inevitable and insure areas, such as homes,OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : abstract only : hearing conservation : survey sufficient quiet where recuperation is possible.of industries.
Excessive noise at the workplace poses risk of hearing loss to
workers. The occupational noise exposure standard in effect under the NP73-5C-075
Occupational Safety an Health Act directs industry to developprograms for the purpcse of conserving worker:' hearing. Because 73-2TE-00068there are no generally accepted standards for such programs, the Schwetz, Friedrich Vienna, Austria .i
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health conducted a Betriebslaermbekaempung in eesterreich. Bericht ueber die
survey to find on-goirg industrial hearing conservation programs and to audiometrischen Untersuchungen bei 50 000 Laermarbeitern.
assess the extent and nature of their variability to learn of the range of See Citation No. 73-2TE-00049 pp. 1 74-175. 1971.
problems involved in estalishing such programs, and to determine In German; Eng.. Fr., Ger. sums., no refs., from AS.
apparent measures of eHfectiveness. Forty-three hundred questionnaires NOISE REDUCTION : DISEASES: OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH : AUSTRIS.
were sent out; as of Dec. 1, 197 1, responses were received from 62% All Austrian hearing troubles caused by noise and measured
of the mining compans. 58 of the manufacturing companies, 55% udimetrically are classified in 4 groups according to their course and
of the transportation cornpanes, and 40% of the construction audiometrically are classifed in 4 groups according to their course and
companies. g extent. It clearly appears that the risks of hearing troubles are
5C-076
necess rily of variable importance in the various enterprises. As interactions. On tracking and reaction time tests the greatest impairment
regards the average decrease of the hearing capcity, the noise of performance was produced by vibration alone. Transmissibility of
characteristic registered in every working place seems to be extremely vibration was not altered by heat or noise. Subjective ratings of stress
important All experiences gained support and facilitate the application severity progressively increased with the number of stresses in the
of personal and technical audioprotective measures in ihe various combination. Subjective ratings of stress intrusiveness. however., did not
enterprises. Moreover, the investigation of which percentage of show such a trend.
professional diseases ought to be indemnified (relative deafness caused
by excessive noise) is discussed.
NP73-5C-07 9
NP73-5C-076 72-6TE-0160
e Sommer. Henry C. (both) Aerospace Medical Research Lab.
72-5TE-0149 Harris. C. Stanley Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. OH
Large. John B Southampton Univ. Inst. of Sound & Vibration Combined effects of noise and vibration on mental performance as a
Research. Eng. function of time of day.
Noise control. Aerospace Medicine. St. Paul. Minn.. 43(5): 479-482. May 1972.
See Citation No 72-5TE-0148. 26 pages. 1972. Abs.. 4 figs. 3 refs.. from AA.
No abs.. 5 figs.. 4 refs.., from Text & SS. Presented at: Aerospace Medical Ass'n. Meeting (Held in Houston. Tex..
NOISE CONTROL: AIRCRAFT: AUTOMOBILES: INDUSTRIAL NOISE. April 26. 1971).
Measurement and assessment of the impact of noise are discussed. NOISE LEVELS : VIBRATIONS : effects : mental performance : time
Noise affects society in two ways: it produces damage to the hearing function.
mechanisms if the intensity of the noise is too high or if the htman is To determine combined effects of noise and vibration on mental.
subjected to excessive periods of noise; and secondly, at lower performance as a function of time of day. 10 subjects were randomly
intensities. it produces a state of mental disturbance. Problems and exposed to each of the following conditions: stress (5 Hz vibration-0.25
solutions for aircraft noise and sonic booins, traffic noise, and industrial g z , 110 dB noise) at 6:00 a.m.: no stress (no vibration-85 dB noise) at
and domestic noise are discussed. 6:00 a.m . stress at 3:00 p.m.; and no stress at 3:00 p.m. Subjects'
performan -e on a mental arithmetic task was measured during each of
these exposures on consecutive days. Significant interaction between
time of day and stress was due to both a slight improvement in
NP73-5C-077 perfurmance in no stress condition at 3:00 p.m.. and a slight decrement
in performance at 3:00 p.m. in the stress condition. Results suggest that:
72-5TE-0154 phase of the circadian cycle may be a variable to be considered in studies
Walker. J.G. Univ of Southampton. Inst. of Sound and on the effects of stress on human performance.
Vibration Research. Operational Acoustics
and Audiology Group. Eng.
Heoaring conservation.
3ee Citation No. 72-5TE-0148 12 pages 1972.
No abs.. 2 appendices. 6 refs. from Text & SS.
NOISE CONTROL: HEARING LOSS: EAR DAMAGE.
The biological effects of noise canr best be considered by classifying
them into five categories physical: psychological: physiological;
pathological; and performance. Effects of noise on the ear and hearing.
practical effects of noise-induced hearing loss, and a hearing
conservation program are discuissed
NP73-5C-078
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Grether. W.F. (all) Aerospace Medical Research Lab..
Harris. C.S. Wright Patterson Air Force Base. OH
Ohlbaum. M.
Sampson. P.A.
Guignard. J.C Wright State-Univ.. Dayton. OH
Further study of combined heat, noise and vibration stress.
Aerospace Medicine. St Paul, Minn .43(6): 641-645. June 1972.
Abs., 5 figs.. 4 tables. 4 refs.. from AA.
Also in: Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory. Technical Report No.
71-131.
N~ISE MEASUREMENTS VIBRATIONS : PHYSIOLOGY : stress
effects
As a follow-up to an earlier study of combined heat, noise and
vibration stress, the same levels of heat (120-F). noise (105 dB) and
vi'ation (5 Hz. 0.30 peak U) were studied but with some modifications.
Physiological measures included skin and rectal temperature, heart rate.
weight loss and biochemical urine analyses. Performance measures
included two-dimensional compensatury tracking, choice reaction time, a
voice communication test of logical alternatives, mental arithmetic, visual
acuity and subjective ratings of the stresS conditions As in the previous
study the cumbination ', stwrsse' produced no additive stress
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